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Stop wasting time in a dead-end job! 

Enjoy the big rewards offered the 

law-trained man in business ; : 

STUDY 
/IN YOUR SPARE TIME 

as a way to 

increased earnings 

W HAtHveR your present position — whatever 
your previous schooling — you ean multiply your 

opportunities for rapid promotion, big income and 
prestige through LaSalle law training at home, 

‘A knowledge of Law is regarded today as in- 
dispensable equipment in every activity of busines, 
‘The greatly increased role of government in business, 
the many new problems of Law involving taxes, in- 
‘surance, contracts, liability, employment, and much 
more —all require the legally-trained executive who 
can make day-to-day decisions effectively. That is 
why leading corporations seek out such men for key 
positions and reward them with top salaries. 

‘You can master Law easily and enjoyably at home 
~ at rant kandt Mie cost Sandee Soret iaerc 
LaSalle’s distinguished Law faculty. Your study is 

th actual Jegal cases. Upon completion 
of your training, you ar@ awarded a Bachelor of Laws 
degree if qualified. The famed LaSalle Law Library 

of 14 volumes is given to you as part 
of your course. 

For over half a century LaSalle has 
been an acknowledged leader in busi- 
ness training, with more than 1,000,000 
students. Send for the free booklet 
“Law Training for Leadership” 

“ how LaSalle can help you move up 
rapidly in business. Address: 417 So. 
Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

LASALLE 
EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 

A Correspondence Institution 
{417 5. Dearborn, Dept. 37.040, Chleago, Illinois 60905 i. Please send me, tree of cost or obligation, your 

illustrated booklet “Law ‘Training for Leadershi 
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sh NEW STORIES Trapped in the black pit of insanity, this dedicated, hard-driving 

Polaris sub skipper devised a fiendish plot which would make 
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Witt BE THE MOVIE BLOCKBUSTER OF 1963 
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ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS 

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR: 
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THE YANK WHO SMASHED THE NAZI 

George ox WAR CRIMINALS’ ESCAPE RING 
Merle Pose A brawling US undercover man, he splintered a deadly “bring Hitler back” army Mal Sestack 
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RUSSIA’S CRUMBLING SATELLITE EMPIRE RAY LUNT 26 
Once tame slaves, the Soviet's subjects are on the edge of bomb-tossing revolt 

STRANGE LIFE OF THE CANNIBAL BAT. RUSSELL PETERSON 317 
This eerie “night creature’ is a blood-drinking throwback to prehistoric horror . 

FRAUD FIRES—NEW AND VICIOUS 

BILLION DOLLAR RACKET oer ARCHER SCANLON 34 
Torch-carrying pros, they're turning American cities into tinderbox death traps . 

MY SEARCH FOR THE LOST BILLIONAIRE IN 

THE FORGOTTEN VILLAGE OF XINGU.. GEORGE AUSTIN 36 
He gambled his life and sanity to solve the Amazon jungle’s most terrifying mystery 
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LEARN BY DOING! BUILD YOUR OWN. 
COMPLETE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM! 
25 VALUABLE TRAINING KITS INCLUDED! 
You lear by doing. Not just theory, but practical 
home training that gets you ready for big pay op- 
portunities fast. All the tools, the parts, the step-by- 
step help you need to build your own complete 
refrigeration system and to get experience fast for a 
better job, a business of your own, or to earn extra 
‘money in your spare hours. 
What CTI has done for thousands of other ambitious 
‘men, it can do for you too, But the first step must 
be yours. Send for your FREE booklets now. 
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IF YOU'RE EARNING LESS THAN $170 A WEEK 
READ HOW YOU CAN STEP UP TO BIG MONEY 

IN AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION, AND HEATING 
thousands of top-pay jobs waiting right now—new 
jobs opening every day, faster than they can be filled 
1s true. In the mushrooming air conditioning, refrigeration and 
heating fields, there are more top-pay, steady jobs available than 
there are trained men to fill then. And still, new high-pay spots 
are opening every day in these challenging and rewarding fields. 
‘Check the want ads and see for yourself. You'l understand why 
the pay is high, the work steady. and the future so bright. Over 
20,000 men are needed each year, men who really want to get out 
Of routine, unpromising jobs—who want to start high and move 
ahead quickly in one of the fastest growing fields in America 
today. See how easily you can be one of these fortunate men. It's 
all spelled out in our FREE booklet, SUCCESS IN AIR CONDI- 
TIONING AND REFRIGERATION. Send for it today, 
join the thousands of men who are already 
forging ahead in this rewarding field—and 
earn big money even while you learn 
Nothing can tell you how secure your future can be better than 
the comments of men who have already started their careers in 
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating 
My wages have tripled since I entered this fel."—James Wiest 

Minn. "During the past 514 months, | increased my income by 
$1150°—George Gulvas, Pa. “On s parttime basis, am grossing 
$440 to $600 per month."—H. K. Wolf, Wis. “Earnings have 
more than doubled."—Aaron York, Ind 

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET 

Commercial Trades Institute 
Chicago, Illinois 60626 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

But far more important thin the big money others have earned 
is the money and security you can assure for yourself and your 
fanily in this exciting field. And you can get into it without 
losing a single day's time or pay from your present job—through 
the famous CTI method of sparestime, at home training. 
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET WITH FULL 
OPPORTUNITY FACTS TODAY 
If youre earning less than $170 a week, if you're not gett 
ahead as quickly as you want to, and if you're serious about 
wanting more pay and a secure future, a good business of your 
own, or important part-time earnings—you owe it to yourself to 
look into these exciting opportunities: Air Conditioning, Refriger- 
ation, Heating, Auto Air Conditioning, THE FULL OPPORTU. 
NITY FACTS ARE YOURS—ABSOLUTELY FREE AND 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION—IN THE FACT-FILLED, ILLUS: 
TRATED BOOKLET PICTURED BELOW. Send for your copy 
today. There is no cost—and it can be the first step io a more 
secure future for you and your family. Don't put it off! 

8 COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE 
1400 W. GREENLEAF AVE, + CHICAGO, ILL, 60626 

Please send me, absolutly free and without obligation, your DEPT, R-352 stated beara, SUCCESS IN AIR CONDITIONING AND "= 
REFRIGERATION, with fll details on the many bie pay pportunites wating for trained men in Air Condtaninp. Retgeration, Heating and tuto Ar Conditonng. Also ‘Suge reno estoroiation your #93) 10 lew sample lessons 
NaME____ A 
poress____ 
ciry__srare___ze coo 

‘Accredited Member National Home Study Counc —— 
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[nn Sick 
AND TIRED 

OF walTine! 
HONEY, THERE'S )/ BUT JOHN, YOU CAN'T 
NO OTHER. WAY, 4 AFFORD TO STOP WORK 
VWVE JUST GOT TO\ AND GOTO COLLEGE 

GET MORE TRAINING. | WOW. THERE JUST 
[Every runic OTHERWISE, I’M HAS 10 BE 

« COMES TO HIM WHO ANOTHER WAY 
WAITS? THATSA 

LAUGH. I WAITED FOR 
THE BREAK. WAITED ‘TIL 
WAS SICK OF IT. 
HOW LONG CAN A GUY 

WITH A WIFE AND 3 KIDS 
GO ON DREAMING? 

2,64, WIFE AND THOUGHT ABOUT IT, 
“TALKED ABOUT IT, WORRIED ABOUT IT. 
WE WERE STUMPED. WE THOUGHT WE 

HIT A DEAD END 

B.LOOK AT THIS? 1.C.S.) WELL, JANE'S HUSBAND 
HAS A COURSE IN / TOOK AN Z.C.S. COURSE 
‘SURVEYING AND Y IN ACCOUNTING —AND- 

MAPPING: DO YOU /) SHE SAYS IT WAS THE: 
‘SUPPOSE ITS }—< SMARTEST THING HE EVER 

Kany coon?, DID! 

‘OOK—IT SAYS: 
THEY'LL. SEND 

YOU A CAREER KIT 
FREE. THREE BIG 
| success BOOKS 

UM GOING TO SEND THAT 
COUPON. THIS MIGHT BE 

JUST WHAT WE'RE 
LOOKING FOR! 

Qe Day—my Lucky DAY—T TOOK A CLOSE 
TOOK AT THAT FAMOUS L.C.S.COUPON. 1/D 
SEEN [T BEFORE A THOUSAND TIMES. BUT 

THis TIME I REALLY LOOKED 

ey, Be 0 a 
5 TE CORR ORO rR r 

OS eer S Swe eo NSO (qcTHAT SETTLED ITT I DECIDED TO FIND OUT 
put ‘oN WHAT I.C.S.WAS ALL ABOUT. AFTER ALL, 

Zor BERS” HyeX WHAT DID L HAVE TO LOSE? 



5. WHEN I SAW THE THREE FREE. BOOKS, I 
KNEW I'D FOUND THE ANSWER. I ENROLLED 

AND I WAS ON MY WAY! 

FROMTHE way THEY 
HOME SURE IS HELP WITH YOUR 
SAVING ME TIME. \\ INSTRUCTIONS, YOU'D 
LOOK HOW FAR I'VE ) THINK YOU WERE 1.0.5/5 
GOTTEN ALREADY, ONLY STUDENT 

THIS STUDYING AT 

6.3OHN HARVIN'S SUCCESS STORY CAN COME. 
“TRUE FOR YOU, 100. HERE'S THE FAMOUS TL6.5 COUPON LOOK TOMER CLIP 

MAIL 17 NOW! 
THAT RAISE WAG JUST THE BEGINNING, | 
IT'S SO GOOD TO HONEY SRees: 

LOOK AHEAD WITHOUT \ TOLD ME We GOl, AREAL FUTURE WORRYING. WEE All sO A BEAL FUT 
PROUD OF YOU, JOHN! - 

1.C.S. CAREER KIT 
Send coupon now .. . get all these: 
1 “How To succeeD” 

‘A 32-page gold mine of ideas 
CAREER CATALOG 
Opportunities in the Feld that interests you most 
SAMPLE LESSON (MATH) 
‘Shows tHe famous step-by-step |. 0. . teaching method 

Clip coupon here—and take your first big step to real success! 

Box 2#4, Scranton, Penna. 18515 

about the field 
ARCHITECTURE 9@ AVIATION (ecteae emery 

Delectd Siar Sten 

Without cost or obligation, rush me FREE Success Kit, wi 
checked below: (3) sample I.C.S. lesson, 

(in Hats P.0, Box 418, Hono 
3 valuable booklets: (1) How to Succeed; (2) opportunity booklet 
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INSIDE 
FOR ME 

BIG POWERS 
RED CHINA HAS A STANDING OFFER OF $280,000 

FOR ANY U-2 PILOT WHO DEFECTS AND BRINGS HIS 
SPY PLANE ALONG WITH HIM. Payment will be 
in gold. The score so far: No takers... 

THE RUSSIANS CLAIM THAT THE RED CHINESE 
POCKET SOME HALF A BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR 
BY THE SMUGGLING OF NARCOTICS AROUND THE 
WORLD. Soviets are especially sore since 
they feel that some of the dough goes into 
subversive activities against Russia... 

OUR AIR FORCE PILOTS WHO HAVE FLOWN IN 
RAIDS OVER THE VIET CONG REDS have a feeling 
that the anti-aircraft guns are being fired 
by Chinese Communists who were so deadly 
during the Korean war. Viet Cong Reds simply 
couldn't have the training know-how to 
operate guns with such accuracy...Feeling 
is that the Reds are ahead of us in mathe~ 
matics, physics, geology, and oceanography 
BUT THAT WE HAVE THEM BEAT HANDS DOWN IN 
BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND 
AGRICULTURE. . . 

Target for ChiCom gunners 

HITS AND MISC’S 
World's most aggressive--as well as 

beautiful--prostitutes are to be found in 
Rio de Janeiro. On the average, a man. will 
be approached some 20 times in an hour's 
walk--and the ladies simply won't take no 
for an answer... 

Arny doctors have found that the man with 
tattoos very often has some kind of sexual 
problem, often a fear of women. These men, 
too, very often come from broken homes, get 
involved with the law more often than 
most men. 

HUSBAND'S DAY OFF IS THE FAVORITE DAY 
FOR HEAVY SEXUAL ACTIVITY on the part of 
most married couples... 
8 

AN EXCLUSIVE REPORT FOR EVERY 

MAN ON CRIME 

NEW GADGETS 

JOB HUNTING 

CARS... WOMEN 

No truth to the long-believed suspicion 
that exposure to sunlight saps a man's 
Sexual virility. Man might be weaker, but 
this shouldn't affect his bedroom per- 
formance. 

Many call girls who have a climax during 
sexual relations WILL SEEK OUT IMMEDIATE 
MEDICAL HELP, FEEL THEY'RE GOING CRAZY. 
These women pride themselves on "coldness" 
during sex, feel they are "dirty" and 
*depraved" if they enjoy it... 

WHEN A JOY GIRL TELLS YOU SHE LIVES "25 
blocks away" IT'S HER WAY OF SAYING HER 
FEE IS TWENTY FIVE SMACKERS... 

When a call girl is ready to retire, her 
plackbook of customer names is worth on 
the average of $5990. That's the going price 
a pimp will pay forthe book. He'll make 
back as much as $50,000 the first year. 
When a family has problems, very often the 
family pet has them too, will get nervous, 
physically ill if the family tensions 
aren't cleared up... 

‘Cops latch on to V-dolls 

Surprising how many vice cops turn pimp 
ONCE THEY FIND OUT HOW EASY IT IS TO LIVE 
OFF THE CALL GIRLS THEY'VE BEEN ARRESTING. 
The cop makes a perfect pimp since he's 
usually well-enough connected to put in 
the fix in case of arrest 

The girl who has some sort of strange pet 
=-an ocelot, snake, etc.--is usually a 
fairly easy girl to induce into the hay. 
The strange pet is merely an indicator of 
her rebellion against society. 

(Continued on page 42) 



Which piano keys should you strike to play this tune? 

Ps e 

ly we roll a—long, 

FREE “NOTE-FINDER” 
Guides Your Fingers to Right Note Every Time! 

esse ne 

PLAY REAL TUNES YOUR VERY FIRST DAY 
—Even If You Don't Know a Single Note Now 

Or Perhaps You'd Prefer to Play the 
GUITAR, ACCORDION, SAXOPHONE— 
Your Choice of Any of 14 Different 

Popular Instruments 
‘AIL, THR COUPON BELOW and we'll rush ‘You one of oar famous U.S. Sehool of asic "Note: Finders” — absolutely FEE! Also, well send you a big, Free, il trated’ booklet that shows how easily. and 

Aulckly you ean learn to play not only the Plano, but ANY popular instrument ‘his Free Booklet will show you how rap- 
fly YOU" can learn music properly, by hale — even if vot don’t know a single note of musie now. You'll see how our clear Simple divections and large: "his-ischow? pictures enable you to quickly play piano, altar, accordion, organ, saxophone--any of {he instruments fisted in the coupon below! 

New Joys in Life 
Imagine yourself being a sought-after guest 

Thakiag many new friends - ~~ entertain: fng’at parties» - heaving compliments on your wonderful new talent." s attaining: Hew poize and self-confidence... perhaps tren making extra money! And best of al, experiencing the deep-down satisfaction that comes from actually creating music ‘whenever you please, ‘These rich rewards are waiting for you 
Now, with this famous home-study Course, You éan actually play your favorite inatru: hyent in t much shorter time than you have rer imagined! 

No “Spociol Talent” Needed 
No previous training needed — no “special falent® required. Right from the stare, this 

amazing Course will have you playing reat melodies instead of practicing tedigus Seales ind exercises. Lessons consist of delightful clodies, sons, classics, et, that everyone Knows: fnatructions areas easy as ACE°C tnd large “here's-how-to-do-it* pictures teach you exactly what to do, 30 you cant fo wrangt Almost before you ino i youl fe entertaining yourself and your fiends ‘with all your favoritepopala tanes, country and folk'songs, classics ~ any kind of must 
‘No Boring Seales or Exercises 

world over have ABC way to spare time of your own choosing. You become your oun must feacker'» sand progress as rapidly oF a¢ Ieisurely ag you wish No dreary sesles and 

iiet You learn 

eS ee ey 

Jest plenty of fun for you and all your family, because they ean learn right slong ‘with vou, if they wish: And lessons are only ‘ew cents each, including valuable sheet Imusic you'll keep ways! 
FREE ""NOTE-FINDER,” FREE BOOKLET, 

FREE GUITAR DEMONSTRATION LESSON! 
Heal MP att SOOPER Ue Lae 

HOOREER Wollal'and ous Pee Cal 

eae pt 
WHICH OF THESE INSTRUMENTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY? 

(Uust Check inthe Coupon Which One Interests You Most) 
U5. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Studio A-01 PORT WASHINGTON, New Yorke 11050 “am intrest fm eat lay the atr 
Diang “Note-Finder,” your free illustrated book: lee "Now: You Gan 'Laarn Matte in Pour Oe Home "and the free Galtas-Tuning Demonstea: ign Lesson. J wil not be obligated ll aid no Stic i eve to Cal 

Ty Sexapane 
Hy ste ate pesca 5 tiie DO YOU HAVE INSTRUMENT? Ova Se (Special redid price oh fnstruments) 

‘Piease Print Garefy 

Cif under 16, check here for Boole “A 



=-For Action, Security, Big Pay - 

WE CHALLENGE YOU TO TOP THIS JOB! 
Earn To $15 An Hour * Work 
Part-Time Or Full-Time * Car 
Furnished — Expenses Paid 
No Selling — No Previous Expe- 
rience Needed x Only Average 

Education Required 

NO OTHER CAREER OFFERS YOU 
‘A BRIGHTER FUTURE 

Consider this fact. In the short time it 
takes you to read this page 1,100 acci- 
dents will take place. Over 440,000 will 
occur before this day ends. These acci- 
dents must be investigated, The law de- 
mands it, Yet in 4 out of 8 cities, towns 
and rural communities, no one has been 
trained for this vital work. 

KEEP PRESENT JOB 
UNTIL READY TO SWITCH 

‘Step into this fast-moving Accident In- 
vestigation field. Already hundreds of 
men we have trained are making big 
money. Joe Miller earned $14,768 his, 
fret year. A. J. Allen earned over $2,000 
in ten weeks, Robert Meier says “I'm 
now earning $7.50 to $15.00 an hour in 
my own business . .. Universal’s course is, 
wonderful.” 

FREE EMPLOYMENT HELP GIVEN 
We CAN and WILL show you how to rapidly build your own full-time or part- 
time business. Or if you wish a big-pay 
job as Company Claims Investigator, our 
Placement Service will give you ‘real 
assistance. Hundreds of firms. needing 
men call upon Universal. We place far 
‘more men in this booming field than any 
other individual, company or school. 

WE FINANCE YOU 
Write today for complete information. 
Costs are less than you'd imagine. And 
even on these low costs you need pay only a portion—less than half —in 
order to complete your training. We 
finance the rest for you. You may pay 
out of actual earnings. And you can 
Keep. present job while learning. Send 
now for free book. No salesman will eall. 
You are not committed in any way. 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
Let us show you how easy it is to get into this exciting 
new career in just a matter of weeks. You need NO 
prior experience or higher education. There's NO invest- 
ment in expensive equipment. You do NO selling. Fur- 
thermore, this fast-growing Accident Investigation field 
has no seasonal layoffs...no time out for strikes ...no 
oversupply of men...no worry about automation. We 
‘ask you to compare these terrific advantages with the 
job you now have! Cash in on this big demand for 
trained men NOW. Write today! 

Universal Schools, 
01 Hilerest, Delle 5, te 



> A man who had traveled all over the world was telling his friend that in Turkey he worked in the capacity of chief 
spitter in the Sultan’s harem. 

“What in the world,” inquired the friend, “is a chief 
spitter?” 

“AILT had to do,” came the answer, “was to spit on each 
of the Sultan's wives; when I hit one that sizzled, I'd take 
her in to the Sultan.” 

> Teens—the age when a girl's voice changes from no to 
yes. 

> A solitary GT in a distant jungle post, avid for company 
of any sort, caught a parrot and taught it to speak. 

One evening the parrot vanished briefly, then came wing- 
jing back in wild excitement. “A woman!”” he screeched 
“And what a woman!” 

The ecstatic GI seized his trusty riffle and plunged into 
the brush after the parrot. “Oh boss,” the parrot cried. 
“What a face! What a figure!” 

The GI pushed on trembling with desire. 
Finally the parrot stopped, pointed, and exulted. “There 

she is, boss!” 
“What are you trying to pull,” roared the GI. ‘That's 

parrot!” 

Mind icing this for my wife First?” 

Do you have an original gag? Send it to the Editor, MALE, 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. and win $5 if he likes it. No limit on the number of stories you may submit, but sorry, no retures ether: 

> A wife went to a psychiatrist for advice about her hus- 
band who was imagining himself to be a lawn mower. 

“Pure fantasy,” the doctor said. “Tt will pass away. 
“Tt had better pass away,” the wife said. “I'm getting 

tired of lending him to the neighbors.” 
> The stationmaster said to the perspiring and puffing commuter, “Did you miss your train?” 

“No,” the commuter said. “I didn’t like the looks of it 
so T chased it out of the station.” 

Ley 

Tost | 
MARRIED 

SS 

> Sleeping the sleep of the just in his upper berth, the 
gentleman was awakened by a persistent tapping, 

“Oh, Mr. Forsythe, are you awake?” asked the middle- 
aged lady in the berth below. 

“T am now,” he said groggily. 
“It’s frightfully cold down here, Mr. Forsythe. I wonder 

if you would mind getting me a blanket.” 
‘T've a better idea, lady,” he said. “Let’s pretend we're married.” 
He could hear her giggling softly below him. “That sounds 

like a wonderful idea,” she said 
“Good,” he said, rolling over. “Now go get your own 

damn blanket.” 



More than 40 top SS men had slipped out of their jail cells in six 
months, their getaways arranged by a large, tycoon-financed “bring 
Hitler back” movement whose goal was to turn Germany once again 
into a kill-hungry, conquering Reich. Then, in February, 1964, a 
brawling, sledge-hammer-strong U.S. undercover man, in the greatest 
intelligence coup of the decade, pulled off the violent master stroke 
that turned their dreams of power into a nightmare of bloody doom... 





‘authorities rushed tanks to Braunschwe 
‘and Nazi leader Beyer made daring “power plant” getaway 

ESCA 
RUNG, 

WAR CRIMINALS being tried for mass murder (above) w: 
prime targets for Neo-Nazi “Take Over Germany” ring 

POWERFUL drive was put on by Neo-Nazi group to win 
soldiers from units of new democratic German army (below) 

prison after Payne 

Inspector, dragged Payne out of the hotel and chained him to the railing of the 
nearby park. Payne flattened two of them, shouting, “Come on you krauthead 
cops, get it over with.” They did. The four of them took turns smashing Payne's 
head against the iron fence. 

Payne woke up two days later in Berlin city hospital. He rang the bell 
for a nurse and when she appeared he shouted at her, “Get me my clothes, 1 
don’t have time to lay around here. I'm a businessman.” The nurse shushed him 
‘and said, “You will have to stay at least a month to recover.” 

“Like hell I will,” Payne roared. He made so much noise that finally a doctor 
came, and with him, two of the Borsolino-hatted detectives. The detectives said 
Something to the doctor who nodded agreement and gave the nurse a curt order. 
In five minutes Payne had his clothes. In 30 minutes, flanked by the two detec- 
tives, he was riding in a closed car through West Berlin. But instead of taking 
him to the Central Polizeihaus they headed for an outlying suburb. 

"Payne was surprised. Were they going to knock him off, finish the job, just 
because he had mussed up their inspector? Okay. somebody sure as hell would 



SPECIAL SECURITY POLICE were alerted for use against 
attempted “putsch’by right wing groups that, ur 

feel fay 0 
GERMAN RANGERS (above) would be used to assault WEALTHY NAZI FINANCIERS kept luxurious villa, supply Nazi criminal leader Stoss' fortified headquarters in city oF playgirls on North Sou a hide-out for war eriminale | of Braunschweig if Payne's mission hed failo Sekar cy cers NEO-Nazis such os Youth Corps chief, 

below, are growing in number 

get hurt, But when he got out of the car Payne saw a uniformed guard waiting 
fo take him into a long two-story building that had a sign: “United States 
Forces.” 

‘Then Payne got another surprise. When he was ushered into a small office, 
He found two people waiting for him that he knew. One was the Inspector 
he had mangled, now recovered but wearing a neck brace; the other was an 
ald acquaintance, Colonel Harold Welker, Chief Intelligence officer for the 
American Zone, but formerly his Company Commander in World War TL 
Payne scowled. “What the hell do you want with me?” he asked 
“There are no hard feelings,” Welker said, indicating Payne’s victim. The 

German police inspector nodded and smiled in a friendly way despite his 
neck brace. Welker went on. “Payne, T'm going to do you a favor. T'm going 
to save you from ten years in jail, one year for throwing that guy out of the 
wwindow—lucky he didn’t croak, by the way—nine years for attempted murder 
of a German police inspector. And all I want from you is one little favor 
in return.” 
Payne grunted and sat down. “Damn you (Continued on page 70) 
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MIGHTY nuclear iteraft carriers of U.S. Seventh Fleet stand ready to smash any Red Chinese war move. Skyraider and Skyhawk planes fire deadly Sidewinder and Sparrow missiles, 9-foot-long Zuni rockets that “home in’ on Communist invasion vessels 

ey 

Te AMPHIBIOUS troops, (left) would be airlifted from United « States to strike at Chinese Red embarkation ports. Missile 
ind-run along coast of China 

By ARTHUR DIXON 
"HE sound pf the returning jets screeching in over 
the Gulf o 

oga made the devastating strike nst North Viet CL AU MRR ITT Nain torpesio boat bases, American reporters in S. a fanatic, American-hating, 600-million strong oe ee army of Chinese “robot men’ are so itching to [MME antia Reaiier tae nt cL get into a fight that even the new crew of tling he if Communist Big Brothers are shaking in their b 
boots. But if Mao decides to take on the U: 
in an all-out nuclear shoot-up he’s in for big 
‘trouble. A top military expert reveals how 

atmosphere of grim waiting in U. 
ry headquarters in S where one nor 

chalant Navy commander stood out startlingly in iG RAC MMIC all the excitement (Continued on page 6s) plan will lay out the Red Cl 
before it even comes out of i 

ED CHINA 
ese dragon 
corner... 



cuicaco: 
By BARRY JAMIESON HE'S @ banker, with a wife, four children, and a comfortable 

home in the suburbs. He belongs to two civic groups, has 
never been in trouble with the law (except for three parking 
tickets), and is known to everyone as “that nice quiet Mr. 
Jenkins who is so polite to ladies.” 

Yet there is another side to Fred Jenkins (not his real name) 
that no one knows about. At r1 o'clock on a cleat evening he 
slips out of his house. He wears a cap, sweater, and crepe- 
soled shoes—not his usual three-buttoned suit. Keeping in the 
shadows, moving artfully around shrubbery, he makes his way 
to the back bedroom window of a frame house. An attractive 
22-year-old nurse lives inside. Fred Jenkins knows, because he 
made out an auto loan to her that afternoon. 

The window shade is pulled down, but not quite to the 
bottom. (They rarely are.) A soft bedside lamp lights the room 
With his eye to the slit, Fred Jenkins watches the young 
blonde nurse prepare for bed. She unzips her dress, steps out 
of it, and stands before the mirror in panties, bra, and high 
heels, He knows that most women like to admire themselves in 
front of mirrors before they go to bed. Slowly the young nurse 
sheds her bra, wiggles out of thin black panties, steps out of 
her high heels. Still before the mirror, she runs her hands over her 
body in an extremely private maneuver. Only it's not so pri- 
vate. The banker, in cap and sweater, croons under his breath, 
“Ummm, baby, that’s the stuff 

Fifteen minutes later Fred Jenkins slips back in his house. 
He is relaxed. He is a confirmed voyeur (Peeping Tom), and 
it is as much a part of his nature as saving money and being 
nice to little old ladies 

Tn America’s complex society there is a growing number of 
men (and more women than Dr. Kinsey thought) who get 
their principal sextial excitement through watching the exposure 
of others. “Everyone is a voyeur to some degree,” states. a 
resident psychiatrist at a New York clinic. “Hardly any man 
would turn his eyes if he suddenly saw his neighbor's wife 
undressing before an open window. (Continued on page 81) 

ie 

UNSUSPECTING 
YOUNG GIRLS 
A brilliant college professor watches his wife and her lovers from a closet—a blue-nose 

jhborhood at midnight, searching for banker dons sneakers to prowl his exclusive n 

en by a twisted urge to “peep,” these Americans achieve a dark, exciting ““scenes’—d 

bizarre pleasure from witnessing the most revealing moments in a woman's life... 
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A super-secure colossus of a Jap fortress, it was crammed with an army of 
elite, Kamikaze-ready troops, too well defended, according to some Navy 
brass, for even an entire task force to take. But Peleliu, pointing like a 
dagger at the Philippines, was the perfect jump-off point for the coming 
American invasion—and a driving ramrod-tough Marine General swore he'd 
push the enemy off the island in 96 hours—if he personally had to clear out 
every enemy pillbox... 

GST. JACK CASTAN shifted his pack i the crowed assault boat. A Marine 
Pfc. cursed and said “Don’t step on my toes, you sonofabitch.” Huge red 

balls of fire were flying in the air over them toward shore, visible HE shells 
from battleships supporting the landing, Sgt. Castan moved again, restlessly 
and again the Marine behind him cursed and. said, “Don’t crowd me.” 
Sgt. Castan turned around/and looked the Marine in the eye. “Quit bitching, 
hhe said, ‘there’s gonna be plenty of room on this boat when we go back.” 

‘Then the assault ship touched the beach of Peleliu Island and the ramp 
‘went down. Marines in green and brown spotted fatigues ran out on the white 
sandy beach. All along the shore of Peleliu Is ce siding 



By ERIK BROSKE 



DESPITE HEAVY GUNFIRE from Jap defenders, Leathernecks pushed forward in dangerous ‘stand up’’ form 

wave after wave of Marines wading through the water 
water rough with the countless explosions of shells 
and mines, Platoon leader whistles rose above the 
unholy roar of battle, summoning men to go forward 
into death. Set. Jack Castan took his squad far up the 
beach and dug in. Then he and his men set up covering 
fire for the other troops wading ashore 

Jap pillboxes inland returned the fire, There was 
the hammer of heavy machine guns and the Jap .303 
rifles. Marines were going down all 
lover the beach, floating helplessly 
in the ocean, their blood lost in the 
vast waters of the Pacific. An 
timberjack from Jackson, Cali 
fornia, Sgt. Jack Castan yelled to 
his squad, “Cover me.” ‘and ran 
inland toward the pillboxes. Mirac- 
ulously he escaped the heavy 
enemy fire, and running around to the side of the 
nearest pillbox, he threw two grenades down the 
oblique air shaft. The pillbox became silent. The 
Marines coming ashore in that sector were suddenly 
thick as flies, none of them being mowed down by 
automatic fire 

‘Castan moved diagonally to hit the next pillbox a 
hundred yards away. But as he sprinted a Jap sniper’s 
[303 bullet caught him squarely in the temple, making 
hhis eyes. bulge terribly out of their sockets as he 
fell dead 

But he had given the Fifth Marine Regiment time 
to flood into that sector of the beach and they were 
now digging and crawling through the white sand. 
BAR men were fanning out to flanks, radios set up 
to direct heavy guns of the supporting fleet onto 
entrenched Jap positions. From this wedge the Fifth 
flooded laterally all along the six mile length of 
Peleliu until they ran into the Seventh Marines on 
their right and the First Marines on their left. The 
beachhead was established as a solid front. 

Battalion commanders grouped their men and then 
the Fifth Marine Regiment drove inland toward the 
Jap airfield, trying to reach the opposite beach only 
two miles away and cut the island in half. They 

FANATIC 
each Mari 

ite Jap force wat cleaned up to last man, with 
‘assigned on area of the village to destroy 
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suffered few casualties until, they were within one 
mile of the airfield bunkers. Then all hell broke loose. 

They were hit by Jap tanks dashing out of the Jap 
concrete headquarters buildings. The Japs drove 
through the advance elements of the Americans and 
split the First and Fifth Marines apart. Snipers in 
camouflage nets, slung on the rear of tanks, picked 
off Marines on the beach. Jap tanks actually rammed 
into American tanks trying to butt them into the sea. 



FIRST LANDINGS resulted in almost 90 percent casualties, but enough Leathernecks got through to destroy foi 
allowing second and third waves to hit the beach with lighter easualit 

‘The Marines fought back. Their BAR men knocked 
snipers off tanks. ‘Then an American rocket-firing 
squadron of planes flew over the battlefield. They 
pounced on the exposed Jap tanks like hawks on a 
rabbit. In less than five minutes they had torn the 
armored Nippon attack to shreds. The Fifth drove 
through the center to the far shore to cut Peleliu in 
half. Then it tumed north to attack Bloody Nose 
Ridge. They were met head on by the elite rsth 
Japanese Infantry under the direct command of 
Colonel Nakagawa 

Bloody Nose Ridge was a series of coral hills honey- 
combed with 500 caves. Colonel Nakagawa had Jap- 
aanese soldiers and guns in every one of those caves. He 
had iron and steel doors on ‘most of them to close 
1s a shield against enemy fire, He had modified the 
caves interior so that they could not be attacked 
successfully with flame throwers. So when the Fifth 
Marines advanced up the Ridge they were stopped so 
abcuptly and punished so cruelly that they christened 
it Bloody Nose Ridge. Finally the Fifth Marines dug 
in for the night 

But they were to get no rest. Behind their lines 
Jap riflemen rose out of their “spider” holes, individual 
foxholes they had dug, crawled into, then covered 
with coral so that the advancing Marines passed right 
over their heads, The night became a long nightmare 
of ghostly, bloody warfare and by morning the Japs 
had disappeared again, Only the steel shuttered caves 
high above gave warning of the fate in store for the 
Fifth Marines. 

cations, +, push on into heavily defended interior. 

But the radio message that went back to the beach- 
head to invasion headquarters on Admiral Oldendorf's 
Hagship was confident. “First day abjectives obtained. 
Estimate that jour day timetable jor neutralizing 
Pelelin will be complied with by this command.” 

Marine Major General Rupertus received this com- 
munication with satisfaction. He had stuck his neck 
out by telling MacArthur's planning chief he would 
have the Palaus out of action by September roth so 
that the great invasion of the Philippines could begin. 
It looked! as if his prediction would be right on the 
button. After Peleliu the great final assault on the 
inner Japanese Empire would be assured 

THE Palau Islands point like an eastern dagger 
into the very heart of the Philippines. In August 1944 
the American Joint Chieis of Staff agreed with Gen- 
eral MacArthur that the Palau group, and specifically 
the main island of Ppleliu, must be conquered before 
another step could beiaken into the Japanese Empire. 

Peleliu was the first gate through that massive 
defense wall Nippon had set up. General MacArthur 
himself picked the invasion date of September rsth 

‘The elite First Marine Division and the Army’s 
crack 81st were assigned todo the job. Admiral Olden 
dort was given a Meet to bombard the islands and 
soften it up. Admiral Bull Halsey promised his carrier 
planes to work over the Jap fortifications from the 
air. Marine General Ruperts was elated at all this 
help. When he received the battle order which read 
that Peleliu must be taken (Continued on page 85) 

SURVIVORS of frantic, bloody battle had only @ day-and-a-half to relax (below) before heading on to PI 
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A dynamiéyirestless, adventure-loving execu! 

By ANDREW JOHNS 
[ART BY SAMSON POLLEN 

e chained to a humdrum, routine 
job and a drab wife, he tried to satisfy his unconscious desires with red convert- 
ibles and giant martinis, but when he met 
knew that only this throaty-voiced, golden-h 

is daughter's college roommate he 
d bombshell of a school girl 

could bring back the lost dreams of his youth... 

JUST one week after Dan Bruneau bought the red 
VW convertible, he met the gir! for the first time. 

‘The car had catised Mrs. Dan Bruneau to raise 
holy hell when he zipped up Circle Drive and parked 
it, top down, next to Mrs. B’s station wagon, (“It's 
foolish,” she'd said. “You have the company car to 
use whenever you want.”) She'd tried to make him 
drive it back to the dealer in downtown Philadelphia 

and get his money refunded. Dan had been ready to 
do it, just to avoid another battle, when Edith Bru- 
eau went one step too far. “Let's face it,” she'd 
said, “there's nothing in the world that looks sillier 

zar-old man riding around in a converti- 

At this point, Dan Bruneau'’s big, rock-shaped jaw 
set firmly. “The car stays,” (Continued on page 45) 
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fame “bedfellows” are acting up 
bunch of unruly circus lions—and-nosmat-. 
ter how loudly Moscow crticks the whip, 
they go right on sneering at the Commu- 
nist way of life and adopting’ American 
customs and ideas, The way things are 
soing, says a top Kremlinglogist, the fed- 
up Iron Curtain “buddies” may switch 
from Bronx cheers at their Red masters 
to tossing real bullets and bombs... 

vIENN 

JN Communist Hungary they are laughing 
openly at a new joke that has been going 

the rounds. A teacher asked her class, “Should 
we consider Soviet Russia as a friend or a 
brother?” 

“As a brother, of course,” one of her stu- 
dents. answered promptly, “because we can 
choose our friends.” 

There are two things remarkable about that 
story. First is that the people in a Soviet sat- 
ellite still occupied by almost 50,000 Russian 
troops dare circulate and chuckle openly at 

ti-Soviet jokes. Only a couple of weeks be- 
fore, an architect in neighboring Bulgaria was 
antenced to five years at hard labor for 

ing, “We may catch up with the Ameri 
but we won't dare pass them or they'll see 
that we haven't any seat in our pants,” 

‘Even mote remarkable, however, is that the 
Hungarian joke portrays a new spirit of inde- 
pendence that has swept like wildfire through 
the one-time slave nations. behind the Iron 
Curtain, (Continued on 

i-Red underground, undeterred by failure of Hungarian revolt (above), is plaguing Kremlin with massive sabotage campaign in Iron Curtain countries 

FEAR of uprisings has led Kromlin to show of might in all 
satellite nations, Above, May Day “scare” parade 

YOUNG Poles, Bulgarians, and other Red teenagers have taken to jazz, basebail, other “western” pleasures 

RUSSIANS have tried to please satellite poople with flow of luxury items, like car (above), but Iron Curtain citizens sneer at cheap construction, faulty parts, zooming costs 
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TWO HOURS TO DARKNESS 
Sandhamn, When Massive read the second signal and 
knew that Retaliate was at sea in the Baltic, she would 
enter Goteborg. ‘After lunch Shadde went off to his cabin. The postman 
was back, but there Was no letter from Elizabeth. He tried 
to shrug off his disappointment, but it didn't work. Why 
didn't she write? When her leiter came, what would it 
say? "the telephone buzzer sounded: it was the engineer oft- 
cer, Rhys Evans, reporting main engines ready for sea. 
Shadde put on his cap, slung binoculars around his neck 
and went up to the bridge. Lieutenants Cavan and Sym- 
ington and the leading signalman were there. 

‘Symington reported, “Steering gear tested ‘and correct, 
sir, All main vents cotiered.” 

‘From the contral room the coxswain's voice came up 
the voice-pipe: “Coxswain on the wheel, sir. Main en- 
ines ready. 

‘Very good,” said Shadde. 
‘The early afternoon was warm and crisp, and Stock- 

holm lay bathed in sunlight under a clear blue sky. 
‘Shadde looked at his watch and then at the first lieu- 

tenant. “Ready to slip’ 
“Ready to slip, sir.” Shadde, gave hit orders and the submarine gathered 

speed and began the passage down past the ships lying 
‘alongside the quays at Stadsgarten. ‘Ahead of Retaliate a small pleasure steamer was com- 
ing up towards the harbor, with her passengers lining the 
side to look at the big submarine. Watching them Shadde 
failed to notice the slow, at Arst barely noticeable swing 
of Retaliate's bow to port until he heard Symington’s 
warning. Tna flash he was at the voice-pipe. “Starboard twenty!” 
he ordered sharply. ‘The coxswain immediately repeated the order, but the 
bow continued to swing towards the Swedish ‘pleasure 
steamer, ‘Shadde’s voice was like a lash. “WHeel amidships!” And 
as soon as it was repeated, “Hard astarboard!" But it was 
too late. Things were happening very quickly 

"The coxswain’s Voice came up urgently, to the bridge 
“She won't answer, sir! Pressure’s gone!" At the same 
moment the Swedish ship sounded a single urgent blast 
Indicating that she was altering course to starboard, 
Shadde winced, Had she altered to port they might have 
cleared each other, He roared down the voice-pipe, “Full 
astern|™ And then to the frst leutenant, “The haiches— 
quick!" ‘But that couldn't help now. The Swede's stern and the 
submarine’s bows were swinging towards each other. 
Symington heard the cries of alarm from the passengers, 
followed by the screech of metal as the bow struck the 
pleasure steamer well aft and scraped down the side. The 
Submarine rolled to starboard as she struck, but it was an 
Oblique blow and this lessened the impact. Seconds later 

Steamer had swung clear again and Symington had a 
vivid picture of her captain standing on the wing of the 
bridge shaking his fist and shouting. 

‘In the meantime the Ist lieutenant, Cavan, raced down the 
conning tower to the control room, closing the hatches 
behind him. He jumped across to ‘the ship's broadcast, 
pressed the call push and shouted: “Collision stations! 
Close all watertight doors!” Then he ordered all compart 
ments to report if there was any flooding. Shortly after- 
wards the forward torpedo room reported @ minor leak 
in the pressure hull. The point of collision had been the 
port bow of the submarine, This was fortunate because 
the buoyancy tanks lay further aft. Had they been holed, 
Retaliate would have been in serious trouble. 

“The engine room reported that the tiller head was 
locked in the hard-aport position; the telemotor system 
which actuated the sleering gear had apparently broken 

‘On the bridge Shadde was maneuvering the submarine 
with the main engines. He had reported the collision to 
30 

the port authorities by radio telephone, and very soon 
two tugs appeared, One went alongside the pleasure 
Steamer and nudged her off down the channel. Shadde 
Shouted to the other by loud hailer to lay off, and then 
proceeded to give a remarkable display of seamanship by 
Feturning to Retaliate’s original buoy and picking up 
moorings without the assistance of the tug. 

But it was a seething, grim and white-faced Shadde; 
and Symington knew that the trembling hands, the tight- 
Shut mouth and the protruding veins at the temples were 
the portents of a storm that would soon break. 

‘Shadde went down to his cabin and flung his cap onto 
the bunk with a ferce gesture of despair. Then he sent 
for the first lieutenant, ‘When Cavan arrived the Captain was pacing up and 
down the small cabin smoking furiously, hands thrust into 
the pockets of his monkey jacket. From under black, 
bushy eyebrows he shot one scowling glance at the first 
Heutenant ‘Cavan sat down, Shadde offered him a cigarette, then 
turned so that he faced the first lieutenant, his big shoul- 
Gers drooped forward, hands on his knees. The dark eyes 
narrowed as the cigaretie smoke drifted across his face. 
‘When he sits like that, Cavan thought, he looks like an 
eagle that’s just alighted, wings not quite folded. The 
freshly shaven ehin with ite deep cleft shone in the cabin 
lights. Cavan found himself concentrating on the mole. 
‘There was a small dried speck of blood next to it, Must 
have nicked it shaving, he thought. 

‘Smug bastard, Shadde thought. Never put a foot wrong. 
King’s Cadet at Dartmouth. ‘Term Lieutenant, Rugby for 
the navy. Royal Yacht. It would be the Staff College next. 
Stolid, unimaginative oaf! I'l shake him up, thought 
Shadde, by God, I will! 

Shadide's voiee shook when he spoke Sphere'll be no shore leave, Double up sentries fore and 
aft, Swedish nava} divers and dockyard officials are com- 
ing off. Apart fro” them there's to be no communication 
with the shore. ‘The pacing stopped as he went over to the desk and 
rang for the messenger. ‘There was a knock on the door 
fand the seaman came in. “ell the engineer officer I'd like to see him at once.” 

“Aye, aye, sir.” The messenger doubled off 
Ware they waited Shadde resumed his pacing, but he said no more to the first Heutenant. Normally, thought Gavan, hed ask me to sit down. Nothing normal about {his though. Why's he in such a flap? The collision, wasnt Shadde's fault. He had done ail he could on the bridge You had to sdmit that about Shadde. A first-class seaman fever there was one. But what on earth had happened to the steering gear? The whole incident had taken Tess than a'jninute It was dificult to sort out now. what hal 
happened. ‘Phere was a knock on the door, and Rhys Evans cam into the cabin, ‘The Welshman. was engineer officer of Retoliate. Aged thirty-nine Evans was the oldest man at 
hoard, He and Shadde had joined when she was building! they had commissioned het, put her through her trials ‘The two men liked and fespected each other, though they were so different, Shadde, very much the product of Dartmouth and the Naval Staff College; Rhys Evans, stil 
the quiet, stocky man from the Rhondda Valley, who had Sarfed as an ERA. and traveled the hard road of war Fant and commissioned engineer to lieutenant commandes 
you sent for me, sit?" ‘What the bloody hell happened to that steering eng 

sine? tne words exploded ott of Shadde, a mixture fecrimination and despair ‘The Welshman looked hurt, “Tt was a failure in th 
hydraulics, sir” SA failure!" stormed “Shade. “That's a fine bl understatement Damn nearly wfote us off He splat With anger, head thrust forward, eyes piercing the eng heer officer. (Gondinued on page Bh 
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By RUSSELL PETERSON 

This great winged, monster- 
faced “devil of the darkness,” 
a weird throwback to prehis- 
toric times, is perhaps the 
cruelest, most voracious animal 
for its size in the world. A noted 
authority takes MALE readers into 
the cave-and forest world of this 
most mysterious of all creatures to 
show for the first time the murderous 
details of their everyday lives... 
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Movie starlet Susan Radford’s hair is 

$0 breathtakingly red it stops cars — 

tnd men — dead in their tracks on 

Hollywood Boulevard. But the rest 
(37-24-36) of this New Jersey-born 

tharmer is shaped more like a clover- 
leaf intersection than a traffic light. “I 

don’t understand why male drivers hit 
the brakes as soon as they see me,” 

Susan says. “You'd think they’d know 

they could get into trouble that way...” 
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pyromania 

We. 

Like @ torch-carrying plague, a savage new breed of 
stalking America, leaving gutted build- 

ings and charred bodies in their wake. These are 

the hot-flames-for-cold-cash 
professionals, carnage ex- 

perts out to drain the insurance com 
Enless they're stopped soon, U.S. ci 
tinderbox death traps for millions o 

NEW YORK: 
LATE one bone-chilling Saturday night 2 few 

anies dry — and 
jes may become 

nocent people 

winters ago, a small, 

raunchy, beady-eyed man parked his car across the street, fom 

Tey Shopping center in a New York City suburb, peered around 

marefully to see that the one-story buildings were dark and the stresis 

careead. and then climbed out, carrying a large paper shopping bas. The 

fnan walked into the shopping center, across, the 
to the rear of a women’s dress shop that, had 

parking lot and around 
“Clearance Sale” signs 

Mastered allover its windows. He let himself in the back doot with a ley 

Then he got down to business. (Continued on page 76) 
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MY SEARCH 
By GEORGE AUSTIN 



FOR THE LOST 
BILLIONAIRE 
IN THE FORGOTTEN 
VILLAGE OF XINGU 
The adventure-loving son of the world’s tenth richest man, he led a doomed expedition into South America’s wildest and most primitive ungle and was never heard from again_until famed explorer George Austin, gambling his life and sanity in a year-long stay with the world’s most savage and primitive people, found the answer the whole world had been waiting for. Now in George Austin's own words, MALE Mag. azine tells the incredible story of his terrible 

Blo DE JANIERO: 
V JANUARY, 1964, an expedition led by the noted American anthropologist, George Austin, entered the vast continent-sised Yow! of South American jungle called the Amazonas. Austins Mission was not only to investigate whatever savage tribes ho would make contact with, but also to learn the fate of the il, fated Thompson expedition, led by billionaire Walter Thompson's Son, Peter, which had vanished without a trace in 1959, U.S. anthropologist George Austin lived with fine eattisgiving Day, 1964, George dustin was found in a Twas wberer bit, oegree hatin, I (above) tive cance floating down the Xingu River toward the settlement or nine months winced never hie (tee) 

mative canoe floating down the Xingu River toward the settlement burial poles for Txikao warriors who dio in battle) 

AUSTIN was surprised to discover Txikaos have strong faboos against adultery. Special “morals” squad (shove) throws guilty male into piranha filled pool 



Taiders Hike George Austin into “brotherhood” with complicated “welcome ceremony.” 
TRIBE initiates friendly out eid ae Gale people makes this blood tie no guarantee against being killed later 
But short memory span of 

af Capitae Vasconcelos. He wai in a delirium and his left shoulder 

Gad heen split almost down to the armpit by a machete cut. Flown 

toa Rio de Janeiro hospital, George Austin made a quick recovery, 

10 fig currently back in the US. MALE presents here, in his own 

ards, the story of Austin’s incredible Amazon experiences 

Tlett Capitao Vasconcelos, civilization’s last outpost, a little over 

three months ago to travel up the Amazon River to the last uncharted 

region on earth, the land of Xingu. Picture the United States as one 

wee jungle stretching from New York to California, Canada to Mexico 

Mhis is Amazonas, the heart of South America, inhabited by lost, 
Wild Indian. tribesewho Kill all strangers, simply because they are 

Mirangers. Ttis the last wild frontier on this earth and it seems now 
Sranfae moon will be colonized before this region is fully explored 

and made fit for civilization 
Tiatt one morning early in May, right after the rainy season. 

Thad one cance to ride the Xingu River and with me were two 

caboclos. Caboclos ate those Brazilians, usually half- 
Searo and half-white, who do all the dirty work on the 
frontier of Brazil. They are the equivalent of our cow: 
boys. For $20 4 month they sell themselves to some 
Tindlord work, fight, kill and die for their boss. They 
‘Mill fght ‘a duel to the death on a personal point of 
honor, But they have the same loyalty and honesty of 
the old-time western cowboy and I knew I could 
trust them. 

‘My two caboclos were-called Nicole and Domini and 
braver and more faithful men never lived. They never 
Shitked during the adventure-filled month we traveled 
tip river to the land of the Txikao. They accompanied 
we to where the Xingu River joins the River of Deaths, 
Tamething few white men would dare to do. They would 
have given their lives to protect me if I were attacked. 
Yet after the Txikao stealthily accepted the presents T 
had left for them on the jungle trails and I told my 
companions the plans I had (Continued on page 54) 
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AUSTIN brought back photos of Txikaos. Above he snapped wart ion hallucinating drug. i in Forest of the Black Puma, he caught warriors Tying 10 th le root that secretes powerful 
joot dangerous jungle cat. 

sd Xingu River. 
fertility dance 
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INSIDE FOR MEN 

(Continued from page 8) 

A MAN’S WALLET 
A VERY GOOD DEAL ON HOUSING IS THE RENTING 

OF HOUSES, NEW ONES, THAT BUILDERS SIMPLY 
HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO SELL. Many builders 
are in this fix now, can't unload their new 
homes, and will rent them out, allowing 
you to apply 15% of the rent to a down pay- 
ment on the home if you decide later you 
want to buy it. Fine set-up for a guy who 
travels and doesn’t want to buy the house 
until he knows where he stands job-wise..- 

No truth to the story that there are 
"suppressed inventions," products that 
are so good that companies don't want them 
to get out because they'll kill their own 
business. Things like cars'that get 50 
miles to the gallon of gas and razor blades 
that last forever. TRUTH IS THAT AS SOON 
AS BLADES WERE INVENTED THAT GOT YOU 30 
SHAVES EACH, SOME SIX DIFFERENT COMPANIES 
RUSHED IN TO MARKET THEM... 

CHEAPEST WAY 70 PROTECT A VALUABLE PIECE 
oF JEWELRY WHEN IT'S NOT BEING USED 1S TO 
PAWN IT... THOSE NEW SILVER DOLLARS BEING 
MINTED COULD BE A BONANZA FOR ANYONE 
LUCKY ENOUGH TO GET A SUPPLY. Dealers are 
talking about getting $5 apiece for them... 

Figure that the average American family 
owes some $905 these days, up $45 since 
last year.-+ 

‘A shortage of silver may cause the U.S. 
mint to make coins out of plastic or alumi- 
num--unless some other answer is found. 
One trouble with the aluminum and plastic 
idea is that hundreds of thousands of 
vending machines would have to be rebuilt... 

YOU CAN NOW GET A LIVE BUFFALO FROM UNCLE 
SAM AT A PRICE OF $200. Butchered, it will 
cost from $220 to $285. The meat, inciden- 
tally, is as good as any beef you've tasted. 

. 

sors im 
Pigeons mess up Navy planes 
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Write: Bureau of Sports Fisheries and 
Wildlife, Fish and Wild Life Service, U.S. 
Dep't. of the Interior.. 

NAVY READY TO COUGH UP A HUGE FEE TO THE 
MAN WHO CAN DEVISE A SCHEME FOR KEEPING 
PIGEONS AND BIRDS OUT OF AIRPLANE HANGARS. . - 

DAILY GRIND 
NOW THAT THE GOVERNMENT INSISTS UNIONS 

CAN'T GIVE JOB PREFERENCE 10 RELATIVES, a 
great many jobs should be opening up in 
fields that were sealed off for many years. 
Sheet metal work is one example. Uncle Sam 
how says the unions have to dole out jobs 
on the basis of qualifications rather than 
family ties... 

Tf your job requires that you show good, 
sharp judginent at all times, THEN PEP PILLS 
70 FIGHT FATIGUE ARE A BAD IDBA FOR YOU. 
It's been found that the pills cause you to 
make more mistakes...Not very pleasant to 
contemplate, but the chances are oight out 
of ten you'Li be disabled for more than three 
months some time during your lifetime 

Most guys--given the choice--would 
rather ran their own show in a small place 
than be a number two man making much more 
dough in a big outfit 

Most men who Sit around complaining that 
you need "pull" to get a job--don’t realize 
how much pull they have, through family, 
friends, church, even their former boss. 
‘And all of these influential friends are 
usually tickled to death to do someone a 
favor if only they get to be asked... 

WORST MISTAKE YOU CAN MAKE ON A NEW SALES 
JOB TS T0 BRING BACK AN ORDER ON YOUR FIRST 
TALL. Your bors will get suspicious that 
you have made wild promises you won't be 
Zble to back up. Best idea is to play it a 
{ittle cooler, build up a good relationship 
with your customers and then slowly begin 
to haul in the orders... 

SPORTING CROWD 
‘A GOOD STOCK CAR DRIVER CAN WIN AS MUCH 

AS $100,000 A YEAR, but he's got to split 
half with the car owner if it's not his 
own ear. 

Big drinks for athletes 

THE OLD IDEA THAT DRINKING FLUIDS DURING 
HEAVY TRAINING SESSIONS GETS ATHLETES 
SICK HAS NOW BEEN KNOCKED DOWN. Coaches 



today are urging men to drink water or 
lemonade during practice, especially when 
the temperature goes above 85 degrees... 

Masaichi Kaneda may be pro baseball's 
first Japanose star by next season. At least 
three major league teams are angling for 
the hurler who has won 20 games or more in 
14 consecutive years... 

FOOTBALL EXPERTS WONDER WHAT INDOOR 
STADIUMS LIKE THE PLASTIC-ROOFED HOUSTON 
COLT 45's FIELD WILL DO TO SPORTING RECORDS. 
With no snow or bad weather, statistics may 
be blown to hell with new high-scoring 
records set each game... 

COACHES FEEL THAT TOY FOOTBALL HELMETS 
ARE 100 DAMNED DANGEROUS, that pro helmets 
Should be worn even by kids. 

RULES OF THE ROAD 
WHOEVER KNOCKED THE INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 

SYSTEM WAS OUT OF HIS HEAD, This great 
cross-country network has already saved 
the average driver some $150 as a result of 
reduced accidents, decreased driving time 
and lower car operating costs. The roads 
are said to prevent 7500 accidents a month 
+-.SOME 19,000 OF OUR AMERICAN CARS NOW 
HAVE TELEPHONES INSTALLED... 

If the current trend continues, before 
long entire cars--motors and all-- will be 
made of plastic, The new '65 models have 
15% more plastic this year, will have even 
more next year... 

Speed doesn’t always ki 

GREATEST CAUSE OF HIGHWAY ACCIDENTS TODAY 
IS NOT SPEED BUT FAILURE TO YIELD THE RIGHT 
OF WAY. After that comes speed... 

YOST PEOPLE DON'T REALIZE 17, BUT IT'S 
ILLEGAL TO CARRY PASSENGERS IN’A CONVEN- 
TIONAL HOUSE TRAILER... 

One complaint leveled at the new Fora 
Mustangs is you can rip them up pretty 
badly if you try towing or pushing on one 
that's stalled. Much better deal to use 
battery jumpers... 

If it's safety alone you're out for, 
then your best bet is a flashy pink cars 
It's ten times LESS likely to be involved 
in accidents than black cars... 
POLICE INSIST THAT THE MOST DANGEROUS 

PLACE 10 DRIVE is the shopping center park- 
ing lot. Customers usually forget all about 

highway precautions, drive carelessly, 
walk about carelessly, and as a result 
there are many serious smack-ups... 
THE EASY LIFE 

NEW TREASURY SHOWS THAT OLDER PEOPLE, 
CONTRARY 70 POPULAR BELIEF, NEED JUST AS 
MUCH SLEEP AS YOUNG PEOPLE. 

OUR SOUTHERN STATES ARE CRACKING DOWN 
ON SALES OF THE DEADLY PIRANHA KILLER FISH 
FROM SOUTH AMERICA. Fish collectors have 
been buying them in droves and there is a 
fear that the tiny flesh eaters could escape 
and infest our American streams... 

DEEP-FREEZING DEAD BODIES IS BEING PUSHED 
HARD BY SOME SCIENTISTS WHO SAY THAT BEFORE 
LONG WE'LL BE ABLE T0 REVIVE THE DEAD AND 
KEEP THEM ALIVE INDEFINITELY. Those who 
die now should be kept from burial in deep 
freeze vaults until the life revival tech- 
niques are worked out. Two groups are said 
to be doing the freezing and storage... 

REALLY NO TRUTH TO THE BELIEF THAT HOT 
FOOD IS ANY MORE NUTRITIOUS THAN COLD 
FOOD, 

MEN IN UNIFORM 
U.S. military has a powerful need, sud- 

denly, for small fast attack craft Such 
as our WW II PT boats. Especially along 
the China Coast and for other brush-fire 
wars. The Navy is embarrassed to admit that 
it scrapped many of them years ago... 

PY's making @ comeback 

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED U.S. SEA POWER HAS 
BEEN COMING IN MORE HANDY IN RECENT COLD 
WAR SHOWDOWNS THAN EVER. In the Gulf of 
Tonkin, it was sea power that was behind 
the bloody nose we gave the North Vietnam- 
ese, the U.S. having launched its aircraft 
from ships off the China Coast. Seapower 
(a naval "quarantine") made Khrushchev 
back down lamely in Cuba and pull his 
missiles out of Castroland. The Marines in 
Lebanon, in 1958, required a "sea tail* 
of 25 ships to back up their one airborne 
battle group of 2000 men... 

IT'S LITTLE REALIZED THAT THE ENTERPRISE 
IS PROBABLY THE ONLY AIRCRAFT CARRIER IN 
THE WORLD WITH NO WEAPONS OF ANY KIND, 
except the planes and bombs, and their 
torpedoes and rockets. Most’ of the guns 
of the other carriers have now been replaced 
by anti-aircraft missiles... 
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IT’S A STRANGE WORLD 

AUTOMOTIVE LITTER BUGS 
A problem that’s going to get worse is 
what to do about abandoned cars. Tt 
used to be that junkyards were happy. 
to grab them for conversion into scrap. 
But the junkies are beginning to holler, 
“Uncle!” They simply have no more 
room left. As a result, you're going to 
pass more and more derelicts parked 
along the road, on somebody's empty 
lot, or anyplace the owner can find to, 
dumap his no-longer-wanted automobile. 
So far, no one has come up with the 
answer of how to stop the mushrooming, 
junk. problem. 

THE FABULOUS AMAZON 
WOMEN OF SOUTH AMERICA— 
For hundreds of years the world was 
teased by the legend of a tribe of beau- 
tiful Amazon women who roamed the 
jungles of South America, Four months 

, that legend became a reality. A 
ivil-military expedition into the wilds 
of the Ucayli River region of Peru’s 
jungle stumbled onto a tribe of Indians 
that fits the Amazonian description ex- 
actly. Both sexes are over-sized, the 
women extremely beautiful and Tushly 
built. There seems to be litte difference 
in the activities of the men and the 
Jong-haired, ‘dark-eyed females. The 
girls accompany the men on hunting 
trips, and are great. shots with bows 
and arrows. Best 
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nformed opinion at 

the moment is that the women are 
descendants of the Amazons described 
centuries ago in a Spanish historian’s, 
account of Peru, He reported then that 
the women amputated their right 
breasts so that they could handle their 
heavy bows with greater accuracy. 

FOUR - YEAR MASQUERADE — 
Just by putting on a white coat ‘and 
ivalking into hospitals, a Detroit zany. 
picked up enough medical knowledge 
to successfully masquerade as a doctor 

for four years. Faking a medical school 
background, the incredible deceiver 
built up a practice that earned him 
$150,000 during the petiod of his bogus 
career. While he waits trial on the 
charge of practicing medicine without a 
license, most of the “doctor's” patients 
have stepped forward to tout him as a 
wonderful physician. 

HELL'S BELLS!—There are a thou- 
sand good reasons why people ask for 
an unlisted phone number — to stop 
salesmen from hounding them; to stop 
Castoff git] friends from making pests 
of themselves: to stop bill collectors 

from catching up with them, etc. But 
the strangest reason on record for an 
unlisted number came from a 9o-year- 
‘old woman in London—a Mrs. Fraence 
Frankenstein, Her explanation: she was 
getting sick and tired of practical 
jokers calling her up at all hours and 
asking to speak to “The Monster. 

OPERATION SACK'TIME — Ti you 
were confined to bed for one solid 
month, what would be your greatest 
desire once they let you get up and 
‘around again? Girls? Not on your life, 
if you accept the word of 14 college 
men who took a one-month bed rest in 
a space-science study last year. The first 
thing they all wanted most, was some 
physical exercise. As one of the men put 

T have to get up and move around. 
feel like running until T'm out of 

“Wreath.” Of course, the second thing on 
their minds was girls. One of the college 
‘men commented, “I’m going to call my 
irl and see if she still remembers me!” 
What the experiment, called “Opera- 
tion Sacktime,” did reveal was. that 
there are no physical problems likely 
to come up from long periods in space 
cabins or from high gravity stresses 
during re-entry that can’t be handled 
with the right kind of exercise. 



Naked 
Roommate 

continued from page 25 

he said. Edith knew enough to keep 
quiet and live to fight another day, The 
next few days were calm, but Dan 
moped about the house, feeling more 
and more restless. He tried taking the 
ew car out for spins, but Edith’s re- 
marks had taken the kick out of it. He 
had another week to wait before his 
next job—he traveled for a large firm 
that sold industrial real estate, 

Dan's frame of mind began to bother 
Edith, too. “If you're going to sit here 
all Week Jooking like a. stormeloud, 
why don't you take your silly little red 
ear and drive up to New York and look 
in on June, 1 haven't heard from her 
for two weeks and I can't get her on 
the phone. Td go too, but the bridge 
tournament begins tomorrow.” 

June was the Bruneaus’ only child. 
Just 19, she was studying dress design 
and sharing a two-room walkup in the 
West 20's ("Cheaper than the Village— 
and safer” June had assured them) 
with @ roommate named Sally some- 
thing-or-other. Dan wasn’t too keen on 
the idea of the New York trip. He was 
fond of June, but he was afraid that 
after seeing her five minutes he'd run 
out of things to say, without Edith 
along. Since June had grown up, Edith 
had sort of taken her over. 

Finally, out of bored desperation, he 
packed ah overnight bag and took’ off 
Darvin aiong, he started to wonder about June's lie in New York. Was she happy? What was she doing with her= fel) Was she still a virgin or was she mixing it up with men already? Lord Enows, she must. Know the score by now. He remembered June telling them Aiiile while back thet her roommate Wwas “getting over a bad love affair” and fad changed jobs. The roommate sound= tailke @ real experienced cookie. This got Dan’ to. thinking further about Sally something-or-other. Hed never met her, just talked to het a fcupie of times’ on the phone when he was trying to reach June. Real clean= fut voiee, fresh and clear and straight forward, But you could never tell about Yoices. He had a sudden pietare of Sally in the hot little apartment writh- ing ‘around on her bed and moaning with pleasure while & big man whose face he couldn't visualize ‘carefully Stripped each item of clothing off her pulsing body, The daydream stopped st the tollgate just before Manhattan Hie parked the ear in the Kinney lot on Sivth Avenue in the Village. He re= falled an old, pleasant, slightly seedy Hotel witha bar where a fairy: played Dino and sang. He'd been there many Sears ago, butthe found it quick just a Waverly Place, ‘He paid for’ two days, cash in advance—an unbreakable Tile of the house ‘Tre minute he got to his room he utiitly called June. The phone rang Sud rang. Finally, someone answered, aot June. Ie was thai erystal clear, cool- Ghink-of-water voice. Sally’ blankety= blank 

es, who's this?” 
“Dan Bruneau, ‘A long pause and 

then he remembered to say, “June's father." He explained that he was in 
the clly_to see his daughter 'Mir. Bruneau, it's nice to hear from 
you again.” She sounded as though she 
really, sincerely meant it. “I'm sorry, but June isn't home from school vet She usually gets here about six” Dan mumbled something about call- 
ing later, He looked at his watch, which showed four o'clock. Two hours to wait. ‘The girl on the other end of the 
phone drew in her breath like a diver 
Rbout to go, off the high board, “I tell 
you what. Perhaps you'd like to come here now, Surprise Junie when she 
comes in?” ‘Bruneau hesitated, then said what the hell to himself and, to her, “Sure, st 
very nice of you, if you're Hol busy. He found himself being quite impa- 
tient at the cabdriver for talting so long to get uptown to the apartment. He 
told himself he could. put. the time to 
good advantage, Size up this girl Sally. See if she was the right kind of room mate for June. 
‘The apartment was one flight up in 

the Tear portion of a brick tenement that had ‘been cleaned up and sand~ 
blasted on the outside but remained dim and dingy inside. Going upstairs, he tied to guess Sally's face, Plain, with glasses. and 
freckles? Dark hair and impish eyes, 
sort of like Shirley MacLaine in Trmd Ta Douce? Sugar-pretty like Ann Blyth 
on Loretta Young? She was waiting at the door; it open- 
ed inward "as he raised his ‘hand to Knock And there she was: Sally some 
thing-or-other. Simmons. Gold "hai 
large clear blue eyes with question marks in them, Full lips, the upper one 
protruding shghtly, Small—the top of fer head came just under Dan's chin She was wearing a bright green shift 
that stopped above two perfect white knees, She was small, but her {rire 
had the roundness of @ miniature Ve rus and incredible young breasts push 
ed upward against’ the green fabric. 

Dan realized he was staring at her very rudely. He started to. apologize, 
then became aware of something quite Surprising: she was looking at “him 
with equal intensity. Then her mouth opened to show a morsel of pink tongue 
and she said in that clear voice, "Come in‘and sit down, Mr, Bruneat. 
Gropiva nis way into the front room, furnished only” with a. worn stadia couch, coffee table and. three’ straight chairs, ‘imitation-Swedish style. Dan {inhaled quickly and tried to control his thousht processes. All that kept run= hing through his head was one thought, Fepeated over and over, Lord, shel t ite beauty, 

“So this if June's room,” he distantly heard himself saying. He sat down of the couch while the girl went into the kitehen and poured sherry from a gal- 
Ton bottle into two wine glasses. "Yes, T got frst call on the back room —and’ the “telephone—sinee “Tim the Senior roommate, and ——" the large Autestioning blue eyes Bxed on him, “be cause Tm the telephone answerer, that’s Row T got to know you." Dan didn't believe he'd seid more than a Word or two to. this child on those two or three occasions when he'd [phoned for June. But he was recovering From the first. impact of seeing, tis lovely young creature and he said gal- lantly, “wouldn't want that phone moved for anything in the world.” ‘They sat, sipping the wine very slow- 

ly, First they talked about June, how 
she was doing at school, what a fine 
irl she was, what a good friend (“and 
daughter,” added Dan). Then, somehow, Dan found himself asking Sally Sim- 
mons about herself. Her, father had 
died in the War, her mother had re- 
married. Sally came from Tarrytown, 
N.Y, and had originally aimed for col 
lege,” but couldn't get the money to- 
gether. So she'd come to the city, done 
little modeling, but it didn’t work out, 
Here, the lucid young voice trembled 
a little and Dan guessed that the "bad 
Tove affair” was with someone con- 
lected with her modeling work. 

“Now.” she said with a faint, sad 
smile, “i'm an airline reservation ¢lerk. 
T've been at it six months, Just a half 
year to go and T'll be entitled to free 
air transportation. Then T'll make my 

“What'll you do? 7 
“Til fly out of this... rotten, lying 

city and out of this. rotten. lying 
country — — and I'll never come back." 
There were no tears, but he realized 
that she was weeping nonetheless. 

‘Dan's big, square hand unconsciously 
went out and touched her wrist lightly, 
then drew back. “I'm sure we're not 
that rotten, You've had some bad mo- 
ments. So have I. But things get, bet- 
ter, T ought to Know—I've had twice 
as long to find out.” 
Tie sobs stopped abruptly and she was half smiling. “I'm just a big cry- 
baby. You must think T'm too young to 
be in the city, Mr. Bruneau—but Tm 
really more mature than June. I can't 
Understand. why I'm acting this way. I 
never cry, Not even when —" She cut 
herself off and gathered up the empty sherry glasses to refill them. Then the 
phone rang. Sally rushed into the back Foom, closing the door. She was back 
two ininutes later, small white hands 
gesturing helplessly. “Mr. Bruneau, that was one of the 
kids at June's school calling to tell me that June has been invited up to West- 
chester overnight and that, she had to 
tun to catch the train. She's visiting a 
Ail friend from school. T checked: it 
Gut: I'm the house mother and I know 
it’s’ all right... But. I'm afraid. you 
won't see June ‘ill tomorrow night.” 

“Well, that’s that,” Dan said, trying to force himself to think about’ the 
problem that should concern him, the Sune problem. But, try as he would, 
Wild, impossibie thoughts pushed them- 
Selvés into his head—pietures of him 
and Sally together in wild, impossible 
places. Sally interrupted his thoughts. 

‘Mr. Bruneau" she started to say. One small hand took hold of his and he 
felt a jolt run through him much like 
the one held had last fall "when he 
touched, a live wire in the basement. 
‘The girl's hand gripped his very tightly for & moment, then loosened” and he 
became aware that she was leading him 
to the door. “1 wish 1 could ask you 
to stay a little while, but T have to get 
ready to go out, I'm going out in a very few minutes...” 
The big blue eyes had changed from 

questioning to pleading. Dan said thank 
you and goodnight, and found himself walking down the’ street, heading to- 
ward nowhere in particular, which 
turned ‘out to be a nice neighborhood 
Inish bar. After three double scotches, 
Dan felt no better. He'd never been so 
miserably lonesome in his life. He hail 
eda cab and went back to the hotel 
Foom. Then, impulsively, he went down- 
stairs to listen to the fairy play piano 
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[Seats | 

“Good morning, sir. I'm an expert on 
camouflage.” 

and sing shady songs in the lounge. It 
was a different fairy than the one he'd 
heard ten years ago, but the songs 
were the same and’ the booze was 
watery. He went out to the comer, 
Bought a bottle and took it upstairs 

He'd just gotten the seal off the 
seotch when the phone rang. Who 
could it be? He'd left, his number with 
Sally for June—but June wouldn't be 
back until tomorrow. He picked up the 
receiver cautiously. 

“Look, T've got to explain to you," 
said’ a strange voice which he finally 
identified as Sally's, “Can I see you for 

couple of minutes somewhere?” 
Dan braced himself to be casual. 

‘Sure, You caught me just in time. I 
was about to go over the edge with a 
bottle. Meet you at your place?” 

"No, no,” her voice shook, “There’s a 
little cafe—Eddie’s. It's just off Seventh 
‘Avenue at 19th, How soon can you be 
there?” 

“An easy five minutes. But, Sally, you 
don't have to explain anything.” 

es 1.do.” 
Eddie's was another nice neighbor- 

hood Irish bar, but with a difference. 
‘The difference was a lovely, ripe little 
blonde with a protruding ‘upper lip, 
sitting in the back booth, devouring a 
martini, Sally something-or-other. 
He said it. “Sally something-or-other. 

May I join you? You look somewhat 
Dlue-ish.” 

fo, Y'm just a drunk little bitch, 
getting drunker by the minute. 1 don't 
Know why I told you to come here. But 
I feel so crummy and I had to explain 
so you wouldn't think—" 
Suz traitea off to take another gulp of martiniand then went on. “Mi Bruneau—Dan—TI told ‘three lies. to- 
night. Two to you and one to myself. 1 
don't usually do that. I'm not that kind of girl. You do all kinds of funny things 
{ome Me, Dan J Bruneau of Phila flphia PLA. You make me cry, you Make pe lie, Ws almost ike a ‘ane, isreit?™ 

‘Dan kept his hands clasped together while he ordered a seotch. He felt if he touched her he'd blow sky-high. He 
fried to avoid. the young blue eyes Searching his face for some kind of 
Sign, "If'you told me any lies, I'm sure 
they were harmless,” Dan said. 2. No, they weren't. 1 got you up 
to the apariment today under false 
pretenses. I told you June would be Rome from school the the ‘frst time T 
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talked to you, when I knew all along 
that she Was away overnight, That was, 
a terrible thing to do, I'm not that kind 
of girl, Why do you make me be that 
Kind of girl, Mr. Dan J. Bruneau?” 
He touched her head with both hands, 

softly, like a priest. She took both 
hands in hers and kissed them, Then 
she took each thumb individually and 
kissed and nipped it playfully. ft was 
all he could do to stay in his seat. He 
thought, Lord help me to keep my 
hands off her tonight. 

"What he said aloud, quite calmly, 
"Sally, if it was a lie, it was also 

a tremendous compliment—the greatest 
morale booster I've ever had. But, dear, 
don’t say any more. Let's drink up and 
each go our own way before something 
happens.” fe signaled for a check, but the girl 
kept on. 

‘phe other lie I told was that I had a 
date, I wanted to be with you, but 1 
ot scared at the last minute and sent 
you away. I'm a bitch and a tease.” Dan soothed her, being careful not 
to touch her again, The check came, 
he paid and they went out onto the 
street, Tt was a deep blue night with a 
thin slice of moon and a faint sprin- 
Kling of stars. 

“Pook, Dan, I'm drunk and I won't go 
home unless you carry me across 19th 
Street," She flung one arm around his 
shoulders and instinctively he reached 
out for her, one hand brushing warm 
Young buttocks quivering under, the 
silken dress. He lifted her up, cradling 
her. A strand of gold hair blew in his, 
face ag he carried her across the street, 
past the scowling glance of a traffic 
cop. 

“that's nice, Dan, don’t stop, 
said, “Carry me all the way home.” 
Sure was round and firm, but light a5 Siderdown, Dan Bruneau carried her all 

” she 

the way, unlocked the hall door, bore J, 
her upstairs and laid her down gently 
on the couch in the apartment. 

‘He turned to leave and suddenly she 
was up and in his arms. Then they were 
flereely wrapped around each other, 
her tongue reaching like a flame into 
his mouth. His hands now were moving 
swiftly over her body. 

‘She stopped him a moment, 
"Dan, darling, I'm out of breath. Give 

me a cigarette and "ll tell you about 
the lie T told myself tonight.” 

‘He touched her face lightly with the 
tips of his fingers, then lit her cigarette. 

“The lie I told myself, Dan, was that 
1 wasn’t going to let myself go to bed 
‘with you tonight.” 

‘She drew hard on the cigarette. “Go- 
ing to bed with men isn’t something T 
do every ten minutes — though you 
probably don’t believe this. You think 
Bil New York career girls are easy rolls 
in the hay. Don't you, Dan J. Bruneau 
of Philadelphia P.A.?” 

“You make my city sound like a dirty 
word, Sally,” Dan said. “No, T don't 
think anything of the sort about you.” 

“Well, let me tell you now that there 
was only one other man — only one 
time. And let me warn you, Dan J. 
Bruneau, that I was a very lousy... tay, 
is the word I believe you fellows use.” 
The cigarettes were smoked to the 

end and put out. The girl drew him. 
down on the couch and held him so 
close that he could feel through his 
shirt the fast beat of her heart and the 
warm pulsing round of her breasts, the 
nipples expanding and pressing into his 
chest. 
«His pulse was running very fast. His 

hands were going up and down her 
flanks, over her thighs and into all the 
‘warm, secret places. 

“Like to touch mé2” she asked. 
Dan thought the question needed no 

reply. "ouch me everywhere, Dan,” she 
said, "Make love to me ail over.” 

‘And suddenly he was the man in the 
daydream—the man. taking off each 
silken garment, one by one, his hands 
restlessly busy over the ' throbbing 
young body. And then they were both 
faked together and he was lifting her 
up high and carrying her and putting 
her down and thrusting himself upon 
her, Finally there was a great surge of 
their bodies, flinging themselves. to- 
gether again and again, and at last a 
Wildly bursting shower of gold. Both 
of them eried out softly and lay still 
Tn the moming, he woke to kisses: ot greedy this time, but gentle, all Over hig body. Sally, ih a morning coat, was calling “him {0 breakfast. He. put iis arm ou to grasp her but she ducked Bway and said “No.” But he picked her ap Hehter than ever, and put her down on the bed. Carefully, he removed the moming esat and began to kiss het Tenderly all over her body. ‘That morning, the lovemaking was tes ‘violent, but fuller and sweeter — and deliciously long-drawn-out, 

‘After, Dan ate breakfast and Selly hurried him into his suit. “June might Stop in fora change of clothes before 
School,” she explained ‘The name of June. gave him a short stab of remorse, Then his mind was all on Sally. "Look, darling, 1ll leave now. bar" “Dan, face it. This is one of those things. Two people, both needing some- thing special, come together at just the ght moment. It couldn't ever happen for_us again. Nothing's worse, than a Jong, ‘hopeless love affair. T'd_ start I Ginging, And you'd start telling me the story of your goddam life, And then ihere’s June, It'she ever knew, it could wreck her. And if i went on any long- er, she'd be sure to find out.” ‘Dan's face grew gloomy and he clutehed her hand. tighter Now the wisp of hair was in Sally's eyes as she looked up at him, “This is e'Dan, The way it is now, we're better {or loving each other. If we went on, it would only make us sad and dull. T Wouldn't ike that.” He embraced her once more and went out the door feeling sad-happy and fappy-sad. He was stymied for a while, but he wasn't giving up. He wondered, as he. headed. downtown toward his Rotel, how Sally: stood on the question Of middle-aged men and convertibles, 
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€annibal Bat 

continued from page 31 

the spectator knows he is caged with 
Death. The name Megaderma alludes in 
all probability to the large, naked ears, 
He might better have been named 
Mors, for Death, in the bat world, is 
exactly where he is, 

There is nothing shocking about, 
death in nature. Nature is death, as it 
is life 

‘Av carnivore is one which devours 
flesh, Put that way, itis hardly appetiz- 
ing. But it is true, There is an entire 
order in the animal world which eats 
nothing else, You and I are omnivores 
—which means, perhaps, that we are 
less fastidious. ‘Tigers, dogs, and other 
carnivores—the lot of them—are in- 
sistent on their fare. No proper dog 
eats salad, 

‘There is more than one carnivorous 
bat, To be exact, there are four — at 
least there are ‘four of which I am 
certain; there may possibly be others. 

Megaderma is @ southeast Asian ge- 
nus. The popular name for this bat is 
False Vampire. As we have learned, 
such names can lead to little more than 
confusion; the name. “vampire” was 
based on 'a myth, and the heir to the 
dubious title, the true Vampire of 
Central America, is half a world away 
and about as difficult as 2 bat can be. 
But no matter. To begin, these bats are 
among the largest, measuring nearly 
two feet in wingspread. Their principal 
external characteristics are the very 
large and erect ears, joined halfway up 
on their inner edges, long and narrow 
and erect noseleaves, and a very short 
nearly unrecognizable—tail. They are 
generally quite pale but the colors vary in intensity between species. 
Owe Colonel MeMaster of Rangoon 
(elates Allen) reported two canaries 
killed by Megaderma. The bat squeezed 
between the thin wire bars of their 
cage. Another report describes not only the destruction of bats, but the con- 
sumption of frogs. The’ bat's habit of 
dining is evidently to fly to the wall of, 
house with his captives and. there 
dismember them at his leisure, letting the fragments fall to the floor. Occae 
sionally the heads of mice are found 
and many kinds of small birds. From 
Ceylon and Burma there are reports of 
these bats hovering. over. trees and 
hunting through shrubs searching out 
the nesilings of birds. Among the birds 
it'seems to prefer are the little white- 
eyes, sunbirds, and. fower-peckers 5 
particular favorites, Observers from lo- 
falities where the bats are reasonably abundant describe the sound of drop- 
ping parts of bodies as not an uncom= mon one. Apparently bats, birds, and 
Frogs are not the only victims of these 
bats. They are also known to fly up and down walled areas pieking up noc 
turnal lizards and geckos, 
‘Macroderma isan Australian, bat, 

frequenting the more tropical northern 
half of the country. Even in Australia 
the name False Vampire is occasionally used, but the name which I found more 
common (when the bat_was known at 
all) was Ghost bat. My first (and only) 
48 

encounter with this bat happened in 
this way: 

'T was leading a zoological expedition, 
for the American Museum of Natural 
History in New York, into the outback 
of north central Australia, We had been 
many weeks in the fleld and were well 
“Shaken down,” that is, our procedures 
for study and’ collecting were by then 
precisely organized and at the highest point of effectiveness we could attain, 
We had made camps for extended 
periods in” such ecologically varied 
places as rain forest, so-called open 
forest, saltbush, plains, river gallery 
forests, and even a sandbank camp on 
the batren shores of the Gulf of Car 
pentaria, Now we were approaching the Cal- 
vert Hills quadrant, past Wallogorang Station in the Northern Territory. The 
endless miles of black-soil plains were 
behind us. Ahead lay rocky escarp- 
ments and showy gum trees. Camp was 
set up at an old copper mine which 
Doasted a clear spring of cool water. 
Among our first ventures was the in- 
vestigation of a cave some hundred or 
so yards above our camp which the 
aborigines told us was a burial cave. 
‘They went on to say that the only in- 
habitants were their own dead and 
“Wamurramurra” and “Wagalla-galla,” 
which their painstakingly drawn sand 
pictures told us were bats. We needed 
no. further encouragement but went 
quickly to the cave. 
Uron entering, “stand-up” en- 
trance — we found it to be a small cave 
‘but deep enough to be very dark. At 
first our lights showed us nothing. Then 
we found some fresh pieces of bats 
strewn about — which seemed odd; 
dead, shriveled, moldering bats are not 
Uncommon, but we stopped to comment 
that this was strange. They seemed to 
have been torn apart, Suddenly there 
was a rush of something quite large 
and_ seemingly very white past our 
heads, We turned and snap-fired, Only 
one small pellet of lead killed a Mac- 
roderma. We were fortunate, for at 
such close range we could have bl 
the bat into pieces. We brought him 
out into the light — for a quick further 
Search assured us there was but the 
single bat — and all of us marveled at 
his form and character. The aborigines 
who had accompaned us (only to the 
mouth of the cave) enthusiastically pointed their fingers at the bat and kept 
Fepeating “Wagalla-galla, Wagalla- 
gall.” ‘An hour later, in a state of great re- 
joicing, we were led to. another cave, 
which was indeed a burial cave where 
the first was not. It had no stand-up 
entrance but only a low and narrow 
fissure through which we painfully 
inched on our backs. It led inwards and 
upwards past niches filled with the for- 
Kotten bones of those aborigines who 
Tong ago went to the Land of the 
Dreaming. Soon the serpentine passage 
opened up into a sort of vaulted dome 
with a rock chimney going still further 
up, We: stood up. knees, cramped and 
elbows bruised. Our headlights showed 
nothing until, in scanning the rock 
shelves, we experienced another explo- 
sive rush of white-bodied bats. In’ the 
split second it took to consider how not 
to shoot one another, the bats were "> 
the chimney and gone. There were five, all Macroderma, From far up the im- 
passable chimney we heard muffled 
shots. One of our party had remained 
outside and no doubi had seen the 
-exodus. But we were disappointed to 
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Tie wingspread of Pizonye is 16 inches, and its fight is erratic. Little is known thus farof ite actual fishing habits; there is some’ disagreement about whether this bat. gaffs iis fishes from. the surface with its fect or whether, perhaps, it: skims. low over the water and catches small fish which jump trom the water in. frightened efforts 10 escape the bright reflection of the bat's shining white underparts ‘they fly aboard only st night and prefer the most darkened recesses of their eaves, for, it has een observed, they seem fo sense the diurnal dangers of the thousands of gulls and predatory Sea birds whieh sso frequent the same rocky ‘Mexican seacoast. Tt has. been seen to be chased and quickly caught byralert gulls, “The most dramatic, and hest known, of the fshecating ‘bats is Noctiio 
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teporinus, Noctitio teporinus has a wide 
HPger from Cubs to northern Argen- 
tine Nocto is physically impresive 
Bane large and. extremely. muscular 
pepe linea wingepread of 20. inches 
APG fur'fe very. shortalmost seal-ike— 
ang is, generally. blackish-brown but 
antics téfan ochreous tawny color, and 
12simatieally highlighted with a very 
harrow, white stripe down the center 
ai'the back, The face 1s oddly framed 
Sy ‘ekremely pointed ears and there 
BY ahnuch pronounced ‘harelip, which 
ives Tt an altogether curious appest— 
ghee he ight 1s powerful and stiff- Winged, but not particularly fast ‘Nectlio has been the subject of much controversy, for its fishing abilities have Seen knows for over a hundred years Bie dale of its actual habits, however, 
eve only recentiy. been revealed, for 
aly within the past few years has the Sguipment been devised which would 
GRuRee is secrets, Tt is pow Known 
that this bat does not catch fish in its mouth in anyway but-quite literally 
Tilly thom'with its very long and sub- 
Sintiliy clawed. feet.” Although the 
animal has been known to Ay during 
the day and even to have flown in com- 
Dany with pelicans, its Ashing is gen— 
Brally donee might and all deals sre Jest beyond Tange of normal sight oF 
hearing 
Tite reason for, the controversy. 1 mentioned was that Since nothing could Be proved about the bats’ actual Aishing Ratlits, summor and oosely-knit hypoth= ties were, of course, free to race with= Gul cheek Everyone thought he knew Gkactly ‘how this fishing was accom= 
plished but it remained for someone to 
Produce graphic proof, There were two Prmeipal studies which helped disclose 
The aberets, of Noctitio. The earlier, Bloede!'s time-sequenee photographs includes some of the most remarkable Bar pictures ever taken ‘hioedels photographs were made with “a. captive bat enclosed ina SGeened porch, A shallow pan 20 by 78 snehes was filed with water in which Einall Abhes wore allowed to swim free- iy’ Cameras nd high-speed. lighting {Sr heir operations were arranged at precise anifies to record the bat's every. Bofion over the water. What resulted Wag a magnificent series of pictures Wile told’ the. entire story. Noctitio Would fly over the pan, then, skimming Very low near water level, would sud~ Yenly, by using the calear “strut” Tift the {embrane between its legs as con- facc'was made and lower its hind ees {full hight, causing twin furrows on the surface of the water. The fish were ated by ihe sharp and highly curved Ses ay one might gaff a tuna brought {o boajside. ‘Then, it was seen that the BaeSifted its feet and immediately frasped the fish in its teeth as well as suit? Reeping hold ‘with one or both feet, Finally. stil in Full fight, the bat would grasp the fish more securely in The teeth and ‘iy. to. the roosting site Sha eat. Twas seen hat Aches lying ae'much asa full inch under water oul be itken-—fahes as Tong ae Four 

this juncture Dr, Griffin and his exhaustive studies with sound in bats Gas abi to. camry the story further, Be Gnifin, heving, spent many hours on the rivers. of Panamg in. dugout Ginoes filled with electronic equipment, Gras able to say that fshing is selective, The Bat lowering its. feet at certain {Ummes and not others, and that its sonic 
|. pulses are not all of one type, but seem 

why don't we have an orange box 
to sit on like the Joneses?” 

to vary, indicating, possibly, that dif- 
ferent fypes of locaiony information are 
relayed to the bat, One might, expect 
that as faint ripples were made by a 
fish near the surface an extremely high 
frequency of sound might be made to 
guide ihe bat, Dr. Griffin is cautious to 
Suggest, but does not leave out the pos- 
Sibility, that even if small fish made no 
ripples’ whatever, their presence might 
possibly be detected through the re- 
Fease of small bubbles of air or other | 
gases from their swim bladders. | 

Certainly all of the puzzles about 
Noetilio are not solved, but the fact 
that he is a Asherman—whatever the | 
Rnal secret _of his-method —and_an 
effective fisherman, Greenhall, in Trini 
dad, records two. further points of | 
{nterest: as, Noctitio flew over the | 
water, @ distinct swishing sound could 
Te heard. Also, as one bat collided with 
a flat stone skimmed over the surface, 
it fell into the water, was seen to swim 
Strongly with its folded wings, then 
Taunch itself again into the air, well 
proving it to be at home in what would 
Ordinarily (be considered an entirely 
alien element 
Now then, we come to the “vampire 
bat. T rather think it wearing, myself— 
all this business about the dead jump- 
ing up out of thelr graves and wander- 
ing about at night sucking blood from 
persons asleep. But that, in some hun- 
Greds of versions and ‘aberrations, is | 
always the way it turns out. 

Tis, T think, all a matter of view- | 
point, ‘time, and circumstance. The 
Kirican Masai are known to keep cattle 
2nd to periodically bleed them through | 
the neck, This hot blood they mix with 
milk and keep the mixture in skin bags. | 
They are said to eat little else, T think 
it must be true as I have known some 
excessively unimaginative people re- 
urn to say that IL is so. There are blood | 
Sausages and blood puddings, as we all | 
Know, both are to be found in many of 
our markets. Many races of people are | 
Known to uiilize blood as a food, and 
drying blood is a primitive means of 
food preservation Not, to imply that bats are really 
very important in all this as a general 
thing. Anything which breaks the skin, | 
from’ @ soup tin to a lion's claw, intro- 
Guces the same possibilities, in greater | 
or lesser degree. It is obvious that a | 
fasted and jagged tin left lying in 
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Your Hope for New Hair 
Must Be Started in Five Weeks 

..Or you get your money back! 

Read how and why this 
hope for relief of baldness, 
and other scalp ailments 
is presented ona 
money-back basis. 

Hair roots (follicles) produce hairs, 
then rest—and then produce again, Or 
at least they are supposed to. 

“Ordinary” baldness begins when 
follicles don't go back to work after a 
cest period. You may not notice the loss. 
of just a few follicles but when a lot 
of them do permanently “rest” you do 
see more Forehead. 

The problem of keeping your hait— 
of not becoming bald—thus is believed 
1 problem of reviving follicles back into 
production from reit, and of keeping 
up a full blood supply. 

Medical Principles Set Up 
This is all very plainly stated in “The 

Biology of Hair Growth,” a summary 
of the London Conference papers on 
the biology of hair growth as edited by 
Drs. William Montagna and Richard 
‘A. Bilis, (The Academic Press, New 
York and London.) 

“Increased production can only be 
achieved by initiating activity in 
quiescent follicles, and preventing 
them from going into a permanent 
resting stage.” 

‘Then this further statement is made: 
“With ageing there is a progressive 
transformation of growing hair fol- 
icles into lanugo types (those that 
produce fine, short hairs—as on the 
back of the band). The growing 
hair follicles are richly vascularized 
(supplied with blood vessels) but 
the lanugo baits bave only one or 
twa capillaries associated with their 
hair bulb.” 

‘These concise statements set up the 
medical principles which must 
be recognized and met in the #4 
prevention of baldness or re- PS 
juvenation of “stagnant” fol- 
Tics, WORLD-FAMOUS 

A raandlenfels 
APPLICATIONS AND MASSAGE LU, 

taidnen bot shes 
ite men 

‘Meeting these principles is the Bran- 
denfels Home Plan of Scalp Applica- 
tions and Massage developed by Carl 
Brandenfels of St. Helens, Oregon. 

How Can This Be Done: 
‘This Home Plan is the use, in your 

‘own home according to directions, of 
two wonderful liquid applications, and 
a special massage method to dilate 
blood vessels and aid in maintaining a 
healthier condition that will make for 
2 livelier scalp and better hair growth. 

During the decade and a halfhthe 
Brandenfels Plan has been available) 
more than 25,000 letters and reports 
have come to Carl Brandenfels telling 
of one or more of the following benefits 

© Hair Regrowth 
* Lessening of Hair Fall 
© Relief from Dandruff Scale 
* Other Scalp Benefits 
Tis one of these benefits, or a begin- 

ning, which you must notice in your 
trial, You ate to be the sole judge 
though you will realize, that a 35-day 
usage may not be fully indicative of 
what the Applications and Massage can 

do since scalp ailments have generally 
been building up over a considerable 
length of time, and hair grows so slow- 
ly. If, for example, it is renewed hair 
growth you're after, you'll recognize 
the appearance of short, fine, light hairs 
as a statin the right direction 

‘While results may vary as with any 
remedy, because of systemic differences, 
‘general health and localized conditions, 
the Brandenfels Applications and Mas- 
sage do offer real and tangible prospects 
‘of success in a substantial proportion 
of cases. 

Find Out Wi 
So don’t wonder if something ean 

be done for your scalp. Now you can 
find out without risk, 

Send for a “set” of the applications 
and massage method instructions today. 
Enclose $18 or order C.0.D. Mail to 
Carl Brandenfels, St. Helens, Oregon. 
(He lives there because he doesn’t like 
big cities). Your remittance will, in 
effect, be placed “in bond” until your 
35-day trial period is over. 

Bat please note that this is a limited 
offer (see coupon) 

out 

Delay Increases Problem 
Remember that even on smooth bald 

heads hait roots may still be alive and 
capable of growing hair again after 
proper stimulation, “Increased hair pro- 
duction can only be achieved by initiat. 
ing activity in quiescent follicles—pre- 
venting them from going into the 
“permanent” resting state. 

Every day you delay may make your 
problem just that much more difficult, 
AEFERENCES: The font of St. Hles the Una Soe Netinal bork ond’ Chember ef Commerce al oS 

MONEY-BACK ORDER FORM 

LIMITED 
OFFER 

(inthe U.S. on) 

ond “covre the 318 Serie formole cer, (Gx ‘pote ceroet 
ter tends 

‘CARL BEANDENFELS, st: elon, Oregon 



‘Coming in February MALE: 
TELEPHONE SEX NUTS WHO 
PREY ON YOUNG WOMEN 

Their voices are calm and respectable 
but the oily obscenities they spout are 

language can 
furnish. All over the country, an aston- 
ishing number of otherwise respect- 
‘able men are terrorizing unsuspecting 
women with nightly vile and perverted 
phone calls, And although the police 
in some cities get between 200 to 400 
complaints a month, there is little they 
can do to trace the calls, and these 
‘abnormal men go on satisfying their 
peculiar sexual needs with little fear of 
getting caught — STARTLING EXPOSE 

In February MALE 
On Sale December 31 

Sewage Js a far greater hazard than a 
surgeon’s scalpel. However, even the 
surgeon’s scalpel, so recently sterilized, 
is not_always as free as_one might 
think from contamination. The incisive 
teeth of a specialized bat are as skill- 
fully employed as any surgeon's knife, 
but they too must be evaluated in terms 
of the circumstances. which lead to 
contamination, and in no other. 

Very often we find that one thing or 
another is named after an animal. In 
this case, the animal was named after 
nothing more concrete than a myth, 
Because an animal, was, discovered 
which was found to “suck” blood, and 
as often as not to take blood from the 
heck, there was no alternatives it must 
needs. be called Vampire. That was 
that.'T should certainly have called it 
vampire myself, and I think you will 
agree that you would too. 

‘Scientifically, this bat’s name is any 
of three: Desmodus, Diphylla, or 
Diaemus. It is Desmodus who is the 
true “Vampire,” no other. And I am 
hot being facetious when I say he looks 
like the very devil. He does. 

Tt does not take much imagination to 
sketch in some sulphurous wings and 
an arrow-tipped tail—or however it is 
the. devil is portrayed, He looks the 
part, he is named for the part, and he 
ets his part to the letter, for he drains 
Us of our life's blood, Now you have 
heard me, as we have gone along here 
together talking of outlandish things, 
speak in such a way as to represent a 
sort of apologist for all of batdom, Tt 
may seem that way, but, if you will for- 
give me one word of defense. I would 
Fike to'say that Tam representing only 

POPLE often say that bats are “loath- some,” while at the same time they are out-Heroding Herod at the stock mar- 
Ket or whining about the lateness of an 
inheritance. A bat is simply an animal 
inueh higher than that, «mammal. 
Desmodus never heard of Bela Lugosi, Peter Lorre, oF Boris, Karloff. No one 
Inust drive a stake of holly through his fear; he simply dies, like any other 
bat, and drops to. the bottom of ‘his eave to rot, no more nor less than we 
wwill rot ourselves, He is a mammal, a Dat, This is what he consists of ‘in 
detail ‘Desmodus is a medium-sized and 
close-furred bat with small pointed 
ears and a quite small nose-leaf The vingspread 18 about 15 inches. He has 
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a greatly elongated thumb and two soft 
pads at his wrist—both thumb and pads 
Being tools of his trade, as clamp and 
glove belong to a surgeon. The color is 
Grab gray-brown with lighter under- 
parts. ‘The skull is very broad, thus 
Sffording room for the enormous in- 
cisors and canine tecth. ‘The incisor 
teeth are among the most, remarkable 
in any mammal, being used for but one 
purpose only, io excise—there is no 
Action whatever of grinding or crush= 
ing. The incisors (the very front teeth) 
consist of only two, which are greatly 
enlarged, curved, and extremely sharp; 
the canities (those so obvious in a dog) 
are also very large, robust, and pointed; 
the molars or cheek teeth are so smali 
fas to be useless, while the lower teeth 
are also small. 

‘Desmodus is confined to only the 
warmer parts of the neotropical belt. 
Tt lives in darkened caves and is often. 
found roosting in the same caves which 
shelter many other kinds of bats—on 
which, oddly enough, it does not prey. 
‘They ‘would appear ‘to breed all year 
round and have, as do most bats, only 
one young at birth. 
Tue habits of this bat are truly 
Unique because, as we have- said, no 
other bat—nor any other ’ animal— 
possesses like tools. Demodus’ principal 
fools are his teeth, but he has other 
helpful assets as well: his soft pads, 
long thumb, and cleft lips, and his un- 
canny ability to hover and alight on 
‘one's exposed skin with no more than 
2 zephyr's caress, 

‘This bat, with those extraordinary 
teeth, takes the merest slice of skin, so 
that ‘the blood wells up_swiftly and 
surely for his purpose. Give him his 
due. You must, ‘The Vampire bat is as 
truly remarkable as any animal that 
has walked—or flown-the earth. 

‘At just about this time, when the 
defense is beginning to feel some sort 
of confidence someone will ask: "What 
‘about rabies?’ "Rabies is a diesease of the nervous 
system in. which violent convulsions 
and paralysis follow any attempt to 
‘wallow water, hence its other name, 
‘hydrophobia."" Fatal to man and most 

other mammals, it is a viral disease, 
Tong thought to be transmitted only by 
direct contact by bite or scratch from 
‘an infected victim. 

"The disease is called rabies (from the 
Latin rabidus, “raving,” as in madness) 

Bats have undoubtedly been spreaders: 
of rabies from the first instance of @ 
Bat's having contracted the disease. 

‘Returning to the Vampire, it must 
now be clear that they are not. the 
only bats which could and do spread 
fabies, The Vampire, however, is in- 
Geed to be reckoned with because its 
habits cause it to rupture the skin 
casing of other animals. And it is a 
point. of singular interest—but about 
Which little is known—that this bat is 
mong the few animals to which rabies 
ig not necessarily fatal, Man is not 
singled ‘out for attack: cattle, dogs, 
poultry, and birds are used as fountains 
Of food, And rabies is only one disease 
transmitted by Vampires. Another, is 
Smurrina,” a blood parasite most de- 
structive to cattle and horses. Possibly 
yellow fever may be carried as. well. 
Another distinetly black mark is the 
open wounds caused by Vampires often, 
particularly in animals, become in 
Rested with fly maggots. There is, of 
course, an antirabies vaccine as well as 
like remedies for other diseases. How~ 
ever, it should be clearly evident that 
prevention is a far better antidote than 
any other, ‘Desmodus ean be kept in captivity for 
quite long periods if fed on cattle blood. 
Tehas been found that a single Vampire 
will_consume about five and three- 
quarters gallons of blood in a year. Ifa 
Single cave holds, say, a thousand bats, 
it means. that 9,750 ‘gallons of blood 
‘would be needed in a year, or over 15 
gallons each night! ‘After the wound is made, the tongue 
is used, not to lap as would a dog, but 
to form @ sort of tube in conjunction 

‘the deep groove in the lower lip, 
thus channeling the blood in an even 
flow, as through a straw. The tongue 
remains protruded and is moved only. in pistonline short strokes. The blood 
ig drawn in beneath the tongue, while 

dete top remains free of blood. As the 
flow lessens, the tip of the tongue is 
used gently to agitate and thus stimu- 
Tate the welling fount, Another most, 
interesting part of the physiognomy of 
Desmodus is that where other bats have 
stomachs of varying size and capacities, 
50 specialized is the Vampire that he 
\would seem by comparison to have vi 
tually no “stomach” at all. Of course, e 
hhas a stomach, but (when empty) it is 
extraordinarily tubelike. 

‘Vietims are bitten on exposed areas 
such as the lips, ears, or anal region or 
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“We're looking for people 
who want to write” 

If you show aptitude worth developing— 12 famous authors 
stand ready to train you for professional writing success 4, 

By Gordon Carroll, i frmerttior of Realers Biset Time, Ine. and Coronet 

Te you want to write my colleagues and Tevould ike to test your wing spite 
Well help you find out whether you can te tained fo become a successful writer, We know that many men and. women who could become writers ~ and shoud Become witers~ never do. Some are un certain of ber talent and have no reliable 
way of Binding uti its worth developing Others, who are surer of thei bility, sin 
Diy cant get top-notch profesional fain- Ing without leaving thelr homes or giving ape ts 
Aplan to help others 
Three years ago, we decided to do some- 
thing about this problem. We started the 
Famous Writers Schoo! to help promising 
beginners everywhere acquire the skill and 
craftsmanship it takes to break into print 

to pass on to them our own techniques 
for achieving success and recognition. 

Over many months, we poured every- 
thing we knew about writing into a new 
ind of professional training course — 
which you take at home and in your free 
time, The course begins with the funda- 
mentals of good writing upon which every 
successful writing career must be built 
‘Then you get advanced training in. the 
specialty of your choice — Fiction, Non- 
Fiction, Advertising Writing or Business 

Writing, (The first three include television 
writing) You learn step-by-step. 

Every writing assignment you return to 
the School is carefully examined by in. 
structors who are themselves professional 
writers, working under the supervision of 
the 12 experts who developed the course. 
You are aclass of one 
Your instructor spends as much as two 
hours analyzing your work. He blue-pen- 
cils corrections right on your manuscript, 
much’ as an editor docs with established 
authors. Then he returns it with a long 
letter of advice and specific recommenda 
tions on how to improve your writing. 
While this writer-insteuctor is apprai 
your work, nobody else competes for his 
attention. You are, literally, a class of one. 
Students breaking into print 
Our Schoo! is young. Yet students, many 
still in training, have sold their work to 
‘more than 60 publications 

Sharon Wagner of Denver, Colo,, says 
“When I began your training T was an un- 
published writer. Since then T have sold 
four stories and a novelette. 

‘August Burghard, who is at work on a 
series of 65 radio scripts, writes to “thank 
‘my instructors for helping me get this op. 

D. Rats. Photo by Philippe Halsman 

portunity.” Peggy Penney says, “Your 
training paid great dividends; Ijust chalked 
up my 17th sale!” Alfred E. Gaumer sold 
a story to True for $1,000. 

Don Jones announces an article “ace 
cepted by the editors of Nation's Business 
Donna M. Diehl’s feature story brought 
a letter of acceptance and a check” from 

Perfect Home magazine. Both pieces were 
‘developed as School assignments, 

‘Beyond the thrill of receiving that first 
check, our students find great intangible 
rewards in writing for publication, As Faith 
Baldwin putsit: “If one sentence you write 
‘opens a door for another human being 
makes him see with your eyes and under- 
stand with your mind and heart, you'll 
gain a sense of fulfillment no other work 
can bring you.” 
Writing Aptitude Test offered 
To find other men and women with ability 
worth developing, the School has devised 
a revealing Writing Aptitude Test. ‘The 
coupon below will bring you a copy, along 
with a 48:page illustraied brochure de- 
scribing the Famous Writers School 
When you return the Test, it will be 

graded without charge by a member of our 
instructional staff. If you do well on the 
Test — or offer other evidence of writing 
aptitude — you may enroll for professional 
training by the School. However, you are 
under no obligation to do so, 

Famous Writers School 
Dept. 6608, Westport, Connecticut 
T want to know if T have writing aptitude worth developing. Please mail me, without 
obligation, your Aptitude Test and 48-page brochure 
re 

‘The School is accredited by the Accediing ‘Commission ofthe National Home Stuy Counc, Washington, D.e 53 



fon thinly covered areas such as, in 
‘attle, on the neck or homn-bases. Pigs 
are said to be bitten principally on the hose and in the ease of sows, on the 
teats, where the nipples may become so 
searred as to stop the flow of milk. 
Small birds are known to have been drained of blood, and thus Killed, in 
single night. Dogs and carnivores are mostly bitten on the nose or ears, while humans are commonly bitten on the 
Ringers, toes, ears, forehead, or on the 
is. "There is yet another facet occasional 
ly brought up which credits the Vam- 
pire with exuding a soporific scent 
Iehlen’ he walls toward Tis intended Vietim by gently hovering in front is face. Certainly bats. have scent 
lands, but Tam very disinclined to 
believe that any would be capable of 
putting one to sleep. Quite the other Way round, in fact! 

‘Altogether, it would seem that the Vamipite is as unsavory as any beast 
one might imagine, I’ can think. of worse, however. The hyena is one. AN- 
other is the human degenerate. But it 
must be considered that each (except the last) has his purpose, however hid- 
den it may be from us. I eaution you hot to judge too hastily. The Vampire {s scarcely more guilty than your romp- 
ing kitten: one, the bat, was made to 
excise and drink; the other, to rend 

In trinidad, when natives are asked 

Coming in February MALE: 
FRENCH GIRLS’ BARRACKS 

Pushed out of their native land by the 
German invasion in 1940, this group 
of young French army gitls lived to- 
gether in @ rundown mansion in war- 
time London. Some were as tender and 
innocent as convent girls, others as 
tough, bawdy and cynical as @ Parisian 
streetwalker. In this classic account, 
brilliant author who was one of them 
records their intimate, revealing and 
sometimes shocking adventures. 

SENSATIONAL BOOKLENGTH 
IN FEB, MALE 

On Sale Dec. 31 

about wounds that were obviously 
caused by Vampires, they often profess 
to have been bitten’ instead by a “sou- 
couyant” or “jumbie,” a blood-sucking 
evil spirit, The jumbie, they say, is 
really an old woman who/at night sheds 
her skin and flies off as a ball of fire. 
She takes her meal on you as does the 
“vampire,” sucking your blood. They 
say there are ways, however, to trap 
the jumbie. One is to locate her shed 
skin and sprinkle hot pepper on it, thus, 
burning her up. Another is to scatter 
rice ouiside the door, which she must 
count, grain by grain, before she can 
‘enter and reclaim her skin. If the jum- 
bie is ever caught without her skin she 
may be disposed of by “placing her in 
a nail-spiked barrel full of tar, and 
rolling the barrel into the ocean.” 

T wonder if any bat or any creature, 
or any thing, is as weird as the human 
mind? EY 
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Forgotten 

Village 

continued from page 39 

made to live with these Indians and so 
gain their confidence, these two brave 
faboclos refused to accompany me any 
further. They begged me not to do any- 
thing so foolish. 
medicals spoke for both of them. “The 
indian is a mystery,” he said. “They 

live with you like brothers for_ six 
months, even a year, then one morning. 
for no feason at all, they chop off your 
head with a machete.” 

T knew that what Nicole said was 
true, The South American primitive is 
unpredictable. But I flattered myself 
that my wide reading and experience 
would enable me to forestall any, such 
jangers. I allowed my two caboclos to 

leave and myself made camp on the 
bank of the Xingu and waited for the 
appearance of the Trikao. 

(A'sad and ironic note must be made 
here. Domini and Nicole never did 
make if back to civilization. They were 
caught by a marauding tribe of Mihios 
and their heads taken.) Finally I was alone on the banks of 
the Xingu River, one of the main off- 
shoots of the Amazon, The Amazon and 
its tributories are filled with killers. 
‘There are the piranha fish with greedy 
sabre-toothed mouths, who, despite all 
Tegends, will not attack unless you are 
bleeding. There are sting rays which 
slice your flesh like a grocery store 
salami cutter. Most fearful are the 
giant anacondas, tree-trunk thick 
‘Snakes that honk like geese when they 
are angry and are equally at home on 
land or water, Crocodiles, shy but 
deadly, wait their turn, 

If the Tzikao did not like my gifts I right soon vanish in those black waters ind never be heard from again. T waited for almost four hours after the cabocos sailed downstream. Then Suddenly above the bank 1 saw a band of four Trikao warriors watching. me Sne who was obviously their ‘chiet, Svore 1 lip dise of wood that distended his lower lip a good. three inches out Over his chin. Strange ‘as it seems, it fooked very well on him. Timmed/ately raised both arms above my head, leaving my 24 bore rifle on the ground. In civilized countries, rais~ ing the arms above the head is a signal offsurrender; among primitive Indians {js one of fFiendship. Perhaps ihere is & long-aistant connection between the fwo meanings of the gesture. Now the Titkao advanced. toward me and. T shouted “Ipayu’ which is their word for ail kinds ‘of ‘pleasure and-also. their Word for God!'They smiled aime and ndvanced. 1 had some presents in 1 serve which Immediately gave, ak- ing sure the chief with the lip dise re ceived those most desirable. After two fours of dificult sign language and & Tubeture. of Portugese, “Tikikao, and Pidgin Spanish, T came to understand Bhat the ‘chiet's name was Jacanga Then I made them understand I wished io live in their huts. They were fal- fered ‘and ‘delighted by my" trust in therm and instantly. agreed. Though T Knew that these Indians had probably Tmurdered. the ‘Thompson expedition, Balt no veal fear. The ‘most dangerous 

moment had passed. Since they had not 
Killed me on the spot because I was a 
stranger, they would not be likely to 
kill me afterwards unless I made some 
fatal error in tribal manners, 

‘The Tikao Indians are perhaps the 
best warriors in the Amazonas. They: 
are only of medium height, averaging 
5°", but they are beautifully built for 
travel through the jungle. They are 
lithe, with tiger-cat, muscles, and they 
move as quickly and freeze as silently 
as the black pumas whose forest they 
share, They are also extremely brave 
and will attack even the giant Kreen- 
‘Akarore ‘warriors when they move 
through the Forest of the Black Puma. 

Teniered the tribal life of the Tzikao 
at an interesting time. Rimbu, brother 
of the chief Jacanga, had found out 
that “a fellow. Trikao\ warrior was 
“working” his wife, as the Indians put 
it, One morning he rose early and with 
his brother and friends penned a small 
pool on the bank of the Xingu river. 
When the water filled with the sabre- 
toothed piranha fish, he closed the en- 
trance to the pool. 

‘Then Rimbu went to the hut of his 
wife's lover, and_using his war club 
only on the shoulders and body (tribal 
Taw forbade him striking fellow, vil- 
lagers on the head), he stunned the 
lover into helplessness. Then. they 
dragged the jungle Don Juan to the 
pool and dangled him above with liana 
Vines. Finally they lowered him into 
the pool until the water came just 
above his hips. 

"They watched as the piranha fish ate 
the lower half of the man’s body while 
he lived. Then they drew out the body. whieh was only a bloody skeleton be- 
Tow the waist and cast it into the hut 
of the unfaithful wife, Tt is interesting 
to know that Rimbu forgave his wife 
and took her back after this incident. 
briefly considered whether Peter 

‘Thompson had met a similar fate for 
aps a similar reason. 

Titis primitive tribe, so tar behind civilization in everything else, ‘seems modern in. one curious Fespect,, When 2 woman steals nother woman's us~ band, they decide. ownership with a nite due But they’ are not permitted fofight to the death. Women are too Valuable to these dying tribes. Women Tarnish the dwindling. huts with new Warriors, they tend the felds, they do ait the work It is no wonder that they ire the first prize in’ warfare. When village is slaughtered, even the fierce Suya spare the women of child-bearing age and carry them off into captivity ‘The fish that had eaten the man were themselves enten in. the reconciliation feast Rimbu made thet night. But since Shy Takao warrior with sexual know!= sige of worn is not permitied to Kl fishy the oldest son of Jacanga, boy Called” Kuleamane, spent the’ whole Stternoon spearing’ the penned-in pir- nha, and deeding them “Timba” poison ‘A imonth after this Kuleamane was inflated into full warriorhood. For a full year he had been kept in a_hut away’ from the sun so that, his. dark brown skin had tured a livid yellow ‘Also he was given Diack chunks of Special” wood “sehich he eat” with & fovy. stake until it”'was_all “pulpy. ‘Then he put the wood chunks Into a Calabash, and poured water over them. {The liquid foamed like Alka-Seltzer. Ti had a soapy taste, This was the poison failed “Timba,” used to catch fish, But Qileamane had to drink i every day (S'irew fat and tough, This sometimes Was fatal to young warriors and Indeed 



Now’ Here's everything you need 
to master mathematics 

and “write your own ticket” 

‘to a higher-paying job 

‘NDUSTRY toaay is ‘crying’ for men [who tnow mathematies®, to take advantage of the wonderful job ep. Portunities in our fast-moving age of lectronies, automation, and nuclear 
Demand far exceeds supply for top- salaried superintendents, foremen, technicians, lab workers,’ designers draftemen, mathematicians, and en, ineers. 
For example, the NASA recently announced 155 key jobs paying up 10 $21,000 per year. Hundreds of com. arable Positions go begging every day. Here is your chance to learn mathematics and get the basic train: ing for this type of job.» to help your country maintain its world lead 

ership, and to earn the kind of money Sou deserve 
You can learn in 10 minutes a day 
That's all i takes, with the aid of this simp vera home audy course, €0 gain a complete knowledje rer metuensticet ‘which can lead t0 se- 

curity, higher pay, i-confidence, and a etter, more important job. 
COMPLETELY REVISED 

‘AND UPDATED 
This completely. revised and up- dated course, based on easy-to-follow methods developed by Professor Thompson at Pratt Institute, shows you how to master every type of mathematical ‘problem quick’ and gaily ight from the ginning, You start witha review of athe metic. including. dor ens of new, time-sar {ng short-cuts---and'a 

FREE 
-DAY EXAMINATION. 

MATHEMATICS FOR SELF STUDY 
‘A complete course and reference brary, by Prof J.B: Thompson, Bibs in Bc Ast, Pratt Insitute, New York, N. Fe 

‘ARITHMETIC, cea, complsteexpana. 
ulek'y fruce fractions ahddeeinals 

nd money with common everyday problems: ‘eto ectiosy lariat sroba ites, 

RAND NEW 

pheres, planes, Solas? ayuring Giese: 

ther practical problems: 33 pages. © 
TRIGONOMETRY fw to sive vitualy an 

iin of Diane! calculations favotring” eos NO RISK 
line of rears ~ othef uses Mat eat Improve AGREEMENT 
EACULUS. Computing speed yloty, rate 

‘lw fn Sed ee mot ecient Sle or say 
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Kuleamane became completely para- Iyzed and a hammock was slung in the forest s0 that he could. diem peace. However, I'shot ‘him fall of penteilin and now he was ready to Yecome @ 
‘Ruleamane had been a great hunter of fish Dut now with his initiation into manijood his ‘deadly ‘spear would "be Tost to the tribe. For one of the rites was, fasting. the ‘mysteries of woman ‘That ‘night the great-dance began "The women formed a circle and, be- gan'a chant. Their voices were deep nd thiek with passion welcoming the atrival of a new'mate. ‘Two. naked warriors held the boy wito had only a white sash tied around Hig waist,"A’ bamboo stick ‘was thrust between ‘his teeth and. black. stripes painted on his face and then the women Ecscended upon hit asf they would tear him limb from limb, The women were ail, naked, their jong pound breasts stabbed into the boot Phetr glistening buttocks whirled T'the twilight shadows of the jungle TE Was “impossible 10" see what the ‘women were doing to the young la Dartwhen the musle grew louder and more insistent they looked like « horde Olwild animals devouring some poor de fenseless Jungle beast. ‘Then the music Sofvened and the women swirled away thd T could see the" young bey Heine tmnost senseless on. the jtingle earth The men laughed and carried. him to ihe hut in whieh he was to stay hidden {om the sun for a month, While this festival was at its height and. "Jacenga.in high. good spirits, T Sasually asked him tout. the Beier ‘Thompson expedition. Jacangaimme- diately. became sullen and refused to Speak to me the fest of the night 

Arr the beginning of my fourth month 
in the huts of the Tzikao, their chief, Tacange, decreed a raid on the Ward 
inibe. ‘The Waura had become the most powerful tribe in the Amazonas’ be- Pause they were the only ones who had mastered the art of making earthen- 
ware pots. ‘Therefore all. other. tribes 
had to'remain on good trading terms in order’ to get. this invaluable cookin tensil, But Chief Jacanga, an unusual primitive Machiavelli, decided to cap- 
Lure the Waura ‘women who made the 
pots, Then they would kill their hus- Bands and “touch meat,” the primitive 
term for taking heads, ‘The Trikao needed heads to fertilize their mandicca fields and so assure a 
good crop. Every. Indian believes. the Soul of @ warrior is in bis head. and Souls are the best fertilizers for the 
mandioca root. T'knew now that I must win Jacen- a's whole-hearted friendship before he Speak to me about the fate of Peter ‘Thompson, ‘Therefore 1 decided to ac 
company the Trikao war party against the 'Watra, Doing so would give me confidential family status within the 
tribe, I could then be told its innermost Secrets without fear of tabu. ‘The next morning T sailed with the Taikao war party down the river Xingu 
in search of the Wavra huts. We sailed for three days and then marched into the forest, Jacanga's brother -Rimbu 
Went ahead as seout and on the morn- Ing of the fifth day we rested in the 
Ingle ale from the Weura village 

T hope never again to witness in my lifetime the terror of that day. Jacan~ 
ga, Rimbu and their 20 warriors waited Until the Waura men left the village to go fishing down the river. They waited 
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patiently for, two hours. The women. 
moved around the huts on smail chores. 
Little children frolicked and played 
with tame jungle creatures: pet mon- 
Keys, dogs, and capivaras, a rodent 
Targer than’a pig. Suddenly Tacanga gave the eerie hu- 
man. scream of the puma and the 
Teikao warriors raced into the village. 
They held their spears. like stabbing Jmnives and they slaughtered everything 
that moved. Rimbu picked up a small 
five-year old boy and stabbed him with 
his spear as if he were punching holes 
ina wooden board, When the body be- 
came slimy with blood and intestines, 
hhe let it fall. His next victim was the 
child's pet__monkey which screamed 
with an-even more human terror than 
the child as Rimbu flicked out its eyes 
with his spear-point, Other warriors were dancing through 
groups of helpless women, stabbing 
Tight and left as if to some sort of wild 
Joyful music. Jacanga was carefully 

Look for the Sign of the Diamond 
In this immediate future you will be 
faced with a very confusing situation 
ft your local newsstand. You will 
tiscover several new magazines dis: 
played thot are clever imitations of 
Your steady favorites. To make cer- 
fain you are buying the ones you 
fecllywant—the “magazines that 
Contain the greatest in NEW Adv 
ture Reading —loek for the Sign of 
the Diamond found only on the mag- 
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Wien tne Waure men returned, the sg wis awit and terior 

sae ee arlcialy waked inet “hehe to Fees ee Beth Biher Hesh 
something inhumanly frighteginy 

as visibly as animals and die with as 
little dignity. Five Waura warriors fell 
at the first onslaught and the rest were 
driven into the Xingu, River where 
their wounds and blood brought clouds 
of piranha fish down. upon them, fol- 
lowed by the huge water” anacondas 
honking like geese. Jacanga and his 
men war-clubbed the survivors into the 
deeper waters and then threw the taint- | 
ed and now tabu war clubs after them. 
When we returned to the huts of 

‘Trikao, Jacanga boasted of seven | 
Waura’ heads and 10 young skilled | 
women, Tt was the greatest victory in | 
the history of the tribe. | 

‘A great tribal feast. was proclaimed | 
and {t was while Chief Jacanga was 
Shrinking his captured heads that, 1 
finally persuaded him to tell me the | 
story of what had really happened to 
the ‘Thompson Expedition. Now flushed 
with victory, superstitiously grateful to | 
me as a good luck charm since T had 
been one of the war party, Jacanga was | 
about to solve @ mystery that had bat 
fled the civilized world for over four | 
years. I was about to accomplish the | 
primary mission of this particular ex- 
pedition to the Amazonas: To find out | 
What had happened to Peter Thompson. 

Peter ‘Thompson had been the only | son of Walter Thompson, a Texas oil | 
tycoon, Unlike most sons of the rich, | 
Peter ‘Thompson was serious. He pre~ 
ferred work to play, accomplishment to 
debauchery. He iook his, master's de- 
gree in anthropology and led some very 
Successful expeditions into the wildest 
parts of Africa. In 1959, he resolved to 
find the legendary, lost cities of the 
Tneas that many scientists still believe: 
exist in the vast jungle, Peter Thomp- 
son plunged into the forest in 1999, 
right after the rainy season. He and. 
his two companions were never heard 
from again. His father, the billionaire Walter 
‘Thompson, sent in four rescue expe- 

dmiitions, sparing no expense, They had 
noluck. They did carry back uncon 
firmed reports that the party had been 
killed by the unpacified Tixikao Inq 
dians in the Forest of the Black Puma, 
but of this they had no proof. So in 
Bes wen J was oregnising By va 
expedition to gather data on the nat 
ural and human resources of the Ama-| 
zonas, 1 was approached by the senior 
‘Thompson, with a generous proposition 
He offered to pay for all my future 
expeditions if T brought back certain) 
proof of his son's death, I agreed to 
Undertake this additional commission, 
also read in his eyes the wild he 
that I might find his son alive, 1 did 
nothing to encourage this hope, know 
jing how doomed it was to disappoint 
ment. 

‘Gleefully shrinking his _ captured 
heads, with a brand new lip disc to re- 
lace the old one he had lost in battle 
Jacanga prepared to tell me the story 1 
had waited so long and risked my life 
to learn, I was about to hear the true 
history of what had happened to young: 
Peter ‘Thompson in 1959, a story thal 
could make my fortune if I ever gol 
back to eivilization alive. 
« ‘Tr was the year my youngest, son 
cried in the belly of his mother,” Jax 
eanga seid. For so Indians measure 
{ime T looked at the small sturdy boy 
playing ‘with the severed heads. He Fooked about four years old. The time 
‘wag right, Jacange’ spoke on we saw the three white men in thel eanoe coming up the Xingu. They had] great cannons (rifles) and 50 we kept 
Eway. But then we saw that they were 
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leaving presents along the banks fish- ing hooks and mirrors, We were sur- 
Brsed the youngest hairless one (Peter Thompson Was very fair, crew cut and his. blonde ‘stubble probably’ did ‘not show) seemed to be the chief. “We took the presents and then they came. ashore yelling “Pohito, Bonita: Which we recognized as the ‘signal of Ttiendship of a southern tribe. We ae- cepied them Into our huts and they lived with us for some months in peace. The hairless one was most like OuF peo- ple, he played with our children, hunt= ed with our warriors and lay with our 
Women. ‘The others. were too" proud. They. could: never forget they’ were Caraiba. (white men) “But then the hairless one became i of fever,” Jacange ‘went on. “And his two ‘conipanions “became ‘savage with us. Tn the morning they were. savage and accused us of-stealing their tools. In the afternoon they became savage with us because food disappeared. In 
the evening they became savage with us because thelr hammocks. were ris- sing. Then they decided 10 leave. with= out giving us presents. If the fair-haired ne had been well” he ‘would. have given us presents. Even the absence of resents would have been forgiven, But on the last evening, one of the ¢om- 
anions struck one of the children play ‘near his hut. So we must kill them. {To understand this you must know that the Trikao never strike their chil- dren, In fact they pay the witch doctor of the’ tribe. to. chastise “little ones, Which he. does ‘with lianas whips and Unmerciful seourgings. For & stranger to sivike a male child is an unforgiv~ able offense.) 
JacANGA wenton with the story. "The 
ext morning we helped them on their way, Then led my warriors through the jungle on ahead to set an ambush. 
We ‘cartied only our war clubs, We waited by thelr canoe in the 2ingw River. When ‘they came out. of the 
jungle they were already hot and tired. They sat by the river to rest. Then we 
eame on them and war-clubbed them to death. ‘The two ‘companions were cowardly and ran and begged. for 
mnerey, the hairless youth died like « brave man with a smile on his lips. For 
thay reason we jet him ‘keep his head so that ne would have & soul in the lund of the dead, and we buried him far away near the land of the Pigmies. 
‘The others we took heads and threw their bodies to the erocodiles™ 

“SWill-you show me where you buried the hairless youth?” T asked Jacanga. “tomorrow,” he said, But 1 knew that 
when an Indian said tomorrow he eally meant sometime in the future 4nd that T might have to live with the inibe ‘another’ six. months before he would show me the grave. Yet if T brought’ “back the’ bones of Peter Thompson, modern science could make 
identcation and T might earn my re= war Chiet Jacanga had not meant tomor- 
row or even the week after tomorrow. ‘There was a lot of unfinished business for the tribe, First the captured Waura women had to be made into. wives. 
Jacanga and his warriors boned the 

captured heads, stripping the flesh and skin in one long peel from the bone of ihe skull. ‘The skulls were strewn over the mandioga ‘felds to fertilize them and make the mandioea beer brewed from the root « really potent drink 
stripped faces were thrown into. a Ing pot of water. They looked lik 
fered’ disheloths boiling’ there, Syaith 
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“"Mte’s his own worst enemy.” 

holes for noses and eye sockets, But 
Hole’ aight the warriors. donned those 
masks and erept into the banana-leave 
huts that housed the, Waura women 
Wearing the stripped faces of the dead 
husbands, the ‘Tikao warriors raped 
the women of their choice and the 
Wwomen, given the excuse of seeing thelr 
Word husbands’ faces on the bodies, of 
the rapists gubtid, without violating 
{the tabu and calling down the vengeful 
Spiciis of their dead husbands 
he next night these masks were 

packed with sand and set in the broil 
Peetcun on the banks of the Xingu 
toehrink, ‘The next time I sew them 
they were braided about Jacange’s 
bare body. by their own coarse ropes of 
bisck hair. They were the size of 
Slanges but their features were per- 
feetly recognizable 
ianly f persuaded Jacanga to start 

on eur search for the body of Peter 
‘Thompson. He told me the trip would 
bee dangerous. ‘The _ Kreen-Akarore Toot warriors, had moved 
thelr huts into the area where the bones 

ed T asked him why he and 
We fellow Taileao had no fear of these 
Tegendary giants, Jacanga shrugged and 
telfine that every Trikao dreamed of 
talang) a Rreen-dkarore head: was 
the witimate.in prestige. And with @ 
Guraiba (white man) like myself, and 
fay canon (rife), it would be the op- 
Portunity in his ‘life time to “touch 
Preat™ (take heads) with the giant 
Tndians. ‘Early the next morning we moved 
through the steaming junéle, Jacanga, 
He°sén ‘Ruleamane and myself We 
Buck clear, well-cut trail but this 
ve dia not follow. Tt was a trail made 
By the “almost human ants of South 
Wnerica, Instead we followed a far 
fainter irail of broken branches. 

There is a suffocating stillness in the 
jungle that cannot be imagined or de- 
Sunfca It is this stiliness that dictates 
Hinting technique. Contrary to movies 
End popular literature, hunting in the 
funele is not done with the, eyes. That 
rE rpossible. You can only see five 
‘feel ahead. You must learn io hunt by 
See With experience you get, to know 
She sweet honking sound of the huge, 
deadly anaconda. that is capable of 
qeallSwing a tapix whole. You come to 
{how that the earthquaking roar that 
Sounds like the prehistoric monsters in 
Sg/"fims is merely a small “howler” 
monkey chattering to a friend. 
We were in a jungle of more 
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two million square miles, traveling 
long the banks of the Amazon, a river 
that contains one-fifth of all, river 
thfer on earth: But each section of 
Jungle js called a special forest and we 
jungle ‘fered the Forest of the Black 

whole day to watch the outcome of one 
Brie terrible struggles of the jungle. 
X giant anaconda perhaps 50 feet long 
ghd wide around as a tree trunk, had 
Rnished digesting its latest meal and 
Anisiiced the first moving thing to come 
is‘way. This happened to be a large, 
tough crocodile. ‘They were locked in 
thottal embrace, moving up and down 
the banks of, the river. The anaconds 
teeid never digest the sea monster but 
cou'‘{oo stupid or too hungry to let go. 
The erecodile was trying to gnaw, the 
Jnaconda, in half and after a ten hour 
angele finally succeeded in doing <0. 
ShevStench. of the anaconda’s breath 
sagened me while it was alive and T 
sickerfad vo see the crocodile win, and. 
Slither off into the Amazon, 

‘On the fourth day in the jungle T 
became impatient. I wondered if Jacan- 
Be‘ was telling me the truth, if he were 
82 jy leading me to Peter Thompson’s 
weave, But that afternoon we came.out 
Brie green, almost underwater light 
of the jungle onto a small savanna oF 
Slain In the middle of this savanna was 
Plargund of stones. It was beneath this 
8 Bund of stones that T found the bones 
of young Thompson. 

‘Ass 1 stood in that jungle I pondered 
{AS grays of fate. ‘The naked Indians 
the je"yne who owned nothing, who 
beside Mpgwer except the animal, in= 
acct to kill anything strange to thelr 
stinc’ ‘Gad brought one of the most 
Nonct men of our modem civilization 
Bo'gn almost animal-like death 
emptied my kit and gave my scis- 

sons’ my fish hooks and other litle odds 
Shut ends to Jacanga and Ruleamane 2s 
ang eftiven T shoveled the human bones 
gis the empty. kit, Modern seience 
into  {fecide whether they were Peter 
Beordoson’s but T was sure of the suc- 

hight I asked Jaconga 
PURE had settled into this primitive 
Jungle, He told me the following story. 
fn early times the Txikao had al” 

ways lived in the sky,” Jaconga said. 
Spat one day an armadillo dug de 
and, bored @ long hole and an Indien 
Geeked through. He saw the green Jun 
Piss and great river below and told his 
gis ds: One friend let down a string 
gna the Trikao slid down that string 
{no the jungle and his friends followed 
inte “with their women and children. 
But a'bad Tikao who was savage with 
them stayed up in the sky and when he 
‘Byv'them. all down below he cut, the 
‘Siting so that they could never return. 
nd that is why the Taikao live in the 
jungle.” 

Tiponderea. this. sory, and tried to 
math it up with our own historical 
Gnd religious beliefs but could come 
{ono conclusion. This happened many 

“hese South times in my dealings with stories left ‘American Indians. Their 
‘you baffled. 

‘On the second day of the return trip, 
Jacanga struck the trail of a lone 
Kreen-Akarore, the giant Indian tribe. 

4 

ne
 

Jacanga was. exultant, ‘Three to one 
Jade truck him as_just right. We fol- 
faved ihe trail. The Kreen-Akarore 
had in some way become aware of us 
hag ried to double back but we cut 

‘Jacanga explained he would 
eros into the 

the traditional 

amazed 
tracks led into pigmy territory. 1 sug~ 
kosied we follow. Jacanga recoiled in 
EStror and I'deduced that while he did 
porttear the seven-foot warrior tribe, 
the Pigmy nation struck terror into his 
Very soul, I found this to be true, of 
Wely “other wild tribe, the Suya, the 
GFausra, even the dread Mihios. All of 
them fiéd the Pigmy, except the giant 
Kreen-Akarore. 

‘Se"then we continued on our way 
back to the huts of the Trikao on the 
Bahu, But in the Forest of the Black 
Finer one of the giant cats stalked us 
and in a quick slashing attack knocked 
luleamane to the ground, ripping @ 
Ruge of flesh from his skull. Kulea- 
ridge ‘screamed and the black puma 
Baused in. puzzlement, It had never. 
PaueeG man before and so was not 
Seerid' T stood over the fallen man = 
the puma walked slowly toward me. 1 
Knew that after its initial swift attack: 
Ktyama always attacked slowly. T lifted 
fay gun and the puma walked right t0 
Thy Barrel so that when I fired it blew 
‘out his eyes. 

“Jacanga thanked me for saving the 
rife of his son and I congratulated my— 
Self that I had made the bonds, of 
friendship tight with gratitude. T had 
forgotten that Indians always suspect 
fan ulterior motive or, rather, & 
aei motive. Disinterested deeds was 3 
Tigjeeption that had not yet entered 
their culture. 

Thad sent runners 
Capitao Vasconcelos several times but 
SoS haa never arrived. T had assumed 
hey did, so did not know that my 
Sons had given me up for dead. 
fhe hurricane season approached, 
Cided to eave the huts of the 
GS return to civilization. A huge black 
Sfoud was building in the sky over the 
Sumgle’ And then before I could leave, 
iRe®typhoon struck. Tt clawed great 
chunks out of the jungle, Uj 
fotten trees, starting lightning 
Fened away the equivalent of whole 
European countries, yet left a mere su- 
perfeial scar on the forest, Finally the 
Rind blew out, and the intermittent 
Taing began to come dow. 1 ney, 1 
Teuld delay no longer. If I were caught 
fy the rainy season which usually starts 
by ty December, 1 would be trapped 
fn the jungle until spring. 

with messages to 

T gave away all my possessions a 
pretents, except my 24 bore gun and 
Bfe kit-containing what hoped were 
Peter ‘Thompson's bones. My hammock 
Tgave to Ruleamane, 
the wife of Chief Jacanga, 
Himself 1 gave my long hunting knife 
bfrsteel which the Indians prize highly. 
Po the brother of Jacange, the warrior 
Fimbu, 1 gave my iron ‘cooking. pot 
Since the Indians Judge the quality of 
picents as the tue gauge of your af 
Péction for them, we parted like broth: 
fectigacenga offered, to work my canoe 

the trek back to, civilization for me on 
fnd'T gratefully accepted. Here again 1 
aus guilty of carelessness, since 1 
‘iSuad have know that within the tribal 
shoture his offer was a signal. But 
(re had lived like brothers for many 
MGnths, with real affection between us 



1 had saved his son's life in the Forest 
of the Black Puma and so T thought 
it natural he should offer to help me. 

‘The first three weeks of the return 
trip were uneventful. We floated down 
the Xingu in our canoe stopping only 
to hunt for fresh meat and build a fire 
of taquiri sticks to roast the game we 
killed. A party of Suya, warriors. fol- 
lowed us for a time during the second 
week, running along the banks and try- 
ing to hit us with arrows and spears 
that fell short, Jacanga wanted me to 
‘ill them with my rifle, but I refused, 
since we were safe from harm. 
On the tourth day 1 noticed some thing unusual in Jacanga’s manner, and Sure enough, he finally asked mein a ver giv way, fT would mot give him my."Cennon” as a present, 
“No told him. "This is a very. special cannon. But perhaps T'will buy seu one in Capitao’ Vasconcelos T thought this would: mollify_ him. ut Jacanga reasoned in this fashion, The cannon that T had must. be. some special magic otherwise why would the oat want fo keep {2 So ar evening approached Jeeangs. prepared take achion for the rifle he desired. T'knew What was gomg_on_ in. his mind. A’ primitive is like a. child. It may seem foolish of me that T'did- not lake immediate and’ drastic steps (0 protect myself. Or that T did not even Teel anger. But to understand the tribal Indian of the Amazon is to forgive him everything. “His memory span is not Jong’ Jacsnga had. already forgotten my. saving his son's life. He was. still fond of me but he desired that gun as raw callow youth di 

favors of his favorite movie star. And 
besides he would not take my head. I 
could roam the spirit world in com- 
plete happiness. Having reasoned. all 
this out, Jacanga waited until twilight 

on’ the great broad dark’ river. fell 

's considered good form to shoot 
‘them first.” 

‘Then as we waded ashore, he suddenly 
whirled and slashed at me with his 
machete. 

T was alert but could not match his 
animal quickness. I felt the machete 
bite into my shoulder. Regretfully I 
pulled the trigger of my rifle and blast- 
ed a hole in Jacanga's chest. He stood ~ 

still fora moment. A huge pink bubble of blood popped out of the bullet hole. 
The great circular wooden lip disk fell out of his mouth and Jaconga fell back= 
wards into the flowing Amazon. I could 
See the pitanha diving on his body. 1 knew T could not be more than a day's Journey from Capitao, sol dressed ‘my wound as best I ¢ould and re-em- 
barked in the canoe. Sometime during the night T Tost my senses. ‘The next thing T knew I was in the hospital. T 
consider my survival a miracle, But you heed miracles. to come out’ of that 
Jungle alive, 1 Just hope that those bones I carried thousands of miles are really Peter ‘Thompson's 
EDITOR'S NOTE: A few weeks after 
dictating this story in the Rio de Ja~ 
neiro hospital, George Austin received 
‘word that the ‘bones were those of 
Peter Thompson. In the same mail he 
received a check signed by the senior 
‘Thompson. The amount had been left 
blank, to be filled in with whatever 
sum George Austin needed to finance 
his next expedition. There was also a 
letter promising financial support for 
later expeditions he might undertake 
Austin plans next to visit the land of 
the Pigmy and the giant Kreen-Aka- 
rore. The stories he heard about these 
two tribes and their eternal war against 
each other haunt his imagination and 
he plans to be the civilized world’s first 
sforian-woiiness of this strange blood 

Alistin expects no repercussions from 
his Killing “of the Txikao chief, Ja- 
canga, “After all, I didn’t take off his 
head,” Avistin says. “He will be per- 
fectly happy in the spirit world.” © = 
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Empire 

continued from page 27 

Itis a spirit that has Nikita Khrushchev Working like a one-armed paperhanger th the iten in a frenzied effort to keep Ne wobbling satellites from flying com= Pletely out of orbit. His Job, says one 
Fovertiment official dryly, is about as 
S27 as naling sFelio to @ wall ‘Gighieon years ago Winston Church anl'edined the apt name “iron Curtain for the border of the monolithic Com- Tuniet empire, The Curtain is still there, but by tow it is so full of splits ind riddled by rust holes that, the Gihole world can see the chaos and in- Sreaible ‘blunders behind st ef Wouldn't be in Nikiig Khrush— chev" shoes today for all the wealth oh earth says a_ leading. American Gkpert on Soviet affairs, ‘This expert cohidently predicts. the. total collapse oF tke egtife Communist world and Shae, “r°dont mean some time in the distant tuture, either. 1 mean in a mat~ foro a few months or a Year or (Wo 
at most" Ne does not mean an end to, the tnreat_ of Gommunism oF to the Cold Wor tensions with ‘Russia and. China We wil stil face ‘Red subversion. and Rabotage, active aggression and infil; ifatom The danger of nuclear war Will SUI hang over us. But never again, say experts will the enemy be a single Saeious empire of a billion. people Tinted ip the Common purpose of dom= 
inating. the world Satin herd ‘the empire together by blood and terror, During his reign an beematea 12 million people were im prisoued in Soviet labor camps. His Rrive fo colleetivize farms cost 5 mil- flon fives, His blood purges killed more OF Ris people than Hitlers Nazis, Mean hile, hie admirer. and imnitaior, Mao Yrelang’ also. fumed China into a tnatching_ slaughter -house, Yet inst even Stalin’ iron fist could prevent ‘ito, trom, revolting against Sfoscow and setting up Yugoslavia as a independent. Communist state. Not frag Khrushchev anymore successful (holding onto Albania, In 1961 she Boke off diplomatic relations “with Russia, ‘booted Soviet submarines out DE her naval base and allied herself svith fed Ching, bragging. “We and the Ehinese are. 100 million. strong.” Last 
December she added injury to insull 
by geuing the five Soviet Embassy 
Pidings “and expelling. the Russian 
caretakers Me One ‘of, Stalin’s right-hand men, Kihnushehev learned how to deal with 
Nich open revolt against ‘Moscow, Tr 
Hungany and in East Germany, Soviet tnke digughtered unarmed students 
ded striking workers to bring a swift, 
Bfoody end: t0. resistance. Since then Some’ 45"Soviet “divisions have been iept in East Burope asa safeguard 
Sedinst further outbreaks. But the restless satellites algo learned tnaie lessons from the two futile up- FiSings: instead of violence, they turned ('2Store subtle kind of revolt that 
has urelr local Communist bosses and 
ke Red masters in the Kremlin tearing insir hair, It is & revolution that hes 
60 

Nikita K completely baffled. He pounds 
desks and screams threats. He tries 
coaxing and bribery with no more suc- 
cess. One by one he can feel his satel- 
lites squirting out through his fat fin- 
gers and there is nothing in the world 
he can do to hold them. ‘Poland would probabiy have gotten 
away from him long ago if the Poles 
could ever sober up long enough to or- 
ganize their break. They are notorious 
gs the hardest-drinking nation in Eu- 
Tope, and with good reason. Last year 
the Poles glugged down an incredible 
118 million quarts of liquor, nearly four 
quarts for every man, woman and child 
Sn the country. And the children belted 
their full share, Recently, at Gdansk, a 
poll. of 5.000 boys and girls aged 7 to 
Tf revealed that 42 percent of them 
Grank fairly frequently and 20 percent 
drank regularly. ‘The national pastime is driving the 
Red bosses nuts, In the province of 
Zielona Gora alone 130,000 man-hours 
‘were lost in one recent 3-month period 
by workers off on a bat, Gangs of 
drunken teenagers roam the streets, 
wrecking property and beating up 
Communist cops. With too many 
Srunks to arrest, the government had 
to set up official’ Sobering-Up stations. 
That led to a new problem. When a 
drunk is brought in, the station officials 
confiseate his booze—and then belt it 
down themselves, "A couple of months ago at Poznan, a 
happy character was brought in for the 
40th time. In honor of this dazzling 
record, the officials cancelled his fine 
and got boiled with him to celebrate. 

‘Embarrassed Commissars have tried 
repeatedly to slow down the national 
binge, only to see it get worse, They. 
raised the price of vodka and slapped 
on. exorbitant, taxes. The Poles only. 
Grank more than ever to forget. Last 
fall the government put on a. huge 
‘campaign to swing the heavy drinkers 
over to lighter wines and beer. The 
Poles merrily adopted the light stuff 
as a chaser and slugged down more 
vodka than ever. In one, tiny village 
the whole populace turned out to cele- 
rate when a local storekeeper bought 
anew padlock, By morning they had 
Slugged down 141 quarts of vodka. 
Exxcerr tor « handful of hard-shell Communists at the top, government of- Reais get as ossifed’ as the. lowest Worker’ Borly this spring an Inspector Walked into one of the Government Bureaus and found everybody in. the Joint as stiff as a billygoat. Yet a thor- Aigh search turned up not one single Battie: ‘the mystery was fnally solved When the ‘batted Inspector stopped in wNeashroom, He (urned on a faucet (0 ‘wash his hands and pure vodka poured Sut Some genius had tapped the entire plumbing system ‘nto @ barrel of the 
Stuf ‘But, drunk or sober, the Poles have proven ‘inore than, a match for their Boviet“liverators.” Eight years. a0 they: got fed up with the harsh Stalin= i Tule and staged nation-wide strikes. Thay ‘publicly “dared. Khrushchev. to fend. ig_Soviet armor and. troops to 
Take Warsaw: another bloody. Buda- 
Dent To the amazement of the outside 
Mrorid, the Kremlin backed down and 
Promised to Keep its hands off Poland's 
Tternal. affairs ‘the result was sensational. The huge collestive farms whore, waste and mi 
feanagement has wrecked Russian ag- 
Hleulture were. almost all broken uo. 
‘Today 85 percent of the lend is pri- 

vately owned. As a direct slap at athe- 
Jat. Russia, the Poles have _ more 
Churches than before the war and glee- 
fully forced the Communist Govern~ 
ment to pay for them, 

‘Over Moscow's anguished protests, 
they threw open the door to Western 
{rade and a new era of prosperity. 
Warsaw and Cracow became as gay 
and glittery as Paris, in sharp contrast 
fo. the drab, ramshackle cities still 
under Soviet’ domination, 

Writers and artists thumbed their 
noses at what the Soviets consider 
“correct” writing and painting. Some 
have even dared speak their mind 
‘about, Communism itself, “The Work- 
ing. Class?” one sneered recently. “A 
bunch of clods already drowning in 
the sea of automation.” “This spring Poland’s Red Premier Go- 
mulka became so alarmed over the new 
freedom and its effect on other satel- 
lites that he tried to clamp on some 
controls, Claiming a paper shortage, 
he banned a number of books and pub- 
Heations, placed sharp restrictions. on 
12 writers and arrested one journalist 
for outspoken criticism. "The reaction sent shock waves clear 
to Moscow. At Warsaw University 800 
Students staged an angry demonstra- 
tion and the Printers Union threatened 
a nationwide strike. The Government 
hastily backed water, freeing the jour- 
halist, lifting some of its bans and 
promising to look into others. When 
the Robert Kennedys visited Poland 
this summer, thousands defied the Gov: 
ernment to give them a riotous well 
tome, including cheers for the United 
States, While Poland is still officially @ So- 
viet satellite, she is so far out of orbit 
that Khrushchev will never be able to 
pull her back, What is worse for him, 
her example has set most of her other 
former slave-states to seething with 

dhe same spirit of rebellion. Today, only eight years after Soviet 
tanks. and guns crushed the bloody 
anti-Communist uprising in Hungary, 
Budapest is the gayest, brightest and 
freest city in Eastern ‘Europe. When 
he rode to power over the broken bod~ 
ies of Hungarian freedom fighters in 
1956 Premier Janos Kadar was cursed 
as the greatesi monster in Europe. But 
the moment he had the reins firmly in 
his hands he set out at full speed to 
driye away from Moscow He began by firing Soviet-sponsored 
party hacks and replacing them with 
good men, regardless of their politics, 
He broke’ up the State Collectives or 
converted them into Cooperatives, with 
the workers sharing the profits. Farm~ 
ers were allowed to sell their produce 
on the open market. ‘Hungary stopped Jamming Voice of 
America and Radio Free Europe broad- 
casts and opened the door to Western 
newspapers, books and magazines. They 
made a farce of the Iron Curtain by 
fting almost all travel restrictions. 
Last year more than 100,000 Hungarians 
visited Western countries anda flo 
Of Western tourists poured in. This 
Spring Kadar signed a permit for a fine 
new Hilton Hotel in Budapest. 

“Angry protests from Moscow are de~ 
fied or ignored. Anti-Soviet jokes fre- 
quently. pop out in newspapers and on 
the radio. One of their favorites is 
about the Russian citizen who went to 
Vote and was handed a sealed envelope 
to drop in the box. He tore it open to 
see whose name was inside, whereupon. 
the ‘election official screamed, ‘“You 

aie tue mee eae geet ITAA. 

imbecile! Don't you know that ‘in free | 



Soviet Russia we have the secret bal- 
Another favorite concerns the Rus- 

sian tourist named Petrov. who was 
fortunate enough to wangle a visa to 
visit, satellite countries. “At each cap- 
ital he sent home a posteard, The first 

defiance is so obvious that even the 
Kremlin is alarmed. Khrushchev him- 
self recently, warned Novotny to ease 
up or risk “a very dangerous situa- 
tion.” Experts predict that before the 
end. of 1964 either Novotny. will be 
thrown out by Moscow or the country 

cold, conceited and stupid.” But he was 
not too stupid to take advantage of the 
Sino-Soviet_ split and blackmail 
Khrushchev out of a $383 million loan in 
return for backing Moscow instead of 
Peking. 

However, experts are betting that read, ‘Greetings from free Warsaw.” 
The second was, “Greetings from free 
Prague.” The last card, sent from Bud- 
apest, read, “Greetings from free Pe- 
troy.” 
Every day, Hungary's 400,000 tele- 

vision sets are tuned to the ‘country's 
favorite program. Tt is called 
Does Not Please” and is devoted en- 
lirely to furious and outspoken criti- 
vigm of government officials and policies. 
Moscow's only remaining grip on 

Hungary is the four armored divisions 
stationed there since the '56 uprising. 
But even they are restricted to isolated 
camps. Khrushchev desperately needs 
Hungary on his side in his struggle 
with Red China so he has not dared in 
lerfere with her bold turn to the West 
But, win or lose, Hungary’s proud, 
stubborn people will never again be- 
come slaves to, Soviet domination, 

In neighboring Czechoslovakia the 
people still groan under the Stalinist- 
type dictatorship of Antonin Novotny. 
Gnee the richest industrial nation in 
Europe, it is now the poorest and 
shabbiest. But the gayety and. pros- 
perity of adjoining Hungary and Po- 
land have stirred resentment, 
Last May Day a demonstration by 

3000 students turned into a riot and 
15,000 people swarmed into Prague's 
Kinsky Park. In a wild melee they beat 
up Secret Police, shouting, “Down with 
the Gestapo! We want freedom!" It 
vas finally quelled but a new spirit of 

will rise in bloody revolt, Whichever 

occurs, it will mean the beginning of 
the end of Soviet domination 

It is significant 
satellite that has clung most slavishly 
to Soviet methods and domination, is 
also the most backward and impover- 
ished country on the Continent. A US. 
newspaperman recently described Pre- 
mier Todor Zhikov as 

that Bulgaria, 

‘apprehensive, 

Zhikov won't be around long enough 
to spend much of that lettuce, ‘The Bul- 
gars are becoming increasingly restless 
as they watch other satellites break 
Out of the Soviet chain gang. Evidence 
Of his nervousness is easy to read ina 
recent brutal tightening of control, 
such as the 5-year sentence for telling 
an anti-government joke. Shortly afterward he announced that hence- 
forth, anyone telling such jokes would be subject to a heavy fine and impris- 
onment without trial. The public Teac 
tion was to circulate a new joke. 

‘A Bulgarian schoolboy, "goes _ the 
story, handed in an essay that included 
the statement, “My black cat has thre 
kittens. Two of them are Communists." 
“What about the third kitten?” the 

teacher asked. 
“Oh, that one,” the boy said, “got his, 

eyes open this morning.” 
‘Jokes of that sort are conerete evi- 

dence that the Bulgarian people, too, 
are getting their eyes open. Some day 
soon. the harassed Khrushchev will 
discover that not even Soviet loans 
will be enough to keep the Bulgars 
in. slavery, 

In Fast Germany the long-smoulder- 
ing resentment against their harsh re- 
gime is threatening to blaze up into a holocaust’ at any moment. Even 
Khrushchev openly despises Red Boss 
Walter Ulbricht, easily the most hated 
man in Eastern Europe and the butt of 
the most savage jokes 

the 
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A recent one tells that Ulbricht died 
and went to hell. The next day three 
Gevils knocked on the Pearly Gates 
Gnd. begged for sanctuary, explaining, 
“We're the first refugees.” 

"Another favorite is about the East 
German boy who pulled a drowning 
man from the river. Not until he got 
the victim on shore did he recognize 
Ulbricht, who gasped, “What can T give 
you for gaving my life?” ‘A state funeral,” ‘the boy _said- 
“When my father finds out T rescued 
you, he'll kill me.” ‘Between Ulbricht’s bungling misman— 
agement and the built-in weaknesses 
of Soviet Communism, East Germany 
has deteriorated into economic chaos. 
Production is down some 95. percent 
‘and wages are 30 percent under those 
of West Germany. Food is so scarce 
that in some sections, adults are ra~ 
tioned to a half-pound of meat and 
two eggs per week. ‘Ulbricht’s regime is bankrupt and 
Russia, in bad trouble herself, has flatly 
refused fo sell them anything more on 
credit, In desperation, Ulbricht tried to 
get credit from West Germany and was 
fold, “We'll give you unlimited credit 
oly time you tear down the wall and 
hand your government over to a united 
Germany.” Unless such a reunion is accom- 
plished soon the present rash of strikes 
and demonstrations will erupt into 
‘open revolt, despite the huge concen 
tration of Soviet troops. That knowl- 
edge is-one of Khrushchev’s major 
headaches and one for which there 
seems t0 be no suitable medicine. 

‘But by far the sharpest thor in 
Khrushehev's side is Rumania, where 
‘a quiet rebellion is literally pulling the 
Tug out from under his feet, Premier 
Gheorghiu-Dej has been thumbing his 

nose at Moscow with a bold daring that 
ReSother Red bosses gasping with un- 
{Gheealed admiration and. envy. Ru 
orca Ss the only. satellite "where, @ 
Mamipaper would dare write, “Knrush- 
peers vulgar, cunning ‘Ukrainian 
castor, and we Rumanian are Weary 
BRIE long and foolish speeches. When 
fe "uold Stalin's gold for U.S., wheat, 
{ike esson was, not lest on us” 
eopie in the street tell visiiors sol- 

emnige “they're going to give Khrush- 
Shev'd Nobel Prize for Agriculture. He 
eke only farmer on earth who can Sa heal in Siberia and harvest the 
grain in America," ‘umania is potentially one of the 
richest countries. in Europe, with vast 
sere of fine farmland nd’ mountains Being. wath. minerst depostis. Her 
Bloesl oilfields are among the world's 
Phos’ productive. Her heavy” industry fas lobe averaged an annual growth of 
Hf'percent and last year her. chemical 
nasty elmbed:a whopping. 20: per 
eat tn 1968 she built more than 10 S60 new homes. and. 42.000 apartment Reuses” making Russia's bumbling 
noumctny Jook even sicker by contrast 
“inet Rhrushchey came Up wi Me 

plane for’ Comecon, a Red copy, 0 Wattern Kuropes “Common “Market, Rumania. was listed asa mere. SUP" 
Risto! raw materials and told to leave Prdofacturing 10 Russia, With that the 
Revolt burst into full lame. Rumania 
rayelgged the whole plan by refusing 
ween then defiantly signed an agree meet oith Febel Yugesiavia to bulla an Enormous steel-complex GheorghiucDe) threw open the bor- der tovike West and sent trade delega 
igns“to ail the West European, coun= 
Hons ga‘the US. He recently told an 
Siterean oficial, “In Stalin's time we 
Amerislghtened,’ always looking over 

from Russia buzzed in the office of the President 
“titorks here. T wont to tell you in advance we 
‘wth 12 atomic bombs end is planning te blow 

Gninhibited nudist colony. In his own words, he 
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our shoulders. Now we are not fright- 
ened any more. 

‘fo prove it, Rumania voted down 
two Soviet proposals in the UN and 
brazenly opened trade and diplomatic 
relations with outlawed Albania. When 
Khrushchev called a summer confer~ 
enee of Red leaders in Warsaw to dis- 
cuss the break with China, Gheorghiu- 
He} flatly refused to atiend. As an 
added slap, he sent a delgation to Pe- 
king to sign a huge trade pact, 

‘Observers say that the insult threw 
Khrushchev into a temper tantrum that 
rivaled Hitler's wild frenzies. He shot 
Of a torrent of furious commands that 
Were ignored, He even made a secret 
Hight to Bucharest where he bellowed 
2 threat, to send troops to the satellite, 

“Go ahead and try it,” the Premier 
is said to have told him coldly. “We 
will join NATO and the whole military 
Hrengih,of the West will come to our 
jefense.” Completely frustrated, Khrushchev 
had to call off his summit conference. 
‘The CIA has evidence that at least two 
Soviet-sponsored attempts have been 
made. to assassinate Gheorghiu-De}. 
‘They failed, as every effort to dominate 
him from Moscow has failed, and Ru- 
mania's booming prosperity ‘and sue- 
cessful defiance are fanning the flames 
of unrest throughout the other satel- 
Tite nations. 
Kamusucuev's own bumbling has 
done nothing to help him regain his 
Sipping control. His backdown on, the 
mustles Cuba cost him much of Rs 
prestige. Last fall, an earthquake in 
Yugoslavia killed ‘some 3,000 persons 
and virtually destroyed the city of 
Skople. Moscow sent a message of 
Sympathy and 250 tents to house the 
homeless, The U'S. Army rounded up 
27 transport planes and airlifted a 120- 
bed hospital over the Alps. Within 6 
hours],American surgeons were operat 
ing. on an around-the-clock. schedule 

"ine story whipped through East Eu- 
rope like wildfire. “If you are hurt 
and in’ trouble, Khrushchev sends & 
felegram, and the Americans send 
hospital.” ‘Ih. frantic desperation, Khrushchev 
has tried buying the support of small 
ations with huge loans and again he 
has fallen on his face. He was. gleeful 
when Egypt's ‘Nasser’ accepted enor- 
mous aid, sure that he had won a val- 
Gable spfing-board to, all Africa. But 
the wily Nasser turned around and ac- 
cepted American aid as well, proclaim- 
ing his neutrality fhut it remained for Ethiopia to hand 
him’ the ultimate slap. After much 
pressure, Emperor Haile. Selassie fin- 
ily accepted @ huge Soviet loan, ‘Then 
he ’turned around and boldly invested 
A large part of it in US, bonds. 

In trouble with his. former ‘slave states, in trouble with an increasingly 
Festless people at home, Khrushchev is 
Tunning frantically in all directions at 
fonee and getting practically nowhere 
fie can no longer even depend on token 
support from the 90 Communist parties 
in“oreign countries. On August 10 this 
year he issued a world-wide invitation, Tor a Communist showdown on the 
Russia-China split, So far, only 7 have 
accepted and most of the others have 
hot. even bothered to reply. "The once-mighty Soviet Empire has, 
like Humpiy Dumpty, fallen. off the | 
wall with a most resounding, crash 
Kha not all Khrushehev’s rockets ot | 
all Khrushchev's men. can put Humpty Bumpty together again : 



Red China 

‘ed from page 17 

‘The liaison officer puffed on his pipe 
calmly, viewing the turbulent scene with obvious detachment, 

“How in hell can you be so relaxed 
at.a time like this?” demanded a baffled 
wire service correspondent, 

Like what?” the Annapolis man re- plied, 
“Like it may be World War IIL for 

breakfast! Say, do you know something 
that we don't?” the journalist erupted 

‘No, I only know what everybody 
else knows,” the tanned. commander 
answered amniably. “If Red China tries 
to take on the United States ina real 
serap, it would go one fast round, In 
30 days the only red in China would be the embers!” 

He was telling the truth, although 
few Americans realize it. The Pentagon 
has the men and the muscle, the bases 
and the bombs, the power and the de- tailed plang to annihilate the war-mak 
ing capacity of Communist China. A 
number of D.C. correspondents have 
heard rumors that the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff actually are prepared to gut Mao's 
military masses in five days, but the 
Department of Defense has refused to 
discuss whether such an extraordinary 
Five Day Plan even exists, It is com= 
mon knowledge, however, that the 

hush-hush Joint Strategic Target Board 
buried in a deep concrete bunker some 
20 miles from Omaha—has meticulously 
pinpointed “more than 110" key bases 
and headquarters in. Red China. for 
demolition on any future "X" Day. 

Without breaching national security 
regulations, it can be revealed that the 
JCS. vaults in Washington ‘contain 
‘ai Teast a dozen complete “contingency 
plans” for clobbering Communist China 
Each is designed to counter a specific 
type of Red aggression in a. specific 
place, and every one is both precise and realistic 

“These are not just general strategic 
concepts," a highly placed official told 
two U.S. senators recently. "These are 
itemized schedules for the use of desig~ 
nated, ‘combat-ready’ missiles,” planes 
ships and men. The plans are constantly 
revised and reevaluated on the basis of 
the latest intelligence and the newest 
advances in hardware. We ean fight 
from these nuts-and-bolts. plans, {0- 

It *X" day should come tomorrow, 
how would the United States hit back? 
How could we smash Chinese aggres- 
sion in five days—or 30? ‘The crucial 
answers—based on a careful analysis of 
America’s might and its global disposi 
tions—may well be found in the sample 
‘contingency plans” set forth below. 

‘They are not the actual classified “war 
operations orders,” but the frank opin- 
ions of well-informed Free World mili- lary experts, 
(Q) Viet Nam 
‘Tomorrow, morning. ‘Three a.m. and 

the “secure” teleprinter in. the J.C.S, 
War Room in’ The Pentagon stutters: 
out a freshly decoded radio message 
from Saigon. The greying red-eyed 

colonel on the night shift puts down his 
carton of black coffee, scans the fash 
swiftly. He ‘reacts immediately from 
well-trained reflexes. He grabs the “hot 
line" to the Operations Center in the 
basement of the White House. 

‘J.CS. War Room, Colonel Dixon. 
You'd better wake up the president 
General Taylor has just reported from 
Saigon that six divisions-maybe seven 

‘of regular Chinese troops have just 
launched an all-out attack on'the bor- 
der of South Viet Nam. They are strik- 
ing with artillery and light armor ona 
90° mile front. They have already ad- 
vanced eight miles across the frontier 
in one place, six in another.” 

“This is an open invasion? Is that 
right?” the cautious White House oft 

"You bet your life it is, I'm going to 
notify the Joint Chiefs in about’ 42 
seconds,” the colonel confirms as he 
hangs up the phone, 
Wrriaw 25 minutes, the top com- manders of the U.S. armed services are Bathered ‘in the War Room. Some 30 Minutes later, they are facing the Pre ident and the National Security: Coun: gil on the second floor of the White House. The Chairman of the JCS puts down a black leather notebook en’ the Jong conference table, Pour words are stamped on the cover TOP SECRET OPERATION SNAKE EYES. 

We are set to go, Mr. President,” the four ‘star general staff announces quien. ‘The chiet executive picks up the notebook, opens it and feads the frst three pages: He nods. It makes sense It should, for it represents mony thou. 
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sands of manhours of dedication by 
hundreds of experts. 

iim going to give them,a chance 10 
pull outeto avoid war, I'm going to 
Pond that message to Mao and to the 
United Nations,” the president declares 
grimly. "24 hours—that’s it. If they don't 
Siihdraw by then, SNAKE EYES.” 
By seven ai, all U.S. military and 

naval ‘units from Alaska to the Indian 
Ocean have received coded orders rais- 
fig their alert status to DEFCON Two 
ing ft short of war. Eight combat outfits 
have been notified to prepare to imple- 
Pent SNAKE EYES. During the day, 
The "UN. debates and the television 
the scasters talk endlessly as the crisis 
Jnounts, Fresh reports confirm that the 
Chinese spearheads, backed by a dozen 
North Vietnamese ‘divisions, are con= 
Nouing to knife south. At 5:40 pm. a 
Gitelal courier delivers a message, {0 
Pe president's two star military side 
he nation's commander-in-chief reads 
Hite the National Security Council 

13'S code experts have just broken 
a Moscow to Peking dispatch in the 
Kremlin's new ‘eebere’ code. Khrush- 
thov has declared that the Russians 
Sppose the invasion, as, I quote, an in< 
chhe threat to world peace. If anything 
Rappens, Mao is strictly on his own." 

"Fhe Director, of the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency shrugs. i 

ABo yeu think the Chinese will back 
down?” the president asks. 

“tNo, Not that bunch.” 
‘Thetdiscussion continues over sand 

‘wiches and coffee all through the night, 
yigcen only for a few hours sleep. At 
Brgo in the morning, the military brass 
pile into their staff cars to return to 
Rhe Pentagon, At 7: 10, the White House 
calls the War Room. 

"Operation SNAKE EYES, go. T re- 
peat, the word is GO!” 

‘atin the Seventh Fleet flagship-the 
crumer USS. Oklahoma City-cruising, 
ci'ife edge o fthe Gulf of ‘Tonkin to 
fhe American h.q. in Saigon, the com- 
Trand speeds from unit to unit. In 
Fights of six, 48 F-102 Delta Daggers 
HghSrth from three air bases in South 
Vietnam, ‘The bat-winged jets climb to 
30.000 feet, then race towards the en- 
Stay columns at 700 miles, per hour 
Gath plane carries 24 AS.M, weapons, 
eect osurface missiles for | blasting 
aijund forces. “A few minutes after 
Seam, the supersonic sledge-hammers 
Gad the lead elements of the Chinese 
fpeatheads and go to work, The Dag- 
Sets rip and slash mercilessly at the 
E23 pattalions of regulars, much easier 
Tegels to dissect _ than the shadowy: 
Gudnilia detachments of the Viet Cong 
yer'is open conventional war, exactly 
This fhe Felzs were built to handle, 

Tru planes dive out of the morning 
cunt explouing tanks like toys and lite 
fun eo iafantty companies like cram 
God cigarette wrappers across the 1ush 
Picea Mandseape, While these Delta 
Breen g carve chunks of Mao's, man- 
fetrer: fresh squadrons of B. a 
BOE are rising from the long rUnWaYs 
Eoltén' Son Nut airport outside the 
Yiet Namese capital. The Martin 57s 
Viet op miph. attack bombers, twin- 
are ety that pack: several tons of igh 
Jet Soeives plus four 20 millimeter can- 
exPlon the wings. ‘The Lockheed F-104s 
non ing along as escorts are among 
‘ror rrstee operational hghters on earth, 
he ra terfer interceptors, with  razor- 
ciged wings and speeds over 1400 
288 aa’ hour, ‘They. ean deliver, “baby 
tpiles goons," but this morning they AY 
A veaeeSineir multibarrel rapid-fire 
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cannon, air-to-air missiles and rockets 
erecting up “ground targets of oP- 
portunity.” 

There are two sets of targets, One 
group. of B-87s strikes at the North 
Piet vamese capital of Hanoi, plus two 
wikir large cities. Thousands of in- 
Cendiaries rain down to set these cen 
fers ablaze, igniting fires that scythe 
Kross the Red. cities irresistibly. “The 
Sscond attack dumps, 400 tons of ex- 
Hlosives on the key Communist supply 
Bumps, wiping out a third of the ene- 
mys stockpile within 25 minutes. 

The US. Navy is also busy. ‘The 
super-carrier Constellation, one of the 
heavy sluggers in Vice Admiral Roy L. 
Nohnson's powerful Seventh Fleet, puts 
jontwo squadrons of Skyhawks and 
Skyraigers to ravage every Fed Por 
Pen Haiphong to Dong Hoi. The big 
fuel dumps at Vinh are converted into 
fesnense pyres that gush black, some 
Ux miles into the sky. The Constellation 
Jaunches 18 of the sleek 1,000 m.p.h. F-8 
Rghters, and these sweep the Commu 
PERM coast like jet-propelled cleavers 
Tilchering every Red vessel and barge 
in sight. 

‘AIT afternoon, the air strikes con: 
tinue to demolish troops, roads, rail 

the news. +, ,n amusing item 
crooks, evidently thinking the safe 

‘contained money 

tines, power plants, dumps, radio and 
tings: Btations and both military and 
government headquarters. That night, 
seeeU'S. Army gets into the act in a 
large sneaky way. With an American 
SeeSelrorces squad in command of 
Srp unit, 30 teams of South Vietnam- 
each Rangers stab north to give the 
Sasa taste of their own guerrilla 
Petes Some of these sabotage teams 
Waglinate through the jump, a few come 
Whore in rubber boats and most float 
§iimn'silently by parachute. Self-con- 
GoNea and well trained in both demoli- 
{gined ad ambush, they begin to draw 
Hendin widely scattered areas, They 
Bitvrun, hide and hit again. They are 
track jungle pros. 

Meanwhile, big C-130 transports are 
delivering the frst_units of a US. air— 
Gorne division to South, Vietnam. The 
peTbianes start to touch down gt the 
eefePof one every 45, minutes, A few 
Fave cannon holes inflicted by Chinese 
RiG-19s that tried to intercept them 
South of Hainan, the Red island mask- 
Seg the Gulf of ‘Tonkin, Protecting 
Saenth, Fleet, fighters put up by {he 
Serer Ticonderoga took care of the 
MIGS. 

But there are more on Hainan, and 
fresh Communist squadrons rise on the 

second motning to attempt to cut the 
Serial delivery seryice. Again the E-8s 
aGt them down, Shorily before noon, 
he Pentagon replies to Admiral John- 
eee report. "IMPLEMENT. SNAKE 
es “GREEN IMMEDIATELY.” In 
Fiuin language, smash the Chinese ait 
pra" aval bases on Hainan. While the 
aS. A's bombers and tactical fighters 
bre renewing. the battering in, North 
ae nam liselt, the Seventh Fleet works 
Vicinayery inch of Hainan with mis- 
Sites from ships and aircraft. Then the 
siesers ‘begin to rotate in waves Of 
carte bornbers to finish the job. By 
Binsel, the one Red air-strip still op- 
Svanional on Hainan has four planes 
Skil diyable. 81 other MGs no Tonger 

‘Te, speciat Fores, inatration nie 
yunaviid again on the second night 
Tun ing sugcessfully within a mile of 
ePRerSoralized Comrnunist capital at 
Henge "American howitzer batteries are 
Hancl on against the halted Chinese in 
aed anti-tank crews have wiped 
vader Prof the invaders’ armor. The 
kus didnt come with much, but now 
Fees Nave a lot less. Still, the Chinese 
tneyee to go. nome.,"They absorb the 
Trae “beating stubbornly, move, it 
tertther (wo divisions on the third day, 

anes that ow and chop those com- 
‘muntevions lines," radios the U.S, Com 
ran the Paci from Hawaii 
MMRGGEED WITH SNAKE EYES 
ORANGE. 0600 HOURS.” 

the heavy fat-tops move 
to the Chinese coast, An “orange” alert 
to Mitizes five squadrons of the biggest 
Ronfege air Command bombers, the 
eee BcsaH outfits. that are S.A.Cs 
huge manned muscle. Bach plane can 
Mery nearly 12 tons of “iron bombs" 
camry Gear, weapons delivering, many 
Ot guions of destruction. The orders are 
race en conventional. explosive bombs, 
$PiSitme, The targetetnree Key highs 
this ond two rail bridges on the route 
waNh from China to Viet Nam, a pait 
sou ge ammunition depots just north 
of the Chinese frontier and the head 
ot nes of Mao's entire ‘Third Army 
deep Tt is the Third that is invading, 
GzguR {f the top commanders of this 
angst Who must. be eliminated. ‘The 
oR at thelr hea. is 170 miles, above 
AS! ponder has ‘made, them, cocky. 

‘By the afternoon of the fourth day} 
attigast three quarters of the colonels) 
at nerals and, marshals of the Chinese 
ener" Kemy Group are no longer con 
Ruut “They are dead. The radar bom, 
fidettors on the S28 place their eZét 
parifeihal precision from 40,000 fects 
Tae the electronic jamming is 
ane jul that Red radar operators are 
cesette to direct the, Chinese jet inter: 
ans offectively. As the heavies blol 
cepttrece vital commanders and targets 
O85 tiles to the south she new squad. 
soot USAF. fighter bombers ard 
Tone oe ut the remnants of the eighl 
burning givisions that led the invasion, 
Cpe oeal Air Command has reacted 
with lightning speed, hurling a com 
Mitte Wbrecpackaged” Composite Aid 
Bike Poree"aeros tne Paeite in 1 

a eee SAL 

differ 
Gore, levelling the last of the Commu 
nist military. and i 
Ares burn all night in a dozen cities. 

yoke, yee eae 



All that same night, lights are burn- 
ing in the Ministry of Defense in Pe- 
king. Casualty reports pour in by the 
minute. ‘The ‘Third Army Group is @ 
crippled giant, minus one arm and 
lacking a brain. The Marines and guer- 
rillas are running wild, methodically bleeding North Vietnam's military es~ 
lablishment from scores "of painful 
wounds. The invasion spearheads have 
been stopped cold, and Red agents re- 
port that the U.S. airborne division sent 
by General Paul Adams’ Strike Com- 
nniand is moving up to the front 

‘The price has proved too high. 
‘The gamble has failed. 

Wirnour bombing a single Chinese 
city, using one ICBM or nuelear weap. on the United States has broken the 
invasion. "There will be angry" Red 
propaganda speeches and bitter broad- fasts, threats and insults to be reported 
by the global press, But Mao has been Beaten, and he knows it 

‘At 6:50:pm, on the evening of the 
fitth day, the Chinese survivors begin {o retreat ‘north towards their home. ‘and (2) FORMOSA 

If the Reds stab out across the Straits of Taiwan to overwhelm the National- ist defenders of Formosa, Chiang-kai- 
shek would immediately ‘appeal to the United States under the treaty between 
the US.A. and the Republic of China (Halwa). Bven as Red MIG armadas shoot up "Nationalist. coastal. positions 
and Red infantry board landing eraft 
{or the ‘invasion, "American armed forces ‘prepare to’ counter ‘with their 
well-prepared. “contingency “plan.” As 
soonas the President and the Joint Chiefs fash the go ahead, US. air and 

naval units rush to implement OPERA- 
TION DEEP SIX. The first part of the 
war plan—designated DEEP SIX BLUE. 
<is basically the responsibility of the 
Seventh Fleet 

‘The Big Seven — mightiest fighting 
outfit afloat—responds within minutes 
All three of its mobile task forees — 
each built around a big carrier —are 
summoned for DEEP SIX BLUE, The 
unit centered on the flat-top” Bon 
Homme Richard is nearest, patrolling 
190 miles away between Formosa and 
Okinawa. In the ready room, the faces 
of the orange-suited pilots look strange 
in the dim red light. Two squadrons of 
F-8E interceptors are already scorching 
south at 900 m.p.h. to chop down the 
Red MIG-19s, and now the lean young 
men, who fly’ the Skyraider and Sky= 
hawk attack planes get. their targets, 
‘They take notes, study the aerial pho- 
tos “of the Chinese ports on Fukien 
where the Red invasion force is based 

“All pilots Event One—man your 
planes!” the squawk box crackles. 

The aviators assigned to. the first 
launch hurry to the long flight deck. 
Everything goes quickly and smoothly 
in the balmy late morning sun. The 
rockets and bombs are all in place on 
each jet, and it takes less than four 
minutes 'for the Bon Homme Richard 
fo “kick” the first Skyhawk off the 
“cat.” The steam catapult hurls the jet 
bombers off in a steady stream, sending 
them ahead as an advance bull-dozer 
While the carrier, ‘two cruisers and 
seven destroyers hurry towards the 
Straits at top speed. Moving up towards 
Formosa from the south are the flat- 
tops Constellation and Ticonderoga, 
and two more carriers are preparing 
to sail from Pearl within ‘the next 

seven hours, 
‘Tiizy are all needed, for the first two P-8 Crusader squadrons have had only minor effect against 300. Communist MIGs. Five squadrons of USA. 1100 mpih, fighters are ready to move’ down from Okinawa and Japan, but the skies over Chiang’s air ‘elds’ are jammed With Red interceptors, The Communit Tending “strips on. the "Fukien "coast must be eliminated {0 put these MiGs Out of range, out, of ‘business. First, Additional "Navy fighters are sent in with deadly air-to-air Sidewinder. and Sparrow missiles to. push the Red ait armadas. The Communist losses begin iotmouni, but at dusie the first waves of invasion boats put out from the Chinese 

Tris a massacre Seventh Fleet planes blast the vessels into kindling with mine foot two. inch Jong “Zuni "rockets, "while the. attack units “of Skyhawks “and Skyraiders Smash ‘away at’ the. Communist ports all ht lone with ‘eipersonic 570 pounds Bullpup missiles. Phe sky spits Ennihilation ‘until dawn, when the US destroyer fotilla arrives. to" mop most of the enemy" craft” scatter across ‘the Strait. ‘The. twin-mounted three and. five inch batteries on. the older “cans” pour out a heavy ‘ite of 4390" shells a Minute, “Sterilizing” the iwaters of any’ Red sfeetion, 
Just before stmnmise, the two heavy carriers swing within’ range’ from: the Gut ot “Tonkin and ‘they begin ‘io pound the Red bases. on the southern Part of the Pukien coast. 900 and 1000 

ound bombs plus five inch rockets’ are the “mixe™—for the moment. Tt is mide 
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morning on the second day when the 
USAF, F-102s and F-104s pour into 
the Nationalist air bases on Formosa. 
Right behind them come 38 large trans- 
ports, 14 with anti-aireraft missile bat- 
teries and the rest with two battalions 
of the Third Marine Division. The rest 
of the Third is preparing to leave Oki- 
awa within 48 hours. In the mean 
fime, something must be done 10 
Spread or thin out the massed Red air 
Units grouped just across from For- 
SAC. and the Seventh Fleet coop- 

erate, 60 S.A.C, medium and heavy 
bombers thunder up. from Okinawa 
and dump 2,100 tons of incendiaries 
and HE. upon Shanghai, Hang- chow, and Wenehow. 118 naval air 
raft slam_in 1,200 tons of bombs and 
fockets at Foochow, Amoy and Swatow. 
‘This is only the beginning. Before the 
5s and S76 return to Okinawa, another 
80 long range S.A.C. heavies are being 
refueled by KC-135 Stratotanker_ at 
40,000 fect over the northern Pacific, 
‘They are moving non-stop trom Cali 
fornia and Alaska, rolling like some 
jet juggernaut pointed at the heart of 
China. 30 planes batter the Red capital 
fat Peking 18 rain nightmare on Nan- 
King. and the rest bomb Tsingtao, 
Wuhan and Changsha. 

All the 125 ships, 650 aireraft and 
64000 men of the Seventh Fleet are 
“commited” by the third day. Some 
192 Air Force fighter-bombers and at~ 
tack bombers are fully operational 
from well-defended fields on Formosa, 
and. 23 ships move in close under a 
light “umbrella” to begin a round-the- 
clock rocket barrage. The missiles pour 
into. Red harbors, naval bases "and 
coastal troop positions at the rate of 
600 per hour, shattering them like a 
child's mud castle, The Strait has al- 
rady swallowed 84,000 Red dead, 

Bor iney come again nd again the USA. and the Navy chew them up like salted peanuts ‘fhey keep. otting out in tnks, ‘uoring the buming bases_and broken oiite Bénina them, Nine Chinese marines fy "io sip. throug the Seventi’s destroyer sereens, only to be Broken ay-atomie depth charges end the new. ASROG, anti-submarine vock~ ets, Seis ip thew missiles into. 1 Snemy coastal radar stations, blinding thevtSe‘ana giving the Seventh. Sleet hore footh to swig freely. Fresh am- munidon and supplies arrives from 
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Subic Bay in the Philippines, a main. 
depot for the Seventh. The planes 
bomb and the ships hose off round 
after round of both shells and missiles. 
‘Another 36,000 Reds perish in the 
waters off Formosa. 

‘That night, S.AC. smashes out again 
at Peking, Shenyang, Kaifeng, Shang- 
hai and Ii military alr fields, This blow 
catches approximately 400 enemy 
planes on the ground, wipes out, 230, 
and. seriously damages 190 others. 
‘These Air Force missions make it much 
easier for the carrier pilots who strike 
fon the morning of the fourth day. The 
Navy fliers rip every port from Canton 
to Wenchow.” and then larger planes 

irop in mines to clog the entrances 10 
those harbors. Now the fighting settles down to 2 
process of inexorable slicing as U.S. 
Sea\ and air units coordinate t0 carve 
up. the war-making capacity, of Rec 
China. It is.a big country, a big job. Tt 
‘akes a lot more than five days, Now 
the Seventh has six carriers putting up 
aireraft three times a day to hammer 
and break every military target within 
150 miles of the Strait of Formosa. Now 
S.A.C. is clubbing Red China with a 
hammer made of 290 bombers, dropping 
3.400 to 4000 tons of fire and’ explosive 
every 24 hours. Now the long range 
US.AF. fighter-bombers are swooping 
deep behind the coast to strafe and 
slaughter military columns and con~ 
voys, to rocket railroads to rubble and 
wreck power stations 

‘By the end of three weeks, nearly 
405,000 military personnel, and 680,000 
workers in war plants are known dead, 
Tn addition, estimates of civilian casu- 
alties range from 2,100,000 to 3,500,000. 
41,400 of Mao’s 2,000 combat aircraft are 
embers, and 8 percent of the rail lines 
fare crippled. “The harbors and rivers 
are full of floating mines, and the 
daily deaths from starvation (attrib- 
tuted to ruined communications) mount 
to 130,000, The crucial industrial plants 
in Manchuria are just_melted metal, 
and the Chinese monster is dying by: 
inches, ‘The second phase of this opera~ 
tion—DEEP SIX WHITE—is basically 
an_ attrition job that is 60 percent 
UIS.AF. and 40 percent Navy, 

Tt ig not likely to include landings. 
aside from the putting ashore of sabo- 
tage platoons and company-sized raid. 
ing parties, To “keep the Reds honest,’ 
2 US, paratroop battalion might jump 
{nto the suburbs of Shanghai to shatter 
that industrial center's factories and 
communications facilities. A Marine 
battalion might knife ashore to demol- 
ish coastal missile batteries or torpedo 
boat bases. Underwater demolition 
teams of Navy frogmen might slip into 
half'a dozen ports to place delayed ac- 
Hon charges on key docks and. supply dumps, But all these would be rip-and~ 
run, not a commitment to invasion by: 
U:S. ground forces. It would be similar 
to the sea and air campaigns against 
Japan in the last six months of World 
War Il, a “starve and burn” scheme to 
force ihe maimed Red giant to its 
How long this would take depends 

on how many lives Mao is willing to 
Spend on his pride. If the war lasted 
Aye weeks, the toll might easily be 
9,000,000. 1 it ran longer, the deaths 
could inerease at 4,000,000! to 6,000,000 
per month, Sooner’ or later, the Reds 
would have to sue for peace. 
(3) GLOBAL 

Tf the Chinese Reds should manage 
ie patch up Their differences with the 
Soviet Union and j in the Russians in 

Ae 

a global smash at the Free World, the 
USA. might well strike back with a 
‘contingency plan” such as OPERA- 
TION BABE RUTH. That would be an’ 
all-out campaign with every weapon 
and taetie, Nuclear and hydrogen war- 
heads would almost certainly be re- 
leased by the president. 

‘And the Chinese Communists would 
be among the first to know about his 
decision. ‘The message would be de- 
livered--air mail and. registered—ap- 
proximately 17 minutes after the White 
House gave the order to the Strategic 
Air Command, The command is relayed 
to Minuteman and Titan missile crews 
in North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyo- 
ming, Montana énd California. 'In the 
underground blast-proof silos, the pairs 
of technicians moved easily and pur- 
posefully. ‘They have rehearsed it, at 
Teast 1,000 times. ‘The smaller, sleeker 
‘Minutemen are solid-fuel ICBMs of the 
latest type, and they rise approximately 
120° seconds after the ‘code word” 
comes from hg. near Omaha. ‘The 
‘Titans take a couple of minutes longer, 
but they tote several megatons of 
diaster more than the younger “bird.” 
‘The Minuteman blast is only equivalent 
to that of 800,000 TONS of T.N-T., 40 
times.as powerful as the warhead that 
gutted Hiroshima, When 62 of the 
huclear-tipped ICBMs flash across the 
sky at 15,000 m.ph. towards China, the 
impact of this blow is terrific. Nine Red 
military headquarters, 21 key indus 
trial complexes, the 13 largest air bases 
and every’ big city from Harbin. in 
Manchuria to Canton south of For- 
mosa dies of those lethal "mushrooms" 
that-no town can digest, S.A.C. bomb- 
ers follow eight minutes later to make 
certain that these targets are perma- 
nently devastated, scanning the surface 
with electronic gear that penetrates 
the boiling roiling clouds ‘of radio- 
active dust. 

SH ROM Okinawa, USAF, attack and fighter bombers siab inland with tacti- 
cal nuclear weapons. ‘They ean flip 2 
“baby A bomb" into a 300 yard circle at 700 mph., and CLA. has provided 
hice clear maps of the circles. Some 11 Red divisions seattered between  Su- 
chow and Changsha are knocked oul, ‘while B-57s and. needle-nosed B-58. are systematically charring the two 
‘Army Coxps further north 

‘The Navy is very much involved. Four. Polaris submarines cruising 
silently. on nuclear’ power between 
Japan and’ the Philippines each hurl their first. salvo—eight 12,000 mp. 
mnissiles, cach with a warhead equiva- Tent to 500,000 tons of explosive. Other 
submarines of an older vintage surface io throw in their nuclear Regulus Tock= 
tts, each 34 feet long and comparatively 
puny. In contrast to the Polaris which fan kill 700,000. people, the Regulus 
secounts for only 20,000" or 90,000-at a clip, However, there are many’ of them. Grisers of the Seventh Fleet zero them 
in on the major Red Chinese ports, and 
also smash at the coast. with. triple- Tnounted eight inch guns. Missile de- 
stroyers strike at smaller targets. 

‘All this happens in the first. three nours, accompanied by the delivery of 2 “baby A bombs" by carrier based 
sireralt, Red China is getting the works. By. sunset, half of her entire armed 
forees are “hot” corpses and two thirds 
of ali her heavy weapons and. armor Mie wrecked of radioactive DulkS. 80 
percent of her oil dumps and 81 per- Eent of her important power plants are 
gone. The civilian dead in 99 cities are 
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already 31,000,000, and another 26,000,- 
000 already contaminated will perish. 
More missile salvoes and air strikes 

will follow for another two weeks, and 
the massive Seventh will continue the 
brutal massage of the coastal regions. 
‘Then a new development will baffle 
the Communists. Single aircraft will ty 
over eight ports without dropping any 
Bombs or ‘fring’ missiles. First the 
planes are multi-engine aircraft that 
come in high. Then intercepter types 
burn in lower, zigzagging systematical- 
ly. These are’ the “sniffers,” checking 
the radiation level. They are the ad= 
vance scouts for invasion. a 

t begins quietly wit special 
Forees teams from Okinawa. joining 190 platoons of Chiang's own National 
Salvation Army (o infiltrate the main- 
land. ‘They move in by rubber boat, 
SCUBA suit and parachute. They pre- 
pare the waiting guerrillas to strike. 
‘They hit five hours after the invasion 
forees make their four main landings. 
Each beach-head is taken by two U.S. 
armored divisions and six divisions of 
Chiang’s "motorized infantry. They 
storm ashore under a gnat-proof air 
cover, break out and start to roll. The 
guerrillas chop up the Reds’ rear and 
communications. The Air Force moves 
in fast with construction teams 
equipped with the prefab aluminum 
Janding mats developed by the 
Marines. Within 72, hours, eight U.S. 
air bases on the Chinese mainland are 
operational 
‘Te Reds try to call up their reserves, for now. 2,100,000. of vtheir 2800,006 {roope are dead or too badly wounded to hght, These new Coramunist columns dre ociceted and napalmed and hacked by Vulean.20 mm. cannon that squirt 4200 rounds per minute By the end of tivo months, some 8,000,000 Red soldiers find 70,000,000 ivilians. have perished. Mao still "does ‘not surrender, but -hé trudgingly offers to discuss a negotiated 
peace. (4) BIG SWITCH 

Wildest possibility of all would see 
the Chinese attack the USSR. and 
the Russians ask the United States for 
help, In that case, the “contingency 
plan would call for the Kremlin to 
Supply the ground and armored col- 
umns while the U.S. choked the Chinese 
with air and sea blockade and bom- 
Dardment. It is probable that nuclear 
weapons would be used only as a final 
measure ~if at all —since the Chicoms 
fare not equipped with any of their 
own. S.A.C. would hammer Manchuria 
fand northern China with 300 B-52s, 
TAC. would slash at, the middle with 
a’dozen squadrons of attack bombers 
andthe Seventh Fleet would show 
What modern sea power can do from 
Wenchow south. Working with the 
rugged Soviet ground armies, the U.S. 
could wipe out Red China as a military 
power in three or four months—and at 
& nominal cost in American lives. 
Whether any such thing could hap- 

pen is something that only a few dozen 
Key men in| Washington could even 
guess, One thing is certain, ‘The United 
States has the plans and the power to 
beat Red China into radioactive mush, 
and the Chicoms know it. They may be 
fanatics but they are not idiots. We 
may continue {0 put up with their 
slimy role of furtive involvement i 
the Viet Nam war,\but that’s the limit. 
Anything more, and the Joint Chiefs 
will open that vault to give a black 
Teather notebook stamped “Operation 
Snake Eye” to the president. * ** 

Escape Ring 

Welker,” he growled. Every time I see 
those eagles on your shoulders it means 
trouble. Why. the hell should Intelli- 
gence bother about me?” 

‘Welker knew why Intelligence was 
interested in Payne. There was a special 
file on the big man. His whole career 
marked him as an extraordinary type. 
In WWII, asa U.S. Army. sergeant, 
Payne had led guerrilla units in action 
behind the German lines and gotten 
himself known as the “mad eseaper.” 
Captured four times, he’d never been 
held more than 12 hours by the enemy, 
‘At the end of the war he settled a long- 
standing grudge with an Army officer 
hhe hated and drew five years in Leav- 
enworth. The unlucky officer spent al- 
most the same amount of time in hos- 
pitals getting his face put back together. 

In 1952, Nelson Payne immediately 
returned to Germany, because, as he 
said: “That's, where things are pop- 
Pile made his frst bankroll inthe black market with some shady. deals that brought’ him tothe attention of ‘American Army Intelligence. ‘Then he 
hhad the foresight to buy into German industries. Bulling into. the “purchase and sale of guns and related Wat ma- 
feriel, he quickly established himsell as one of the fastest moving, most ruth less operators in this feld. He made a 
great deal of Toney and became a power behind the throne in the Near Est, the Congo, Angola, Vietnam, Cubs, the island of Cyprus and wher- 
ever else fighting blazed up. 

Payne didn't know it, but alt this 
made him the ideal man to pull off 
what is now ‘considered “America’s 
Breatest intelligence coup of this. dec- fde, brilliantly conceived undercover Operation that may have, onee and for 
chy" stamped out” the reviving Nazi Spirit in postwar Germany-ra fevival that was one of the most dangerous 
threats to the Pree World singe WEEE 
CotoneL Welker gave it 16 Page 
straight, "Your job," he said, “Is £0 get 
the top chiel of the neo-Nazi mover ment for us. A bunch of big industrial= 
{sts, guys you've dealt with in business, have been Snaneing right. wing groups. We. know they've been organizing, 
holding meetings, setting up ‘storm 
trooper’ cells. Now we figure they have to buy guns in large quantities. They'll jump at the chanee to bring you into 
the movement.” “what's in it for me?" Payne didn’t 
care how unpatriotic it sounded. Hell, he had fought his war. Why did Welker have to put him’ on the firing line 
again? ‘Welker gave him @ long thoughtful look. "stuck my neck out for you,” he 
said “I told my people you were a 
patriot with an uncontrollable temper. P'saved you from ten years jail. Go ajong with me and the Inspector here 
Signs @ release. Deal?” "The German police inspector nodded to show his agreement to what Welker 
had said. Payne shrugged. “Okay,” he 
said, Now give me the bad news.” 

Welker grinned. “Well, first of all, 
we're going to put you in jail.” 

‘Then he explained. 
‘The newspapers would carry a story 

that Nelson Payne had been tried for 
his crimes and sentenced to eight years 
confinement. He would be sent to 
Braunschweig Prison and put in a cell 
with a convicted Nazi war-criminal. 
‘They would become friendly and when 
the Nazi broke out of jail, Payne would 
go with him automatically. 

Payne was bewildered. “How the hell 
do you know he'll break out?” 
Aatn Welker explained. 
“We're almost certain because of 

what's been happening recently to 
every Nazi who's given a trial in Ger- 
many and thrown in jail. That,is, some- 
how, they manage to escape.” Welker 
went on {o explain to Payne that in the 
last eight months a’ whole contingent 
of convieted Nazi murders had slipped 
out of their jails: Reinhold Frick, guil- 
ty of the murder of 30,000 prisoners by 
means of carbolic acid injections; Gott- 
fried Munger, the infamous “meat hook 
torturer of Dachau; ape-like Hans Vet- 
ter, who had once strangled 31 prison- 
ers in a single night to entertain his 
fellow guards at Buchenwald; Peter 
Mueller, Louis Oberfurst, Otto Peck, 
‘the stuttering Austrian gauleiter; Kon- 
rad Stutmhaus, whose pleasure lay in 
tying prisoners prone in a field, then 
riding horseback over them; and. some 
40. others—all had been able to break 
out. 

“An organized group has to be be- 
hind these escapes,” Welker said. “But 
80 fat, We have no information on who 
‘or where they are, That's where you 
come in, The latest Nazi to be convicted 
is a former SS Colonel named Wolf- 

© gang Rupert Beyer. His SS boys had 
control of all security stuff in Warsaw. 
‘and Beyer has just been pinned down 
8 the monster who raped and Killed 
Yoine 50 young Polish girls. He's in 
Braunschweig prison and i's a cinch 
they'll try to get him out. If they do, 
you're going with him’. 

‘ting me in a cell with @ 
Nazi that Taped fifty women,” Payne 
‘asked, “And you expect that guy to stay 
alive?” 

“You can have him after,” Welker 
seid. "Remember Beyer is your only 
fentry’ into the inner circle of the new 

"Hitlers, Don’t louse it up. 
Payne entered Braunschweig Prison 

on April 2ist, 1964 and found himself 
in a cell with Wolfgang Beyer. ‘The 
Nazi was a short, gross man with a 
false friendliness. ‘Payne played up to 
him and in a week they were almost 
buddies. Stull Beyer held back. Then 
one day a new guard shoved Nelson 
Payne into his ‘cell. Payne whirled, 
sized the guard by the throat, and 
lifted him over his head to hurl him 
down the corridor, At the last moment 
he put the guard down and roared, 
“Don't you ever do that again.” The 
guard was so stunned at Payne's enor- 
mous strength and so grateful at not 
being killed that he did not even re- 
port the incident. 

‘The, flabby Beyer had watched 
Payne's exhibition of strength and reck- 
less courage with envious amazement. 
Now he became even friendlier. He 
asked personal questions. Payne was 
completely frank. He told Beyer how 
he had made his fortune in the Ger~ 
man black market, supplying arms and 
munitions for a broker's fee to revolu~ 

all tionary groups all over the world 



“Hell,” Payne boasted. “I'd sell guns to 
Hitler if the price were right.” He saw 
Beyer’s eyes light up. 
When Beyer heard that Payne had 
ent five years in prison for assault- 

ing an American officer he insisted on 
Payne telling him the whole story. 
Payne didn't tell him the real ‘rea 

son: namely that the officer had always 
restricted Payne to quarters on week~ 
ends for not having his brass polished 
or his shoes shined, had always taken 
advantage of his rank to humiliate 
enlisted men. Instead Payne muttered 
something about the officer being a Jew 
and he couldn't stand taking orders 
from a Jewish officer. He saw the Nazi's 
eyes gleam with approval and knew 
that he had finally convinced Wolfgang 
Beyer. 
Tuiar night, after lights out, Beyer 
told Payne about the underground Nazi 
escape group and made his proposition. 
He would get Payne out of prison if 
Payne joined the movement, Payne act- 
ed reluctant, “What's in it for me," he 
growled. Beyer chuckled. “Ah, you 
Americans,” he said. "No. idealism. 
However I promise you will be sole 
purchasing agent for arms and ammu- 
nitions for our new Storm ‘Troop atmy.” 

Sash?” Payne asked suspiciously. 
Again Beyer chuckled. “We have in 

our movement, secretly of course, some 
of the richest men in Germany. Just be 
patient, don't ask questions, and in two 
Weeks we will be verflugen, los, out of 
here.” And refusing to answer any of 
Payne's questions about how exactly 
they would escape, the Nazi climbed up 
to his bunk and went to sleep. 
Payne already knew pretty much 

how the escape would be effected. The 

night guards were obviously Nazi sym- 
pathizers. They gave Beyer cigarettes, 
extra food, and schnapps. Once. they 
‘even brought a woman into the cell and 
took Payne down to another cell so 
that Beyer could be alone with her. 
“Damn,” Payne thought, “the Nazis 
really control this joint. I'gotta get out 
of here.” He didn’t like Beyer and he 
knew if he spent one more week with 
the smirking rapist, there would be 
murder in the cell. But at last Beyer's 
boasting about escape was backed up 
by real action 
Ow may 7 the event occurred that biazoned ‘both their names in headlines Seen round the world, ‘That night a Waltehund robot plane few in over the prison and crashed. straight down on Re powerhouse: For some eight minutes the huge building was without light of any soft exeept for the flames thrown Up by the butning plane. When at last tihe power was restored it was discov- red that Beyer and Payne's cells were open and both men were gone. An inc {Ensive seareh of the prison. and. the surrounding grounds was quickly made, but turned up nothing Bight Braunschweig guards were in- volved. in the BeyersPayne escape — bribed to. do their bit. Ten doors stood Between the prisoners and the outside world and. all swung wide ‘open 5 Payne “and” Beyer ran. frantically through “the black, corridors ~ while ther inmates howled in fenr in the cells On both sides of. them. Searchiights threw. long beams across. the prison yard, but the great banks of overhead lights were. out. Payne and Beyer ctabbed their way to the outer wall even as screaming fire trucks and am- 

bulances converged on the scene, Here, 
they found the massive “lift gate 
raised 18 inches from the ground and 
they. quickly squirmed under. Next 
came a run of a hundred yards or so 
and then the Jong, low shape of a 
purring Mereedes Benz appeared be- 
fore them and they were scrambling 
inside with a harsh male voice growling 
at them to hurry and a woman's mur- 
muring her pleasure at seeing Beyer— 
“willkommen, willkommen, Ich freue 
‘mich, Du 2u sehen.” Payne’ laughed in 
hig hard way and said, “I didn't know 
this would be such a classy operation.” 

They drove for about 20 minutes 
slipping easily into traffic of the town 
proper and passed through the Burg 
plaiz with its unusual half-timbered 
houses, its ancient Gothic churches 
and its massive bronze lion symbolizing 
the 12th century Emperor, Henry the 
Lion. Beyond the Burgplatz they 
entered a section of quiet streets and 
drew to a stop on Ziegenmarkt, (Street) 
two blocks from the railroad station 

‘They entered a narrow, dingy build— 
ing with 2 faded sign in'front reading 
Frederick Barbarossa Historical Soct- 
ety. Three flights of dark, creaking 
Stairs took them to the attic—a long, 
low loft divided into two rooms by a 
beaverboard partition. 
Tire man sitting on the sofa in the 
imide of the, room rose fo greet them and Payne felt @ surge of angry. blood 
ise to his head, With a great effort he controlled himself. The man before 
them was Heinrich Stoss, the cruclest and most vicious German Army Tntel= 
ligence chief in WWIL Yel in some tiieky. way Stoss had escaped all legal punishment for his crimes. All records 
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pertaining to his deeds had mysterious 
Ty disappeared and he had escaped 
‘rial ‘Stoss greeted them and then: gave 
instructions that were arrogantly short, 
and to the point. “You will not Iéave this attic under 
any circumstances,” Stoss said, his 
Voice a hissing whisper, his finger 
pointing toward the floor. Payne was 
Rware of @ murmuring of a sizeable 
erowd in the room below. “We have 
Gecoys on their way to Switzerland 
‘and ‘Turkey. There is very little-chance 
your pursuers will think you are still 
in Braunschweig, but we must take no 
chances, Take two of these pills so you 
ean sleep.” He pointed to a dark green 
Bottle on the coffee table. "You have 
had a big night, Tomorrow you will be 
fresh and we can talk, Freda, you will 
stay with Beyer. He isa stupid child 
About "women and we don’t want any 
af that sort of trouble.” 

Beyer grinned foolishly, popped his 
pills in his mouth and swallowed them 
Gown. Stoss fixed his blazing eyes on 
Payne, ‘The big American shrugged 
and swallowed his pills, Stoss left them 
and a few moments later they could 
hear his voiee trom below—"the Em- 
peror Frederick Barbarossa was the 
Rrst German to realize and act upon 
the concept that the German people are 
the pre-eminent people of all Europe 
and {hus of all the world. Subsequently, 
his idea became deeply rooted among 
many—." Beyer was yawning now and the 
blonde girl was beginning to unbutton 
his shirt, Freda looked young enough 
to be his daughter—a slim, blue-eyed 
girl in'a green wool dress belted in 
fightly to accentuate her small waist. 
Payne went into his room, sat down 
‘on the cot and tried to bring up the 
pills, Holding a handkerchief to his 
Mouth, he coughed and spat with the 
tears ‘streaming from his eyes and 
finally they came. He folded them into. 
his handkerchief, stripped down to his 
shorts, made himself as comfortable as 
the narrow. cot would permit, and 
listened to Stoss haranguing the Fred- 
erick Barbarossa Historical Society be- 
Jow—"—one man, one man only saw 
the true greatness of the German peo- 
ple in all its thunderous glory. Adolf 
Hitler—” 
Payne heard footprints approaching 
the. partition and closed his eve breathing deeply and pretending 10 b Bileep. ‘Fhe steps Teached his cot, and fhe knew it was the girl Freda put her 
hand over his nose_and mouth cutting Off his breathing. He shoved her hand Sade and pushed himself up on his Gibows glaring ai her. She laughed and 
Stig “Why are you pretending to be aeleep? I know ‘you coughed up. the 
pills May T sleep with you. Beyer is 
Read as a stone and I hate to sleep 
alone ‘Payne laughed and said, “Beyer? Me? 
Anyone whe happens to’ be around?* 
he ginl widened her eyes in surprise 
and ‘said, “Of course.” Quickly she 
drew the dress over her head, her 
lithe young body in its white slip 
emerging pink-skinned and glowing. 
Her hair was tousled now, her lips 
gleaming plood-red and full in her Taughing face. She stepped oujgot the 
slip. standing briefly before him, her 
legs apart, her breasts rising firm and 
high and’ proud. ‘Then she laughed 
softly, turned out the lamp and slid 
into bed beside him. "See, what differ 
ence docs it make now?” she said a 

few moments later. “You're all the 
same in the dark.” 

Back in Braunschweig prison, guards 
were summoned and interrogated, They 
Shrugged, looked sullen, insisted they 
knew. nothing, “Someone must have 
Sneaked keys into them.” That night 
the German press howled its fear and 
fury. “The ‘merchant of death’ has 
found his most eager customer. What, 
will come of this horrifying union?” 

Disgust, concern and outright fear 
manifested themselves in all NATO 
agencies, but in one small office of 
United States Intelligence a certain 
grim satisfaction was apparent. Here, 
Colonel Welker received the news with 
tight-lipped approval. “So far so good,” 
Welker told his staff 

For thesnexteten days neither Beyer 
nor Payne, set foot outside the attic 
aboverthe Frederick Barbarossa His- 
torieal ‘Society. During this period 
Payne several times suggested he start 
contacting his “people” so as to give 
the impression Of impatience to join 
the Nazi movement, As he had hoped, 
Stoss turned him down. “It does not 
pay to rush things,” the fanatic coun- 
Selled.” I know nothing of weapons m; 
self, but we have our specialists who 

fo. "You must meet with them for a 
discussion of our needs before anything 
else, Patience, patience—patience is 4 
virtue.” 
‘To pass time and stay in character, Payne made an all-out play forsthe hymphomaniacal Freda, causing Beyer 0 hole up in-a corner of his room like 
4 sulky ehild, When Beyer protested, Payne laughed in his face and told him 

ep out of my way, pudge, or Tl rip that nose of yours off and stick it 
back on upside down and youl drown ina good rain.” Beyer then slyly inc 
duced the bulky driver; Hermann, 1@ pick a fight with Payne, iat that, didn't Werk out either, The powerful Ameri- 
Can got a shoulder into the pit of the ottier’s stomach, picked him up gasping {ike a whale on a beach and threw him 
but of the attic nd down a flight of 
Stairs ¥ Freda laughed softly while this was 
going. on, then cuddled up to Payne and drew him {0 thelr bed. Even the pale, seething. Soss, found, something 
fumorous inthe situation, “How he groans, in_his frustration, ‘our stupid Beyer,” Stoss_ said contemptuously. 
“Well, he has gone soft since his great © days in Warsaw. We are counting very 
fittle on him in the days that lie ahead, 
Tm afraid.” ‘On May 18—11 days after the break- 
out 'Stess decided if was time to leave 
Braunschweig and “rejoin our friends.” ‘The news went through Payne like a 
bolt of white-hot current. “Our friends” could only be the other escapers, the hard-core nucleus of the spreading neo- 
Nazkmoyement 

‘The. trip. {tone Braunschweig was made in a-moving vag heading south= 
east Payne, ‘Bever, Stoss and Freda rode in back with @ load of furniture Hermann rode in front with a different driver getting on every two or three 
hours, The stops to change drivers were 
Biways made at tiny owns and villages VHulzgitter, Hannumberg, Uhlstadt, 
Uimsheim, Kioben, Fleistberg; then Bad 
Klagstein ieAustiiaand on to. Schon 
stadt, Bunden-andEferbrunn. In the back’ Beyer sat in sullen, bitter silence and tried not to waich Payne and the fgughing Freda stretched out on a pile 
of mattresses with their arms about 



each other, Stoss read and jotted down 
notes in a book 

‘The van completed its trip at a wheat 
field’ outside Efferbrunn, Here they 
twansferred to a small plane. Their 
pilot was a small, spidery man who. 
had led bomber raids over London and 
Coventry 20 years earlier and remind~ 
ed them ‘held been personally con- 
gratulated by Goering. "Shook me by the hand and said I was a credit to the 
nation.” The plane flew to the railhead 
oasis of Qar Bariya in the Egyptian 
desert. At Qar Bariya they were met 
by a cheering throng of Germans who 
surged about the plane to greet Stoss 
as if he were the second coming of 
Hitler. 

Payne felt the swift, jolting certainty 
that he'd found what held been search 
ing for. There was Oberfurst and 
stuttering Peck and 300-pound Vetter 
and the grinning, monkey-chattering 
Frick. of the ‘earbalic acid murders. 
here, clusterif-all about him, av 
neo-Navidiom’s ‘bistorie: Heroes! aswell 
as the fierce-eyéd, showling younger 
man who would leadethelr next mania 
cal onslaught—and there was nothing 
he could do about it, nothing except 
rough-heuse his way’ through. “I see 
money, mama,” he shouted at Freda 
Toud enough for all to hear him, “T've 
ot the guns the kids want and they're 
Boing to pay for it and pay high.” The {Nazis laughed, assured he was one of 

Pineir own, 
(Excepr for a handful of drifting, de- 
_ moralized Arabs, Qar Bariya had been taken Completely. taken over wy. tne. Naa, [ sscapers and their young diseples A {Small tent city had eon built 19 house F ion, tout Payne quickly leaned that 

ment. 
was sonly a temporary arrange~ 
A permanent location had been 

established deeper in the desert just 
feast of the Libyan border and ‘the 
entire contingent would be moved there 
within the next foi 

Tt was while wait 
that Nelson Payne comm 
that betrayed him, 

‘On the afternoon of the second day 
in the tent city, Payne saw a steady 
stream of visitors drive out of the 
desert and_go into the tent occupied 
by Stoss, Some he recognized as the 
most prominent industrialists and rich- 
est millionaires in Germany and. Bu- 
rope. For the first time he realized 
how powerful the post neo-Nazi move- 
ment had become 

‘That evening an announcement was 
made during dinner that there would 
be a special meeting in the huge assem~ 
bly tent. Gunther Thint would give the 
lecture. At the mention of that name, 

Qar Bariya 
ited the act 

Gunther Thint was a tall, lanky 
black” German who looked like Max 

Schmeling, His bright scientific intel- 
ligence flashed through the crowd like 
lightning. He insisted on giving a 15 
minute talk explaining how neutrons 
worked. He shouted at them, “A man 
who cannot understand the weutron is 
a man living. in the dark, You must 

Gree, ‘Thint went on, “I have 
made new and great discoveries. So 
have my fellow. German scientists 
working for Exypt. We have copies of 
all our papers. We have the means to 
destroy ‘the world. Tt is up to you to 
seize control in the Fatherland so that 
we may take our revenge for the death 
of our beloved Fuhrer Adolph Hitler.” 
Payne didn’t wait to hear any more, 

Here is one guy the world can do with- 
a great cheer went up from the Nazi out, Payne thought. He went to the 
crowds, “Who the helk is Gunther — parking area and rigged a very simple 
‘Thint?” Payne asked Freda. booby frap he had used in his guerrilla 

‘A German nuclear scientist,” Freda days, Under the hood of the car he 
‘wered, “He works now for Egypt 

because Nasser wants an atom bomb. 
Gunther Thint escaped from Germany and they gave him a whole plant for 
Fesearch and all the money he wants, 
But when the right people come 
power in Germany, Thint will retu ‘And he will bring’ all his discoveries 
with him, 

“Hell,” Payne thought, “this may be 
more important than all the other stu. 
Td better go.” 

That night in the Libyan desert 
Nelson Payne experienced one of the 
most frightening exhibitions of hate he 
had ever seen. 

placed a gasoline-soaked rag next to 
the generator, Inside that soaked rag 
he put a book of matches. A gasoline- 
soaked string led from this to the hood 
catch. Then Payne doused the parts 
generously with more gasoline, He shorted the generator so.that the light- 
ing system would not work. Now if 
everything went according to plan, 
Gunther Thint would stall in the desert 
on his. night trip back to the airplane 
for Cairo, then he would open the hood 
and blow himself to the hell in which 
all hate-mongering atomic. scientists 
belonged. Payne went back to his tent 
to sleep, 
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Freda was there waiting for him. She 
put her face up to be Kissed and he 
Fested his hand on her breast. Suddenly 
she pulled away. “Oh, your hands are 
50, dirty with grease,” she said. “you 
will spoil my. dress." It seemed like a 
Tittle thing at the time. 

The train chugged in out, of the 
desert the next morning and the neo- 
Nazis swarmed aboard with all their 
belongings. Their tent city had already 
deen taken down and methodically 
packed away. With their departure the 
basis would revert to its 1000-year old 
Status—a dusty speck of desert grey 
with a couple of date trees and a half 
dozen listless Arabs wandering about 
SA’ fine place to leave,” the Germans 
agreed and clumped onto the ancient 
cars settling themselves on plank seats. 
‘The Libyan engineer and his two squat 
Senegalese firemen came back aboard 
after having refreshed themselves at 
the oasis well. The train heaved and 
jerked and began its westward run 
toward the Libyan border. 
Tue Germans had taken over the 
first seven cars, leaving the last for the Arabs who would be getting on and Of along the way. At one of these 
Stops, a telegram was delivered. to 
Stee, The Navi went pale. Then he Whispered to Beyer. Payne and Freda 
Bat together with the two Gestapo men facing them, Stoss, Beyer and the 
carlier escaper, Kontad Sturmhaus, sat Seross the aisie, From ihe other cars, Game the sounds of raucous voices Singing, “Deutschland Uber. Alles,” but 
there was no singing in Payne's car 
Instead men talked in low voices and the big American Was often aware of ong, suspicious glances testing on hitn. 
Paylie made a Fough comment to the 
irl, but it sounded strained to his ears. fils'body had gone sticky with sweat. They were on to him-he knew that 
how. It was the telegram. Gunther 
‘Thint must be dead, He turned to look out the window 
and a few moments later he heard 
Beyer say,,“Freda, we would like you fo yoin us” The $$ man had left his Seat and. was bending over the girl. SWateh it, Pudge,” Payne said loudly 
making "last desperate effort to. re~ 
Getabligh his former position——"T don't Sant to have to. take that neck of 
Yours “and” twist" Several men Yaughed” and “Heinrich, the Gestapo guard, leaned forward to lay a hand 
Ex’his knee and say soothingly, "It will 
be better that way. We will have more 
oom without her 

“Josef, the other blond-haired Gestapo man, took a position behind Payne. The Zitl slipped out of her geat and joined Reyer, Sturmhaus and Stoss across the 
le, Payne. shouted, “I don't, know Gohai the helt’s got into everybody” and Turned to look out the window again 

with sweat pouring into his eyes and 
his heart. thumping madly. He knew Freda was telling Stoss about the en- 
ine grease on his hands last night. The hours crawled by and he con- 
tinued to sit and watch the grey-white landseape. From across the aisle he could hear Beyer and the girl laughing End once he heard the SS.man say, "it 
{s forgiven, i is forgiven, do not trouble your pretiy. little head—" Payne's Gestapo guards talked quietly, but at hig slightest move they brought their 
full attention on him: At one. point Stoss called Heinrich over and. said Something to him. A litle later the Gestapo man tapped Payne on the 
fines end said, “come, we will get some 

fresh air and stretch our legs.” As they 
got up the girl smiled and said, “goo 
Bye." Beyer laughed. The girl we 
lying aerass his knees and he had his 
fand in her blouse. 
Payne walked down the aisle to the 

end of the car with Heinrich and Josef 
Smmediately behind him. ‘They, went 
into the next car and now only the 
erigine was ahead of them. Someone 
Said something to. the men behind 
him, It sounded like “what is happen- 
Ing.” Paynesshot a quick look at the 
window. and saw Heinrich’s image in 
it. The Gestapo man was grinning and) 
making. a pushing motion with both 
hands. That was it then. They were 
doing to Kill him now and they were 
going to do it by throwing him off the 
rain, Payne reached the end of the car 
and saw the black closed rump of the 
engine ahead of him with the monkey 
ladder running down. He stepped out 
into a rush of blazing desert air and 
swung around to see Heinrich bending 
toward him swinging @ blackjack. The 
Gestapo man’s face Was white and con- 

a his eyes bulged wildly. 
‘No, no, you don't do it that, easy,” Payne roared and flung himself out- 

side the whirring are of the blackjack, 
then bounced back in under it to ram. 
Heinrich head-first and low and bow! 
him back into Josef coming up behind 
‘The men floundered, struggled to main- 
tain their footing. Payne rammed them 
again, They teetered at the edge of the 
platform, screamed in fright and then 
were swept away as the big American 
smashed them still again. 

‘Even before they hit the, ground, 
Payne. leaped to the engine and 
stabbed the monkey ladder, As he 
Swarmed up it he had a sudden sense 
of men stampeding up the aisle of the 
ear, A shot. cracked into, the black 
meiai beneath him. He reached the top 
of the engine and ran in a crouching 
yun along it, plunging briefly into the 
ack smoke boiling up out of its stack, 
then. skidding out in front of it and 
continuing on to the front 
Loox down on the night no 
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it on, pour it on,” his voice competing 
with 'the thunder of feet on the roof of 
the engine, the piercing whistle scream- 
Ing out above it all 

‘A line of parked trucks flashed past 
and he realized these were the trucks 
to take the Nazis to their new head- 
quarters. and that was ‘where “they 
would have stopped. Faces showed up- 
side down beside the window and these 
were the faces of men being held by. 
their legs from above. He sprang at 
them clubbing with his shovel, but_a 
hail of pistol fire reverberated within 
the engine and the engineer collapsed 
over his controls. Payne cleared the 
window with raking shovel. smashes, 
then dragged the dead man clear and 
pushed the throttle back up to full 
Speed, his other hand yanking at the 
screaming whistle. 

‘Ahead of him now were the spires 
id minarets of Bardia, but behind him 

the firemen were gasping “too much, 
joo much for engine'—their bodies wet 
with oily sweat. ‘The boiler was red hi 
and showing cracks. “More, more, 
Payne howled and anything else he 
might have said was drowned out in 
he blasting steaming eruption that was 

¢ boiler bursting. The engine seemed 
to lift from the tracks, then fell back 
lopsided and still skidding along. Steam 
cored ‘thick out of the shattered boiler 
and Payne grabbed the screaming fire- 
jen {a-push them both through the 
broken’ window, then followed them 
‘out himself reaching upward for a roof 
vail and pulling himself up on the 
silting engine top. 
Tu engine had tunged to a halt now 
digging a huge furrow in the ground. Trucks were racing across the desert 
trom Barca, dozens of, them. of every Kind—army ‘trucks, police trucks, fire 
trucks. ‘The ground ‘on. both sides of ihe ctippled {rain was littered with the todies ‘of those thrown out when the 
st three cars spun off the track and 

fellon thein sides. Steam rose above the 
engine and Payne stood there swaying drunkenly only dimly aware of a wild faire advancing toward him across 
the engine roof, Something completely nstinetive dre bis hands up in front Of him and asthe other closed with 
Fane epeaming, serceching, scratching, iting like a mad animal in the rip 0 
consuming. pain —he recognized the frenzied face as Stoss. Moving slow as 
@ wounded bear and oblivious of any Gamage being done him, Payne picked 
yhe fanatic up in his arms, took two Meps toward the steaming stack above 

the broken boiler and dropped him in 
Then he turned and climbed down the monkey ladder to the ground. Moments water officers of the Libyan army were Surrounding him to ask what it was all about 
EDITOR'S NOTE: With the death of Sioss and the recapture of almost all 

those he had. spirited out of German 
prisons, the German escape ring went but of business. Swift raids on all the 
towns and villages. the escapers, had putsed through on their way to Egupt 
hetfed._w good-sized bag of secondary Nazis. Phe trials of many are still going on and if can be assumed that ‘most trill be given prison terms. Despite the 
Success 0} Payne's mission, @ note. of stem warning has been given by all 
who participated in it—Colone! Weller and of course Payne himself—"those 
babies never stop trying, You've got to 
keep on your toes. We've got them on thet backs for the moment, but they're 
cinch to try it again.” eee 
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Quickly, with the air of a profes 
sional, the man opened his shopping 
bag, He pulled out six plastic jugs filled 
with gasoline, uncapped them _and 
placed each jug under a rack filled 
with highly inflammable dresses. Then 
he pulled out six lengths of cotton rags 
loosely woven into two-foot long fuses 
and soaked the rags In a seventh juz 
of gasoline, As he soaked one rag to his satisfac 
tion he shoved an end of it into one 
fof the gasoline jugs, carefully laid the 
rag along the floor and draped the 
other end over the coils of an electric 
heater that had been conveniently left 
for him on a display counter. When he 
had all six lengths of cotton soaked 
thoroughly and draped over the heater 
he. plugged the heater into a clock 
radio that had also been left for him. 
He set the radio to go on about three 
hours later—two the next morning. 

‘The little man looked over his handi- 
work with a practiced eye, adjusted 
fone of the rags over the heater, checked 
the alarm on the clock radio, then 
shoved a couple of other racks of 
flimsy dresses next to those he had 
fused, He turned and walked out, care- 
fully locking the door behind him 
again, He climbed back in his car and 
Grove off, like a man on his way home 
from a good day's work. Which is what 
he was, His name was Larry Kane and for 
years he had been recognized in cer- 
tain cireles as one of the best profes~ 
onal torches in the business. For 10 
percent of the fire insurance, Larry 
Kane would burn to the ground with 
consummate skill any business or pri 
vate home. whose owner wanted out 
but couldn't unload in the usual fash~ 
ion, Working with an insurance agent 
and an insurance adjustor who esti- 
mated the fire loss, Kane in 10 years 
‘was probably responsible for more than 
$1,000,000 worth of fires, And he never 
came close 10 getting eaught because 
larson is the hardest crime on the books 
to solve. In torching @ building, the 
orsonist usually burns up the very’ evi- 
dence needed to conviet him 

‘Kane was sitting in a West Side dive 
a few hours later, with a champagne 
blonde in a tight-Atting dress, when 
the women's dress shop went’ up 30 
miles away in a massive explosion that 
blew a huge hole in the roof and 
Knocked part of the walls down. Even 
before firemen arrived and went to 
work on the blaze the store was a 
complete loss — a $50,000 loss, com= 
pletely covered by insurance. 

‘About one o'clock Monday afternoon, 
Kane got out of the king-sized bed 
he shared with the blonde in a smart 
two-room luxury apartment ‘on the 
swank East Side, showered and dressed 
with care, had a cup of coffee black, 
no sugar, because of his developing 
pauneh, gave his bedmate a fond kiss 
Eoodbye and went down to grab a cab. 
A half hour later he walked jauntily. 
into the Wall Street area offices of 
Charles Lyons, insurance adjustor, who 
was hired by big insurance companies 

to make an independant estimate of 
fire and theft losses. Kane smiled, held 
out his hand, 
“you been to the burning yet?” he 

asked, “Just got back,” Lyons said. “My es- 
timate will be that’ the loss was total 
—fifty grand.” “Great,” Kane said, “That's five I 
got coming. ’AS they sat smoking big cigars, con 
gratulating each other on a job well 
Gone. and discussing the prospects of 
the next burnout, a bowling alley over 
in New Jersey, ‘another man walked 
in. He was Frank Cowhey and he was 
fan insurance agent. He was, in fact, the 
insuranee man who had sold the policy 
onthe burned-out dress shop—as. he 
had sold policies on dozens of other 
stores that Larry Kane had put to the 
toreh, Cowhey had an uncanny ability 
to spot a business that was in financial 
irouble, persuading the owner to take 
out a big insurance policy and letting 
Someone burn it to the ground. As the 
third member of the most successful 
arson Ting to hit the New York City 
area since the Thirties, Cowhey also 
came in for a 10 per cent cut—leaving 
the store owner with 70 per cent of 
the insurance claim, or $39,000, Which 
was 35 grand more than he'd ever 
thought he'd sce again since he dug 
himself into a financial hole on broads, 
horses and rotten business. sense. 

‘About that Jersey job.” Kane asked 
the insurance salesman. “You figure it's 
gonna go up around 200 grand worth? T 
Wwant to take Francine down to Florida 
the rest of the winter. We need a rest.” 

“Yeah, 200 grand easy,” Cowhey said. 
“1's insured for three big ones and if 
you do the usual kind of job it's gonna 
bring in at least 200. Ai least. 

“Don't worry," Kane said. 
do the right job. 

T always 
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men, and Boy, Held for Warehouse Hier "and“<volunteer’ Eieutenant thafged with Arson.” ‘ihe newspaper headlines told only art of the story. And the full story is fafng = posibiy.as many as Ave per cert of all fires that are arson have Been set ‘by volunteer. firemen. Why? Avhumber of years ago FT Mora Rage then an ‘offeial ‘of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, tried to ain it his way ihe satne reason that prompts @ man’ to join a volunteer Bre depart= tment sometimes leads him to set fres Al'times ‘Aremen set fires. to. enable them to: pose as heroes in extinguish= Ing theme to give them a chance. 1 operate. the ‘new piece of up-to-date auipment that has recently been fur~ ished them; sometimes the members Ghone company may" set fires inthe {extitory of another company” 20. that they may. demonstrate. thelr” alertness hd thelr interest in safeguarding. the property” of the town, being ‘frst on the ground, "could cite innumerable instafees of cases all over the country Inv which the. members of volunteer fire departments have eased tremen- ts fife loses merely fo satisfy some passing ‘whim, It is unfortunate that Some fre even forced to set fires to in- rence their wages” 
Unpousrenzy the most fiendish of ail arsonists are the men who use fire to ih, whether ‘out of revenge or for finanelal gain, ‘There have been ‘many hundreds “of "such ghouls, brought. to tstice in ‘the recent past, but. none witha more twisted mind than. that Of a pint-sized hedonist named Luigi Nafla?'@ Bronx, New Yorke man, to was presser in a Broadway clothing store by day, © womanizer by night onda husband and father of three chil- 
ten the rest of the time, Raffa had long tired of his wife, had recently grown bored with the Broad- way-type. glamour girls he'd. played ‘with for years, and fell hard for a ‘wellsstacked teenage girl who lived in his ‘Brome neighborhood. She must have really had something, to attract x man of Ralfa's wide sexual experi- 
nee. Tin any case, he got her a job near bis store, ‘had lunch with ‘her every day, took her to. local hotel rooms a couple of times a week. The girl agreed to run away with Raffa and they made 
nlans to. skip one day in July, 1931 But, somehow, “Raffa couldn't’ bring timself to abandon his ‘wife and kids without, Heaving ther “a bundle, of money. The only problem was he didn't 
have a bundle Po Jeave them. He thought and thought, then finally hit tipon the answer. ‘One bright Sunday afternoon Raffa went down to the Bowery, that street df lost men, and sat ina ginmill teem- ing with mankind's refuse. He looked over the ‘sodden customers, saw. one qiho basically Tesembled him — same Height, weight, hair color. and facial chatacteristies — and bought the man drink ‘The Vagrant, Raffa learned, was a 2eyear-old homeless, unemployed al- 
coholie named Earl Box. "You want @ ob?” he asked Fox. “An easy job as & Soda jerk in my candy. store?" Sue,” Fox said, “as Tong as it's just a couple hours a day." “Okay, just acouple hours a day,” Raffa agreed, “Now why. don't. you come up to my place and T'l give you 2'good "hot meal, some of my clothes 
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HUMOR AND COMEDY WRITING is the highest pald field of 
writing today. It totals up to one-third of the multimillion dollar 

| entertainment world . plus books, magazines, newspapers and 
| the advertising field Many Carver students now hold top-paying io 18 RON canver? | jobs in all fields of humor and comedy writing. A $100 a week 

For 20 var, a iehly | shop clerk now earns $1500 a week; one student added $5,000 Seas comedy water FT fm an eigtlub Ber year to Ns income, another eas 4 tes his forme pa. 
Ghetk Those Facts About Humor and Comedy Writing: 
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a dangerous fascination. Sometimes fires are set for fntimida. 
tion, for shakedowns, especielly by the 
criminal underworld. Sometimes. the 
toreh is lit for revenge by a guy who's 
bbeen jilted by his girl, been done wrong 
by his boss or been swindled by an 
associate, ‘In every case the arsonist is danger- 
ous, a potential mass murderer. 

‘The pyromaniaes are the most fright- 
ening of the untold numbers who turn. 
to arson for business or warped pleas- 
ure. In New York City alone arson ex- 
peris estimate that 400 known firebugs 
Bre on the loose at any one time—all 
capable of starting a deadly blaze. 

Psychiatrists who have studied pyro- 
maniacs for many years, writing doz 
fens of books and thousands of medical 
articles, are basically agreed on what 
makes many of them firebugs—sexual 
perversion, "Now, psychiatrists sometimes tend to 
see gex problems behind almost every 
irrational act, but_in the case of the 
pyromaniae there is practical proof of 
Fifrom firemen, policemen, reporters, 
insurance investigators, any who have 
seen a pyromaniae standing in a crowd, 
highly charged sexually, | achieving complete sexual release at the height 
of the blaze he has set. In fact the late Thomas Brophy, Chief 
Fire Marshal of New York City and the 
most. famed arson detective in the 
‘world, once described how he caught 
such a large number of firebugs: "I just walk through a crowd wateh- 
ing a fire and when I see a guy with a 
strange look on his face, an, unholy 
Took of pleasure, who is obviously stim~ 
ulated sexually, just walk over to him 
and-say, "You did a great job on this 
one? Usuelly, they break down and 
eontess on the spot.” ‘Dr, Jacob H, Conn, in a portrait of 
the firebug, reported ‘the case of a Mr. 
F_A shy, timid man, the eighth of 11 de 
children, F. suffered from a severe in- 
feriority’ complex, “gave in to every- 
fone,” and spent every weekend drink- 
ing’ until the early hours “to get UP. 
enough nerve to have a woman.” 

‘One weekend he tanked up on boil- 
ermakers and visited a house of pros- 
titution. As girls were being paraded 
Before him and other customers. for 
them to make a choice of bedmate, F. 
set fire to the curtains in the whore 
house, “By this act,” the psychiatrist 
said, “he defended himself against the 
sextial aet he feared so much.” From 
then on he was a firebug, aiming es- 
peelally at houses of prostitution, think 
ing himself a public benefactor fot 
trying to burn down all the brothels in 
his area, Finally, F. was caught in a height 
ened sexual state at the scene of one 
of his fires and quickly confessed set- 
ting that one and two others, although 
he later admitted having actually set 
16 in the year before his arrest. 

‘For many pyromaniacs, their mental 
condition leads to tragedy. George 
‘Thomas is one example. A 26-year-old 
Atlantie City bartender who had spent 
a year in a mental home after he was 
caught molesting an eight-year-old girl, 
‘Thomas had a low boiling pomt when it 
came to women. Last November, late on 
‘a Saturday night, a pretty blonde di: 
Voreee hung around ‘his tavern until 
closing, and then invited him to walk 
her home for a drink. When they got to 
the girl's apartment, however, she 
pleaded that she had'a headache and 
‘went in alone. Thomas shouted outside 
| her door for a while, in a tage of frus- 

tration, and then walled home, Sethe way ‘he parsed the Surfside Hovde rekety eld wooden structure {Ea hat ‘beens landmark fn Atlantic BS ad ety years and was now Taagen Teaat eequonted” ost by Tey couples, "Bhomas stopped, in faery SP danxoned hotel, fared at [ofr & long. whe, his rege Bxouing He uhed home, got yer ands Heart ato some euoline from, a Poot car, ‘and feturmed tothe beset 1. clapped frst at, the adjoining Im- peri eel, walked tt, the rot peri rd poured ‘out some Eason Parana Poutch into i and watched £e OU a Bien, sudden, the fre Bont Gul ‘thomas cursed, sipped. into wae iey and broke into the Surf 5 de odd oiter room. Now he worked oe Gately: He locke around, saw merited out ction of walla hollow SAT lied up. Uirough the three Rates OF fe" nate to the Toot and Poured”, some “gazoline inside. He Pouca a‘mutcn"io.a relied up news: 
ues frew into “ne gar soaked Tae evan oul. He went “home Tate and tehenad up. and thes ean Wo the ote wheh Hewas.2 THRUERE inferno, Hour hours he stood ORE the owe, watering. aremen PONE azo watching bodies being Patent out in sack Sees cet e. otoyed tne Surfside ant ilar other otek iled 25. per= wee, fe ter whose bodies were Fe were nd caused ilion gollers Saisdge. And, ‘while fre offetals sus- gertel argon they” couldnt be certain, Paste 4he evidence ad sone up the Blaze 
Seven months tater, on 2 Saturday Ment last June, ‘Thomas ‘was again gifen a hard tiie. by a. woman who eased him with the pleasures she had ip slore after he got off duly and then ‘Rked him out. Once more he got a Juz ok gasoline and. sneaked into. another ‘Anigatie Ciy hotel This ume he, was Spotted: and’ police’ were called. "They tabbed him, and Thomas quickly broke down and confessed he was ging. 10 fre the hotel, In a little while he eon- fesged setting the fatal Surfside fre SH ike tof see’ fires” he explained “napecially. when. Tm all charged. up ang there. sint no women around, 1 NG to'see things burn, Tt makes me fee] good. After 2 coupie, of months of fests, Thomas was adjudged insane and Sent beck to the mental hospital fom Which fhe hed been released a couple Of years earlier Ge. aspect of cminal, fs tnal only Pesenily has begun to be ree= unized and ciscuseed is the Are set by tee Volunteer. fireman — the man who belongs (0.2 volunteer Bre department organized by “public spirited” citizens foF the mutual protection of their own property. Sometimes afew of these Ramps’ set res so they can get a change to work at their profession, 50 they ‘ean be heroes, But mostly because they get thrill out of battling 2 blaze ‘Just last August, al a conference of about 2000 volunteer Sremen through Gut New York State that was held at {he Hotel Manhattan in New York Civ, un Tnourance "executive warned the Blac Lae00 volunteer firemen of the tegen need for some kind of screening program fo Keep frebugs out of thelr Pinks. In his diseussion of the problem the“ exeeutive. read “out. suck” recent feadlinesap-these: “Fireman Jailed Por Setting Fires," "two Volunteer Fire- 

firesetting | 



Now the detectives went to work on 
the only suspect available, the store 
owner, First, a check on his Anancial 
condition showed he was about to 
drown in a sea of debts. Second, in- 
vestigators learned the debts had been 
Tung up on the ponies and on women— 
most recently, a very expensive model 
whom he had’set up'in a luxury apart 
ment and who was now doing most of 
her modeling for his private enjoyment 
only 
When the detectives laid it on the 

line, and threatened to send the mod= 
el’s name and photograph to the news- 
paper reporters, the store | owner 

‘acked and named the insurance agent 
Who had convineed him arson was his 
only way out of his difficulties, A little 
surveillance on this character turned 
up his connection with the insurance 
adjustor and with Larry Kane, whose 
file showed he had served a couple of 
short stretches in his youth for burg- lary and arson but had been profes 
sional enough not to get caught ever 
Kane and his partners were rounded 

up and the two insurance men broke 
down after a few hours of questioning 
All three are now sitting out the next 
five years in the state pen, where they 
are restricted to six cigarettes and six 
matches a day 

‘Although Larry Kane is temporarily 
out. of action, arson is still a very big 
trade. More businessmen are burning 
their shops to collect insurance than 
ever before—according to the National 
Board of Fire Underwriters there were 
904 proven cases of “fraud fires” in the 
year ended last April 30, up from 875 
in the previous 12 months and only 
740 in the 12 months before that 
FRaup fires nave been swinging up- 
ward even though we are going. into our fourth year of a business boom. And the reason is clear—the arsonists have been ealled in most often to torch small retail and service establishments where competition is most intenseplaces like Sowling slleys and apartment, houses businesses that have suffered from ove building in some areas of the count ‘But fraud fires are only a small part of al the hres that are deliberately’ set Actually, arsonists get out. the torch for several other baste reasons. ‘Most often, fires are set by the pyro- maniacs, who. get an. insane thrill — Frequently’ invelving sexual stimulation “itom’ seeing a "good" blaze, ‘These characters gel caught up in their emo- tions and don't even think of the peo ple who may be trapped in buildings they "put to" the ‘torch. Experts. feel that pyromaniacs set more fires, and Kill more people, then the professionals ‘who burn'down'a building for the in 

‘The pyromaniaes are the mysterious ‘irebugs" who terrorize whole towns or neighborhoods by going on freset= Ung sprees, mostly after dare when the flames can really fight up the sky, set~ {ing fires to trash or baby carriages in {enement hallways, 1o barns or forests {n'rural areas, usually several times & hight, in rapid. suceéssion--competely Senseless, without motivation ‘The pyromaniaes are also’ the hero- 
types, fwisted, solitary people who set fires, discover! them, maybe rescue couple. of women, and children, and Sask in the glow of their heroism until they get eaught, Frequently. they” are volunteer firemen who\grow bored with the lack of fegitimate Ares or for whom the excitement of battling a fire holds 
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to wear, and we can start off to work 
together tomorrow morning.” 

Fox agreed, and they drove up to 
Raffa's bungalow near Boston Road in 
an isolated section of the north Bronx, 
‘Rt one point they passed a large, pros- 
perous luncheonetle and Raffa pointed 
Pout as his own, which was only a 
little lie because it was owned by his 
uncle. When they got to his house 
Raila explained he had sent his wife 
and children for a week in the coun; 
try. He then plied Fox with booze and 
When the Bowery bum. grew drowsy 
Falla put him to, bed ina first-floor 
room. ‘About an hour later Fox was 
awakened by a funny feeling over his 
body. He looked up and saw Raffa 
standing over him, sprinkling some 
liquid on him from’a can. “what the hell you doing?” Fox de- 
manded in a drunken stupor. 

“Just trying to cool off your room, 
Raffa said. “It’s hot and I'm using ice 
water. Now go back to sleep.” 

‘A short time later Fox woke up ‘again. This time his clothing and, the 
entire bed were on fire, flames licking 
up the walls. Terrified, in deep pain, 
he rushed to the door. It was locked. 
So was the window, Fox plunged 
through the glass, landed heavily in a 
rock garden, got up and began to Tun 
foward a light he saw a couple of 
Blocks away, his clothes burning in- 
tensely. The light came from a gasoline 
station and the attendant on duty beat 
Out the flames on Fox's body and called 
for an ambulance, "Fox was Tushed to a hospital where 
it ‘was obvious he could not live, for 
he had been burned over 90 per cent of 
his body. Before he died he told the 
Story of the man who had offered him 
a job. 
Forti investigation also showed detectives what Raffa had fad in ming 
For months he had been trying to bY. 
4 $10,000 insurance policy but the most 
hhe could get was $2500 with a double’ 
indemnity clause in case of accidental 
death. He had insured his house for 
$12,500, when it was worth less than 
half that, and he had about $4000 on 
his furniture, But Fox had ruined the. plans by 
coming out of his stupor before burn- 
ing to death, and an alarm went out 
for Raffa, He was bagged three weeks 
later as he kept a rendezvous with his 
girl_friend “gure, sure I did it,” Raffa confessed. 
“1 just ain't the kind of guy to leave 
@ wife and kids without a cent, so I 
figured this bum would never be 
missed by. nobody. I guess I should 
have knocked him out first 
“Why didn't you?" a detective asked 
“Hell,” Raffa said. “I just didn’t have 

the heart to hit him over the head. It 
would have hurt him too much." 

‘A year after the fire Raffa, one of 
the Most twisted arson killers ever 
seen in New York, went to his death 
in the electric ehair at Sing Sing. 

‘Men like Luigi Raffa are not so rere 
as some fire experts like to believe, 
Usually, however, it is love scorned 
that. makes a man turn to arson to 
get revenge, And sometimes with fatal 
Fesults. For example, take the case of a man 
Til call_ Ralph Reynolds. One day last 
spring Reynolds was given the boot by 
his dark-eyed girl friend, Ramona, but 
he wasn't the kind of man to take it 
without a fight. He loaded up on li- 
Quid courage ala neighborhood tavern, 
then went over to a West Side Man- 

hattan tenement where Ramona was 
Visiting relatives. He pounded on their 
apartment door. 

‘aWho is it?” someone asked through 
the closed door, “his is Ralph,” he answered. 
want to talk to Ramona.” 

The girl came to the door but refused 
to open it in spite of Ralph's pleas. 
She began playing for her audience in- 
Ske the apartment, teasing Ralph, 
laughing at him. “Goure not even a good lover,” she 
giggled, “I'm going to find myself a real 
fhan who knows how to love a girl.” 

Ralph. grew angrier by, the minute, 
“tm going to kill youl” he_ finally 
shouted. He spun on his heels and 
Stalked down into the street, drove to 
hearby gas station and filled a can with 
zasoline. ‘Then he drove back to, the 
fimement — unaware that the girl on 
whom he was getting revenge had 
already left in fear. 

Ralph walked up to the same apart 
ment door and listened. Inside he could 
SUIL hear sounds of laughter and con- 
Versation, He uncapped the gasoline can 
and. began to pour it over the door, 
Sloshing some of it under the half-inch 
track between the door and the floor so 
that it went inside the apartment. Then 
he stepped back, lit a cigarette and 
tossed it into the puddle of gasoline, Tt 
went off with a whoosh! and Ralph 
dashed out and drove home. 

"A tongue of flame leaped ihrough the 
door, into the crowded apartment, like 
Sobeich from an ack-ack gun, tongues 
of flame trapping a dozen persons. Some 
Jumped from windows, others climbed 
dut to fire escapes, But four didn't make 
it. Their charred bodies were found by 
firemen afier the intense heat and 
flames had been beaten down. 

‘Ramona and her relatives quickly squealed on Ralph and he was charged 
with murder. “T wanted to get even on 
that. girl,” he explained to cops. 
wanted to hurt her like she hurt me. 
Ralph never went to trial. He is now in 
a state home for the criminally insane, 

Generally speaking, while the firebug 
is eventually trapped and sent to jail or 
an institution, the professional torch 
seldom gets caught simply because it is 
Usually impossible to prove arson. But 
slipups happen often enough, however, 
to keep the arson detectives from 
throwing up their hands and quitting in 
disgust. One typical case took place 
recently in'@ Los Angeles suburb. 
Jack Fisher ran a drugstore that was doing downhill because of intense com= Beliion arid he saw only one way out Bevo. Burn down the store, collect the Nogdo insurance and open up again in Siother loeation, So he hired a. couple ofprofessional arsonists and the place ftekally went up with a bang. Fisher fleas claim through “bie insurance Agent and sat back waiting to collec weiPaat he got for nis rouble was a jail 
ferme for arson. detectives. confronted 
Himmeith evidence about his eat~that's Bighe hg catcand he broke down and 
contested fous gee:" an arson detective ox plained, “fisher always kept his eat in fre ete. Every night for many years he would lock the eat up in the place 
thd" ngver Jet her out again until he 
Spened the next momning, But the night oP theshre Fisher took is cal home with fim ‘And because he allered his routine for ihe frst ime in many years, we had Rim cold. he trouble 1s most arsonists Bentost all softchearted, even about sro ap 



Unsuspecting 
Girls 

continued from page 19 

He would undoubtedly become sexually’ 
excited, too. But the average man would 
never take a dangerous risk to look at 
her naked body—by hiding in the bushes 
or stealing up a fire escape, A true Peep- 
ing Tom, however, lets nothing stand in 
his way. Often the more danger there is, 
the more he enjoys the final sight,” 
Peeping Toms frequently spend more 

time in the pursuit of their pleasure than 
do the more conventional Don Juans 
‘They seek out sexual surprises, and all 
too often find them. Dave was'a radio 
announcer in a small Southern town, A 
suave, handsome man, he had married a 
runner-up in the Miss America contest. 
‘Their 10-year marriage went along at a 
slow even pace, and they seemed to have 
few problems. No one—not even his wife 
knew that Dave was a compulsive 
voyeur, and had been one since the age 
of 15. Before returning home from his 
evening radio show, he spent an hour or 
two spying on unsuspecting couples—in 
their homes, in a lover's Jane, or in a 
motel on the outskirts of town, 
One bright une night he stole behind 
the motel, and peeped in a rear window. He recognized the man as a local pool- 
room hustler who had stevedore biceps 
and a strong jaw. ‘The man was in his 
undershirt, and he waited on the side of ihe bed for a woman to finish her prepa~ 
rations in the bathroom. Dave hardly breathed. didn’t bat his eves. He was ex= 
petienced enough to know that this was 
Foing to be an expert production, full of surprises. And he was right 
Swishing out of the bathroom in a 

transparent gown, her long chestnut- 
colored hair bouncing, came Dave's wite. 
She immediately fell into the stranger's 
arms, and began intimate caresses. As 
Dave watched her do these familiar acts 
(al of which they had done together on 
their conjugal bed), he found himnselt 
fighting many. emotions. One was to break in the window and fight the pool 
toom hustler. Another was t0 dell his 
vife, Still another, strangely enough, 
vas to rush in and make love to his wife 
tefore she quite knew who it was. He 
chose none of these, however. He stayed 
rooted fo the spot—and watched. Te 
was, after all, a confirmed voyeur 

‘Today’s fiction is crammed full of un- 
sual sex scenes. Some critics say. that 
it writers (as well as their readers) 

are too concerned with sex. The fact re~ 
mains, however, that” truth can be 
stranger than fiction. Arnold was a 
freshman ata well-known Ivy League 
university, and was having difficulty in 
an anthroplogy class. His professor —a 
lindly, white-haired teacher well eall 
Scott invited him to drop by his home 
one evening for private tutoring. 
When Arnold showed up at the ap- 

pointed time, he was greeted by the pro- 
fesor’s wité—a shapely, black-eyed 
woman who appeared to be in her early 
thirties and much younger than the pro- 
fessor. “I'm sorry, but Professor Scott 
hasn't come home yet,” she said. “Please 
tome in and make yourself at home.” 
Amold sat in the book-lined living foom, reading an anthropological jour= 

nal, while Mrs. Scott went to another 
part of the house, He could hear drawers 
eing opened and closed, the clicking of 

high heels, the rustle ‘of clothes. He 
thought he eaught a, whiff of perfume 

“Yoo hoo, Arnold,” Mrs. Scott called 
suddenly. “Come back here." 

‘He placed his journal aside, walked to 
the back bedroom. The professor's wife 
was lying on a bed with a pink satin 
cover, wearing nothing but her panties 
and bra, Arnold had only had three sex 
ual experiences with women in his life 
(none at college) and he went weal in 
the knees. He groaned, staggering to her 
without 2 word. 

“Not so fast,” she ordered. “Be a good 
boy, and don’t do everything at once.” 

“But the Prof! What?" 
“Leave him to me,” she whispered, 

“How do you like thi 
Arnold did indeed like it—a whole 

half hour of if- and he soon forgot 
about the professor, That is, until he 
heard a noise. A distinct noise from the 
closet. Before the wife could stop him, 
he rushed to the closet door and flung itopen, 
“My God, Professor Scott!” 
‘The Anthropology Professor's head 

stuek out from between a row of coats, 
@ sheepish grin on his face. “If you 
don’t want to flunk,” he told the student, 
"you'll keep your mouth shut about this.” 

‘Arnold did keep quiet about it, and 
later graduated from the university with 
honors. His Major: Anthropology. 

Case workers and psychiatrists who 
have dealt with the many forms of voy- 
curism state that the Peeping Tom is a 
passive person, rarely violent or a trou- 
blemaker. In fact, the last thing a Peep- ing Tom generally wants is trouble, A 
yecent study of various sex crimes in 
America called The Sexual Offender and 
How He Got That Way (1964) states: 
“An individual does not become a voy- 
euitgvernight — no sexual aberration is 
suddenly caused by an instant happen- 
ing. The commonly referred to Peeping 
‘Tom usually has a history dating back 
many years, and often goes through life 
undetected. ‘He frequently fears bodily 
contact — either through a sense of in- 
adequacy or the distrust of a human re- 
Iationship — and will go to great lengths 
{9 always remain hidden ‘in the sha- 

Ture voyeur can be any age, hold any 
occupation, and have either ‘a high or 
Tow 1@, Ben was a young football coach 
ata high school in the mid-West, He was 
quite popular with the town's eligible Women, had dated several, but had al- 
ways begged out of @ permanent re- 
lationship. by. telling them that he 
preferred the bachelor life. He was also 
8 favorite with the high school students, particularly the older givls, During sum= 
mer months, -he managed the local 
swimming pool — saying that he needed 
the "job 1 supplement his teachers 
salary. 

But the real reason Ben held the job 
had nothing to do with money. He had 
skillfully prepared camouflaged holes in 
the floor of the girls’ dressing room, and 
Was able’ to crave under for several 
hours of leisurely viewing each long hot 

day. He had several peep holes and dif- 
ferent girls he preferred, On some af- 
ternoons he liked watching the leggy, full-bodied librarian slip into her tight 
bathing suit; her breasts and hips shim- 
mied like a burlesque star everytime she 
got in and out of her suit. A phys ed teacher was another sight he liked — her 
breasts were large and pointed, and she 
had to stuff them inside her suit. 
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His special favorite, though, was a 
high school cheerleader and ROTC 
sponsor named Sandy, a tall blonde with 
curvy hips and perfect breasts. She al- 
ways dressed in a private stall with one 
of her girlfriends, invariably. telling 
Jokes and cutting tip. Once Ben nearly Tainted when she cupped her breasts, 
rolled her eyes, and made a slightly ob- 
scene remark to the girlfriend. She also 
caused Ben's downfall, 

‘One day, while undressing with he: 
girlfriend In the private stall, Sandy lost a button, Searching for it on the floor, 
she spied a big blue eye looking up at 
her, She didn't scream out, pretending 
not to notice. She recognized who it was 
beneath the floor, and decided to have 
some fun, She changed into her swim: 
Suit, Outside, as she splashed in. the 
‘water with her girlfriend, she told about, 
the Coach's peeping and what she plan- 
hed to do in revenge, 

‘Taking off her wet bathing suit in the 
stall, glimpsing at the blue eye that 
peeped, Sandy said, “Boy oh bey, I sure lish T had a Feal man. T’need it bad to- 
day. Somebody like that big handsome 
Coach would do me fine..." 

“Is there anything I can do to help?’ her girliriend said, 
‘Come hug me,” Sandy said, holding 

out her arms, She embraced the petite 
brunette. “Ummm, ummm, if you were 
only the Coach.” 
Turar night Ben found Sandy alone on fer front porch swing. With few words he began petting her as he had seen the kinlirena! do that atiemoon, then mae heuvering into more serious love mak= ing. At frst Sandy giggled, but became more and. more involved She didn't Seem {o mind, But her father did. He was awakened by the creaking of the Swing and caught them 

Ben barely made it out of town ahead of the law, his coaching days over. H how a doof-to-door salesman in Florida, He sung any personal involvement but he still peeps 
‘Just as there are many types of rape —rom statutory’ to physical assault — 

so there are different forms of voyeur- ism. Sometimes i's the lone ‘peepen other times its done in groups, Often Sore. wil be interested in only one thing-—looking ata particularly exposed part of the body, watching the love act Derformed, or viewing a woman shed her eloties in stages 
Contrary to most. men's fondest dreams, women very seldom get excited Sewing the unclad male. ‘The fact 1 mains, however, that many women have Voyeuristie tendencies—both overt and latent. “In_ American society,” states Government sociologist, “arent emphasis Seviven to the female’ Body —~ not, the male's. We see this in advertisements, in Clothing. designs, and of course im bu fesque, Women themselves are Tascin= ated by. other. women's clothing, and many are great admirers of burlesque Thour society placed as miich emphasis an the male's body, then avomen would feact according. Ta’ Ancient Greece and Rome, where the male's body was wor- Shiped, women loved to. peek at mude men, Women are voyeurs today — only eS more complicated with them 
In Washington, D.C. a married couple drives to Baltimore each Friday night to watch burlesque on. Bast Baltimore Street. They Keep up with prominent strippers, much as youngsters Keep up with big league baseball stars. They sit Gown front, passing a. pair of bimoculars between them. “Look at” that” pair Roney." the wite say's, pointing tthe 

“What has happened to us, Sidney?” 
buxom headliner. 44's, if 
they're an inch.” Baltimore burlesque 
leaves nothing (but nothing) to the im= 
agination, Not only that, but a strong 
spotlight is invariably swung on specific 
parts of the body. Driving back to Wash- 
ington after a night of burlesque, the 
husband pulls off on a side road to make 
frantic love to his wife. She is just as 
passionate as he. Without burlesque, 
neither has much interest in sex 

Quite a few women are inverted peep- ers — meaning they like to exhibit their 
bodies before approving male eyes. 
Many American wives perform strip- 
teases in front of their husbands before 
starting to make love, One husband in 
Los Angeles (according to a pi 
case history) liked to hide in 
room and watch his wife undress. When 
he was nearly nude, he rushed from be- 
BC 4th the bed or out, of the closet, yell- 
ing, “Tramp, tramp!” Then he took her 
violently. The wife had learned to pla 
many roles for her husband's pleasure — 
sometimes she acted the brazen huss! 
other times the shy schoolgirl. Both hu 
band and wife enjoyed this way of hav- 
ing relations, and to them’ it seemed 
quite normal 
Practicay every American male hhas had some Peeping Tom experiences 
Who hasn't heard the boyhood tales of lying on tenement roofs, crouching on 
fire escapes, tiptoeing across backyards? Men who grow up in small towns appear 
tohave more experience in this direction 
than ‘their eity-bred cousins, possibly Deeause there 1s so little entertainment ina small town, In the early 1980's & 
peculiar series of events happened in a Email Georgia ‘town, A pretty young high schoo! girl an honor student and 
president of the Thespian Club — sent a 
ote to. few boys in her class telling 
them fo wateh for, a green flag flying from her rooftop. “If ‘you see it,” she 
wrote, “come around to my backyard, 
hide behind the apple tree, and walt for something to happen. You won't be di appointed 

Sensing iat a treat was in store, the boys kept the note a seeret and waited for the green flag to By. A few nights 
Iater—at 10 o'clock —they saw a bright 
green pennant flapping, and they hur~ ied to the backyard. Before alighted ‘window the rosy-cheeked girl took off ail her clothes and wigled her hips. Tt 
lasted only few minutes, but the boys thought of nothing else the next day and ‘waited eagerly for the next signal, It 



‘came a couple of nights later, when the 
stl stood nude before the window and 
calmly ate an apple. She performed a 
different ritual on each occasion for « 
little over a month, 

‘Then one starry night in October, an 
orange flag whipped in the breeze, 
SReckon she's used the green ‘un up,” 
one boys said, running around to the 
back of the house, There was the lighted 
window, but not the high school girl. Her 
big sister, who had recently been ex- 
pelled from college, stood ‘there, The 
Boys gasped for breath as the willow 
raven-haired girl paraded around in 
nothing but high heels, her hands on her 
hips. In succeeding nights the orange 
flag took turns with the green one. and 
once they both flew together: That night 
the two sisters stood nude together, 
arms around each other. 

‘The mild Georgia winter passed, and 
one night in spring a new flag whipped 
in the Gulf stream air. A black one. 
"What now?” one boy said. “There's only 
them two sisters.” Huddled behind the 
apple tree, they kept their eyes riveted 
to the lighted window, not. knowing 
what to expect. Appearing before them 
was a woman in her late thirties, her 
hair the color of molasses, her body full 
and soft, ‘The girls’ mother. She non- 
chalantly walked back and forth, exam- 
ining her nails, rubbing the sides of her 
Jegs—as if she had merely forgot to clase 
the blinds and wasn't exhibiting herself 
fon purpose. 
WHEN the mother called ita night, the boys weakly dragged themselves home 
‘They never quite understood how the mother got included, but they asked no Guestions, The mother’s. black flat 
{uimed out to be their favorite. The night 
Ll three flags flapped like a ship's signal, the mother stood in the middle, her arms Around her daughters. They all waved to 
ihe boys, the first time they had ever dione thai. The following day the family moved 0 Detroit, and the boys never 
heard {rom them again. ‘The bi Inarried, settled down in the to SUill Feminisee about those crazy females 
and their flags. They're convinced they re doing the same thing somewhere in 
Detroit today. For some Feason many Peeping Toms 
like fo have company around to partie\~ 
pate in their pleasure — either to. give 
them reassurance of their normality or to have someone to share the guilt in 
case of apprehension, Voyeurs huddle fogether to view "blue" movies, to wateh 
burlesque, to frequently gaze in forbia~ Gen windews. A club called the Audubon 
Warblers meet on Sunday morning in a New England ‘town. The men wear tweed, smoke pipes, and earry binoc- 
lars; the women are ouldoorsy, with 
sirong calves and windswept hait- It ap~ 
pears to be one of the bird watching froups for which New England is fa- ous, “Hope we eaich some red-breast- 
ed aureoles at play,” a pipe smoker chortles, "T'm keeping my little fingers crossed,” a bright-faced woman answers. 

They’ tramp in single file through 2 
woodland on the outskirts of town. The Eun is bright, the scent of pine strong, 
‘Ata clearing in the woods the people Stop and silently take positions. An agile woman in slacks is helped onto the lower 
branch of an evergreen where she lifts @ pair of strong binoculars, Two hundred Yards away stands a five-story housing 
project with hundreds of windows —al bathed in Sunday morning sunlight. 

“Third window from the left! Second row!” the woman inthe tree shouts. 
“Quick!” 

“Got it,” a man calls back. “Look at 
those wings!” 

A large-breasted young woman steps 
out of the shower and dries herself 
briskly, hardly aware that she is the 
center of attention for 12 men and 
women. Like most apartment dwellers 
whose windows face a woodland, she 
rarely bothers to pull down her blinds 
or to consider that anyone would peep 
‘on her, She strolls in. the living room, 
completely nude, and begins painting 
her toenails. She’ looks down, admiring 
her handiwork. Back in the’ bathroom 
she goes over her body with a large 
white powderpuft, dabbing perfume 
here and there, The “bird watchers” 
coax her on in whispers, but do not use 
obscenity. Members are barred from the 
club if heard using vulgar expressions. 

Surprisingly enough, the Audubon 
Warblers started out as a legitimate club 
of bird watchers, The nature of the or- 
ganization changed when the member 
ship found out that all shared an avid 
interest in, voyeurism —of the human 
variety, (Psychologists tell us that bird 
watehing is a form of voyeurism in it~ 
self.) The discovery came about when 
they spotted an embracing couple in the 
woods by chance, and all voted to peep 
from behind trees. ("Oh, so you like 10 
wateh, too. 1 would never have im- 
ined!”) From that occasion, they went 
n to zero in on apartment houses and 

private homes, They found that Sunday 
morning Was the best time for people 
watching. No one went to work, people 
arose late, and often there were loving 
couples 

Tt is rare to find voyeurism practiced 
by a group in the US. It is not so rare in 
France. Bordellos in that country (be- 
fore the anti-prostitution law of recent 
years) often featured a “viewing” salon. 
A gentleman would enter the ornate 
house, hand over a sum of francs, and then be led discretely to an ordinary sit~ 
ting room—except that it didn't turn out, 
to be so ordinary. Through a slit in the 

yall, artfully disguised on the other side 
by @ fake picture or mirror, the man 
gazed down on a bedroom. Coming in 
and out of this bedroom would be a 
prostitute and her client, going blithely. 
about their business. The couple would 
be unaware of the audience. Anyone 
who has ever frequented a French bor- 
dello ‘stands a good chance of having 
been watched in his most intimate mo- 

Tur French, bless them, do not limit 
their interest in voyeurism to the bor- dello. Immediately after the liberation of Paris in August, 1944, there occurred pethaps the strangest case of voyeurism bn record. Any Gl who was in Paris at 
that period has heard the story —many ‘Amefican soldiers actually participated 
init It started by a man being accosted 
in Montmartre by a taxi-ériver 

“M'seiu, I havea sight you'll never see again in your lifetime. Once in a ife= 
time, I assure you. Interested?” 
That's the deal?” 
Tm sorry but I cannot give you any details. You much accept this proposi- 

tion,on faith. But you wont regret it 
1's 3000 franes -. 

Tf the man accepied the offer, he was 
blindfolded and forced to lie down in the rear of the taxi. The taxi swerved through traffic, Idaxon horn blaring, and then there came a stretch of road with 
no traffic sounds, Finally the taxi stop 
ped and the man was led inside a build eg, still blindfolded. He began to hear crowd noises, and, when the blindfold was removed, saw that he Was seated in 
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a theater auditorium, The audience was 
composed of men and women. A thick 
purple curtain was tightly drawn across a footlighted stage. 

As the curtains parted, a man in a 
tuxedo (much like a ring announcer) 
stepped forth and said, "Babette deG., 
age 23, lived with a German Lieutenant 
on the Rue St. Denis for one year, has 
dealt in black market activities in Mont 
arnasse since the Occupation, informed 
on students who were sent’ to labor 
camps . .." A young blindfolded blonde 
was guided on stage, hands groping in 
front of her. As the blindfold was torn 
away, she looked down on the sea of 
faces in amazement and horror. 
Moving swiftly from the wings came a 

muscled giant in striped polo shirt, He 
tore off her silk blouse, her black sicirt, 
her lacy lingerie, ‘Then, with the de- 
tachment of a surgeon, he put her on a 
leather table, As the audience watched 
in rapt silence, he inflicted indignities on 
her. At the finish, she was led off-stage 
by two attendants dressed in hospital 
white uniforms, 
“Cecile L., dancer, performed dur- 

ing i542 for SS. troops, known to have 
had dealings with Gen, Kreuger, aband- 
foned her husband who was sent'to labor 
camp... .”A stunned, petite ballerina 
‘Was pushed on-stage and a quick-footed 
man with a mustache dealt with her. She 
offered only token resistance and seemed 
to be on drugs. “Janine du B..” “Mar- 
tine A...” Haughty models, cool de- 
tached aristocrats, nervous shopgirls — 
all suspected collaborators—were forced 
into degrading intimacies. When a wom~ 
‘an appeared to enjoy any aspect, the 
method was changed, One dark-haired 
woman with Slavic eyes offered no re 
sistance, throwing herself against the 
museled giant, cuddling the short man 
with the mustache, teasing a young man 
with curly blond locks, She strode off- 
stage, shrieking, “See! I'm no collabora- 
tor! Vive ta Republique!” The audience 
applauded 
AFTER the last “performance” mem- bers of the audience were blindfolded fand taken back to where they had been 
picked up, None forgot the experience The theater was called Satle de Ven- geance. Ask any Gl who was in Paris in fos, 

Socioiogists tell us that the Jet Age is making the Ameriean male more snd ore passive, No longer does he have to tame the frontier by: himself, but de- 
ends on modern sclence to make life easier and more plessant for him. Many Sy-produets of the modern age have also, been a boon to the passive voyeur. The “blue® movie is one example. There are many more married couples than one might suppose. who watch these spicy movies together, then change partners In practically. every: town city, and 
hamlet in America there are such close- 
knit groups. 

word “voyeur” means 
in French, the medical 

definition takes in all of the senses. The 
man who places his ear against the thin 
hotel wall and hears what the honey- 
moon couple next door is doing is as 
much a voyeur as the man who peeps in 
a window, One young man in Washing- 
ton, D.C. indulged his voyeuristic ten- denies in an unusual way, using an in- 
vention of the modern day. 
He had great success in seducing Gov- 

ernment girls in the capital, but that was 
only the start for him. “Tell me how you 
like this,” he whispered into the ear of a 
dreamy-eyed girl 

“I love it, I love it, I love it’ " she 

“Well, Mr, Baxter, how does it feel 10 
hav ied half your bedy-bi 

course?” 
erooned back, and then went on to call 
out endearing and obscene names. The 
air filled with love-making sounds, and 
the young man smiled happily — for se- 
cretely turning away under his bed was 
a tape recorder. He recorded every one 
of his Washington seductions, and on his 
nights at home alone would play back 
the good ones. 

Passive voyeurs can turn into active 
lovers, and vice versa, One man in a 
large city happened to look out his win- 
dow at the adjacent apartment, and saw 
through partially closed Venetian blinds 
a sight that made his knees tum to 
rubber. A beautiful young girl was 
stretched out on a day bed, not a stitch 
of clothing on. She was eating a peach 
and reading a book, now and. then 
scratching herself. She had no idea her 
blinds were not tightly closed. Without a 
pind, the man watched the girl read 
fie. chapters of the book, eat four 
peeches, make three telephone calls, ap- 
ply cold eream over her body, put her 
hair up in curlers, drink a cup of tea, 
and turn out the light. He memorized 
every curve of her body. 

The next day he found out her name, 
called her apartment, and under the 
pretext of having met her before made a 
Gate. He became a persistent, passionate 
suitor. “I want you so bad T dream of 
you constantly,” he said. “T dreamed last 
hight that you have two tiny birthmarks 
on your lelt hiv.” 

‘My God,” she cried, “I really do 
Highly impressed, she let him make 

love to her, Four months later they were 
married. ‘The man has never confessed 
that he peeped on her. 
MEN who are apprchended for being Peeping Toms generally, but not always, 
get suspended sentences and recom- Tendation from the judge to seek psy- 
chiatric aid. Judges are known 10 be Tenient with people suffering from this 
aberration. Usually the embarrassment caused from being hauled into court on Such a charge is. punishment ‘enough, Men frequently have to pack up and 
leave their communities once they're 
caught 'But occasionally a Peeping ‘Tom will 
readily admit to his defect — even in the 
courtroom and with little embarrass- ment. Some psychologists say that voy~ 
eurism is caused by the fundamental ature of man and will never stop. As fone veteran Peeping Tom explained 10.4 
Sudge, “Your honor, Ta rather see. it than be it” me 
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in four days to release men and ships fcvthe Philippines, he assured Wash~ frgton that iC could, be done. With all ingPhrepower hed tum Peleliu into & Japanese coral con 2 *Beneral tupertus should have been ‘ight by all the signs and rules of War, Héwever, he could not know that the Balaus were defended by Japan's three realest military. men, Major General froue, General Mures, and an engineer- Ing genius named. Colonel Nakaga Sifrine Lieutenant Jimmy Morrison read his battle orders in the wardroom Othe ‘cruiser Portland. “Hell, four 
days,” he said. “What's the big rush? {iz won't even have time to dig a fox- Toles that coral. ground with. four days: Disgustedly he spit on the Aoor othe dark holes of the: transports the enlisted Marines were trying (0 - the ‘out just exaclly where the hell they were going to get killed. ‘Peteliut’ Peleliu?” asked Cpl. Bud Shanley. “Where and what the hell is 
nt le Freddy Mé iis platoon Sergeant, Freddy Mar- shall suid, “It's a coral ialand that's the 
Tateway fo the Japanese Empire, that's ‘that the briefing officer said Gp, Shanley shook his head. “Guadal- canal was a gate to the Jepanese Bm= 
pire, Tarawa ‘was @ gaie to the Jap Empire. When the hell we gonna get inthe house? Petelia, Pelufi. hell T can't even say jt but Til bet i a Tulu ‘Thats what we'll call: Lulu” ‘The name stuck, For the men of Company A Hifth Marines the island Wag always Lulu.” ‘The. battle” they fought for it deserved the same name 

Ow september 12, 1944 Rear Admiral 
Jesse Oldendort brought his fleet of heavy cruisers and destroyers clase to the Peleliu shore and zeroed in at his 
leisure. For two day's he plastered the 
Japcheid island with Reavy naval Shelis, Then Admiral Halsey sent over 
his carrier planes in sortie after sortie By September 15th there was no sign 
of life on Peleliu, just a heavy cloud of gunsmoke that seemed to smother the whole Pacific. ‘The First Marine 
Divjsion began to leave their transports 
anchored outside the coral reef and cram themselves into the assault boats. 
It looked ke a picnic. 

In ‘the five hundred Bloody Nose Ridge, 20,000 of the Em- peror’s finest soldiers were waiting for 
them, ‘They waited too in the sunken pillboxes along the inland rim of the Beach and in the concrete bunkers that 
were part of the central airfield. They 
waited to take the bloodiest, foll of Marine troops in World: War Tl 

‘The Japanese Commander on Peleliu, General Inoue, was one of the few Nip- pon officers who had adopted the West- 
ém style of thinking about war. He 
abolished the suicidal banzai charge 
He put heavy guns over spiritual belief. He told his troops to keep fring their weapons rather than calling on the holy 
name of the Emperor to slay Ameri- 
cans, He crammed Peleliu. with the 

finest troops in the Japanese Army: his 
own lath Infantry Division, an elite 
Naval Guard force, the 2nd Infantry 
Regiment, another crack outfit. He 
made the’ six mile long, two mile wide 
land bristle with pillboxes and forti- 
fied caves. ‘Pelelit island itself was built for a 
defense in depth. It was honeycombed 
with caves in coral hills that rose in- 
land from the beaches. And in the 
center of the island rising tike an in- 
verted ice cream cone was Umurbrogal 
a huge coral fortress that held a thou- 
Sand caves, The Americans were to give 
this fortress the respectful name of 
Bloody Nose Ridge. General Inoue's second in command 
worked for months to turn these caves 
into impregnable fortresses. Walls were 
angled 10 repel flame throwers. Re- 
tractable steel doors were placed over 
cave mouths to repel the fire of heavy 
guns, Some caves were excavated info 
five story underground depots. All 
these were filled with men and guns. 

‘The preparations paid off. The two 
day bombardment by American attack 
forces, the thousands of shells and 
bombs, killed only ten Jap soldiers. 
‘They were perhaps the most expensive 
corpses in the history of warfare. The 
rest of the 20,000 man force were ready 
fo repel the invaders. They came on 
September 15th, 

Tr was on September 15th, 1944 that 
Set. Jack Casten lowered himself into 
the first assault boat of the Fifth Ma~ 
rine Regiment. It, was on the 15th that 
he died leading his squad against the 
sunken Jap pillboxes. 

‘On the morning of September 16th 
the following radio conversation took 
place between Fifth Marine Regiment 
and invasion headquarters. of General 
Rupertus: "This is Spitfire. Playmate this is 
Spitfire. Beaches in our sector secure, 
Have uitacked Bloody Nose Ridge and suffered 60% casuatties. Request re~ 
placements to continue attack. Repeat. 
Must have help to continue attack.” 
“Playmate to Spitfire: Attack regard~ 

less of casualties. Expect no replace- 
ments before 2300 hours. 

“Spitfire to Playmate: “Request re- 
consideration, Request cancellation of 
‘attack order.” “Playmate to Spitfire: Request de- 
nied. Attack. Repeat. Attack.” 

‘The radio operator of the Fifth Ma- 
rine Regiment cursed and said bitterly. 
to his covering BAR man, “This here 
Lulu island is gonna make Tarawa look 
like a Quaker love feast.” Then he sent 
the fessaye on to the forward com- 

‘The first attack was against the out- 
post -hills, Second Battalion attacked 
Hill 200 supported by Sherman tanks. 
‘They were hit by Jap artillery that 
rolled out of eaves and then rolled back 
in again before they could be hit by 
return fire. Still the Second Battalion 
went up, cleaning out caves with hand 
grenades and flame throwers. At the 
top of the hill they dug in. The single 
surviving CO radioed back to head- 
quarters that he would hold and when 
asked what he needed replied tersely, 
“Just get Purple Hearts ready for 
everybody.” But the advance could get no further. 
‘The fleet was called back to bombard 
the caves with their heavy guns. This 
too proved useless. Then planes dropped 
napalm bombs, gasoline tanks. filled 
with jellied gasoline, All they did was 
increase the heat of the already 110 
degree coral. 
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On the left of the First Marines, the 
Fifth wheeled to join the assault on 
Bloody Nose Ridge. But on the right, 
the Seventh Marine Regiment was hav. 
ing its own troubles. Its job was to 
clear the southern end of the island and 
it had not, yet got past the beaches. It 
looked as if they never would. 

Facing the Seventh was a mass of 
coral rising 30 feet high and it had been 
turned into a fortress by the Japs. Tt 
had five pillboxes at its base with six 
foot, thick concrete roofs. Secret, ‘spi- 
der” holes held fanatical Jap riflemen 
and their 303s, Before the Seventh 
could advance inland, this strongpoint 
had to be reduced. It seemed an. im- 
possible task but the many individual 
brave deeds of the Seventh destroyed 
it on September 17. 
Manin sergeant Duane Wesley ran up the beaches of Peleliu Island with aPhame thrower tank strapped to his back, He hod a screen of rifeman and 2°BAR expert to give him cover, The thorning aun of 110 degrees had alresdy broiled the coral reef into sizling stone and he was, sweating. But he knew hat he had to-do, Where the island Became rocky and full of caves he shot 2°stream of flame into the mouth, of Gach cave as he tan by. ‘Then he took cover and signalled for the attacking Company K that they could come on. But_when Company K advanced to 
the attack they were hit by withering Inachine gun, fire from all six of the caves that. Sgt. Wesley’ had’ flamed. GFesiey’ cursed. It was impossible. He yolup and ren forward, Hed try those Yeliow ‘bastards like egg. yolks. But oore he could even get close he was riddled with. bullets, Liquid. from his 
punctured flame throwing tank soalced Fis body as it lay on the coral, ground, At twilight an incendiary bullet ignited the fuel soaked body and turned if into 2 faming toreh, When’ Company. K finally took the series of caves with a frontal assault, the tiddie was answered. The fame thrower Had’ been ineffective because 
the caves had been spectaily altered by the Japanese engineers into a natural Heht-angled pillbox. The flame’ would tnler afew feet and hit'a wall as the Sap detenders hid around the angle of ithe wall out of danger. It was then that ‘American Seventh Merines knew what the Fifth had siready leerned, thet the battle for this particular Pacific Island, Peleliu, would be a hell ofa lot differ~ ent from all the others ‘General Rupertus sent in amtracks and Sherman racks ‘against the coral fotiess They ree up out of the coun tip to its very. walls, blasting. point- 
blank with their cannons. By evening of September 17th the Seventh Marines ‘were racing inland and then down to the southernmost tip where on the fat ground of the airstrip they slaughtered {hevelite. Naval Brigade of the Smn- 
Perors, On the morning of September Yéth what was left. of the opposing enemy force hed jumped into the ocean and were trying fo swim around Peleltu to ‘join their countrymen still Aehting on Bloody ‘Nose ‘Ridge. ‘The Seventh Marines sat along the shore eating breakfast, and casually blowing of the bobbing "Nippon heads with: target= range type Mi fire. ‘On the morning of the 18th the Sev- enth Regiment wheeled and. marched north to jomt the First and Fifth in an 
ail cut atiack on the Japanese Anay entrenched in the caves of Bloody Nose Ridge. The rest of the island was se 

curely in the hands of the American 
forces ‘Op September 19th preparations were made fora final grand sseault. Admiral Gidendori’s feet again. laid down a Reavy bombardment. ‘The gunners’ on tke chips tried to time Jap guns rolling Out of caves fo take one shot then roll Sack behind their falling steel doors. But they had little Ike. Rocket firing planes. from Admiral Halsey's carriers fame’ in low to. blast. the caves and these did more damage. ‘Then the fleet Bed smoke shels to cover the infantry attacks Pie Arthur Jackson became impa- tient with all this delay. He launched hiv'own one man attack against Bloody Nose Ridge. Like some avenging im- nottal he ran through a hail of bullets While hig fellow Marines looked on in we Laden with dynamite packs and renades ‘Pte Jackson sprayed auto~ Inatic. fire. at close quarters, planted ENT bundles in caves, threw his. gze- hades into pillbox air vents, Before the day was over he had killed more than $0" Japs ‘and knocked out 12 boxes. Jackson. was. given a. batilefeld com= Tuission and awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor SC Company got lucky. Taking ad- vantage of a break in Jap defenses it captured the vital “Walt” Ridge. With thi in American hands the Jap de~ enses could be attacked trom the rear Captain Pope dug his company in-and then all hell broke loose. They were hit ‘with machine guns and counter= attacked, Pope and Iiis men fought with fins and rocks. and fists and. held Syait" Ridge until morning. But at dawn of the 20 of September he had to fead the pitiful remnants of his Com- pany back into American tines, There were only sixteen men left. Captain Pope received the Medal of Honor for hitheroie leadership and capture of the key, ridge. When. the First Battalion tribaito recapture it they were repulsed with Saughter 
Tr battle grew in fury. AN three Marine Regiments attacked the ridges and caves with a headlong frontal as- 
sult, Pfe Charles Roan saw a Jap Soldier pop out of a spider hole and threw a gtenade into hs company gom- 
mand post, Pfe Roan threw his body on the grenade and was Killed instantly. He was awarded the Congressional Medal 
of Honor Posthumously. Five other Ma- 
fines performed the same feat to also Feceive the Congressional Medal. Only 
fone survived his wounds, Lt. Carlton 
Rouk, Bui individual courage could not break down the inner Jap. defenses, 
Outer ridges were taken. Many caves were destroyed but the Japs sent the Marines reeling back. Five days past the date set by Washington and Gen- 
eral Rupertus, the island of Peleliu had hot fallen, And the three Marine units 
had been eut to ribbons. "American ‘Third. Corps Commander General Geiger took one Took atthe 
First Marine Division's casually Agures and knew they needed help.. He or~ 
dered the Army's 81st Division under 
the command of General Paul Mueller 
to join the battle. The Bist had cleaned out the lightly defended outlying islands 
of the Palu group and was now in rest and recuperation areas. 

‘General Rupertus pleaded with Gen- eral Geiger for the Marines to be given 
another crack on capturing Peleliu on their own, The tough Carps Comman- 
der would have none of it-“This isn't 
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your own private war," he told the Marine General. “MacArthur needs you 
fhys fo take the Philippines The sooner re get out of here the better off every- 
boay will be” "This extra strength now turned the balance, “The lst Division. marched Behore, fresh and ready for battle, and Took up assault positions, at the bottom of Bloody ‘Nose ‘Ridge. A tough Army Sergeant kidded @ Marine Pte on the Beach. “How come you heroes need the ‘Atmy to ball you out?” "The Marine Pfc looked bored. “Hell.” he said, "we just Kelled so many Japs We aint got time to bury them, Thats Why we seed you Army mules, just for digging” : ithe meantime American service troops "were wandering around. the island looking for souvenirs. ‘These in experienced soldiers were easy. victims for infiltrating Japs. Finally. the Fifth Marines had to send out special patrols US'theie rear to. dig the enemy out of the still deadly. “spider" holes, And en- emy guns on the ridge could still hit fhe’ Beaches andthe sirfeld, For an imtrack to make the run with supplies necessitated running a hail of fire from Ke zeroedsin Jap guns. ‘This trip from beach to airfield became known as the Purple Heart Run. But finally the Jap uns were neutralized by blanket, con= Ehuous fire irom reinforeed division artillery. ‘The special, Marine patrols mopped up the last snipers. "Phen. with these minor annoyances out of the way the time had come for ihe last, assault on Bloody. Nose Ridge. {twas now October 3rd, more than yo weeks past the timetable. But the Yap forces had been cut down to 5000 nen in 100 fortified caves, ‘The Ameri~ tang though also. weakened. by” the onfict, had the fresh Bist Infantry to 
Break the enemy's back. 
Ow october 4th the final battle be- 
gan, And now the Americans were not 
fo be denied, They swarmed up the 
coral hilis with shirts stuffed full of 
Gynamite and grenades, BAR men kept 
up 2 continuous fire. The Japs came out, 
of boobytrapped caves to fight hand to 
hand. Men locked in deadly mortal 
combat, tumbled off cliffs to be pierced 
by sharp coral spears below. American, assault platoons raced. through mile— 
iong caves to search for the enemy and 
flush him out. Finally it became a 
cruel, hunt for’ what remained of the 
proud Japanese rantry.. 

Some bulldozers rolled up the ridge. 
‘Those mammoth caves still held by die- 
hard Jap soldiers were now buried with 
tons of earth by the bulldozers. Among them were Colonel Nakagawa and Ma~ 
jor General Murai, who on October 
12th committed hari-kari in the dark 
caves they had prepared for the death 
of the invading Americans. Their death 
brought the end to all resistance on the 
island of Peleliu. The gate had swung, 
open to the Philippines. 

But the cost was grievious, The Fifth 
Marine Regiment, of Bellau Wood Fame 
legend of Tarawa and Guadalcanal, 
was now a mere empty shell. The Sei 
enth Marines had also suffered heavily 
and the First was badly mauled. 

‘On October 15th the Marines re-em- 
barked leaving the island to the Sist 
Division who would mop up stragglers. 
‘On an assault ship returning to the 
troop ‘transport "a weary Marine Pfe 
stretched his legs out’ then looked 
around warily. He smiled. That grouchy Sergeant had been right. There was a 
Jot of room on the boats going back, 

TWO HOURS 
“We are making an examination now, sir. Should know 

the trouble soon, but—’ 
“Who told you to make an examination? Stop it at 

once! This thing's going to be done properly. I'm going to 
have en official inquiry into that steering engine. Today. 
Soon as I've seen the Naval Attaché. Get everybody, out 
of the steering compartment and have it locked. ‘This 
moment, dyou understand?" He looked at them darkly, 
hig eyes staring. “You know what this is, don’t you? It's 
sabotage, my friends. I've been expecting something like 
this.” He seemed lost in thought for a moment. Then he 
looked up, frowning angrily. "What are you waiting for? 
‘You've heard my orders. Get on with them,” he barked. 
Tus collision delayed Retatiate in Stockholm for three days, and during that time many things happened. "Phe underwater damage was not very serious; 4 buck led plate near the bow was found to be responsible for the leak in the forward torpedo room ‘Phen there was all the business of making depositions, talking. statements ‘and. preparing ‘reports for the. port authorities and Flag OMeer Submarines, There would be & court of inquiry in Portsmouth on their return. The inquiry into the failure of the steering gear was held in the wardroom late in the afternoon of the coll 
sion, with Shadde presiding. Before it started he went to the steering compartment, unlocked the watertight door and had s look around. Sure ‘enough, there was the tiller head jammed hard aport, and all over the steel deck on that side was a large mess of Sicky liguid~the mixture of water and glycerine which Provided the pressure for the hydraulic system. There must have been a major leak somewhere on that side But whet had caused the leak? And who was responsibte 

"AS he looked around the steering compartment, he ex- 
perienced a sense of relief that he had sent the signal to Flag Officer Submarines, Burton, the Naval Attaché, had suggested waiting until Retatiave was back in Portsmouth, You'll be there in eigd" days, By then therelll have been time to sort this thing ou’ What went wrong with the 
epring et cxtera TIL ave that settled by this evening. 1 want DNI to send somebody here right away-—while the scents still hot ‘This is sabotage, Burton, make no mistake.” “How can you be 30 certain, old chap?” Shadde shook his head vigorously. “Don't tell me you belong to the ‘it-ean't-happen-here brigade, T've hada bellyful of that since T commissioned Retatiaie.” “‘Heally, what d'you mean? “This 16 the third effort. First was soon after we'd fin~ ished working up. We came back (o Portsmouth, with trouble in the low-pressure stage of our main turbines. Stripped them down and found stcel flings in the rotors. ‘There was a court of inquiry. Set for three days and then didn’t know the answer. Found that the possibility of dirty 
Work couldn't be excluded” Burton cocked his head on_one side, as if he were con; fronted with a new aspect of Shadde. “The second effort?” At Queensferry, months later. Sicam explosion in the heat exchanger, Wad of cotton waste had been pul into a steam pipe on the intake side. Someone who knew all about our nuclear plant set-up, There was another court of in- quiry. Same wishy-washy findings! Probably negligence 
‘on the part of soms person. “<The court fnds, however, that the possibility of malicious intent cannot be excluded, Malicious intent! I ask you! Sabotage, that was what ii was. That's why I'm sending 
that signal to FOS.” "Burton had looked at him quizzically then and shrugged his shoulders. “It's your boat and your problem, Shadde, 
Be. whatever you thik best" So the signal had gone. It was strongly worded because he wanted quick action. There were sitong grounds for Suspecting sabotage, He concluded with an urgent request 19 Flag Officer Submarines to arrange with the Director of Naval Intelligence for the immediate despatch of an 
investigator. “The man should come incognito, Shadde insisted, and take passage with them back to Portsmouth. ‘The tail of 



TO DARKNESS __... 
the signal passed the buck fairly and squarely to FOS/M: 
“Unless this is done, I shall be unable to accept responsi- 
bility for further occurrences.” 

‘When the Naval Attaché saw that, he shook his head. 
“Most unwise, Shadde, You're looking for trouble. Senior 
officers don’t like threats, 

But Shadde was adamant, 
Just before he left the steering compartment, Shadde 

made an interesting find. Stuck away behind a cluster of 
pipes which ran down the port afterside of the compart- 
ment, he found a piece of oil-smeared gray silk, half the 
size of a man’s handkerchief. Three sides were scissor-cut 
and the third was torn. He went over and pulled it out, 
and then something dropped onto the steel desk with 
metallic clang. twas a brass lock nut with a reverse 
thread. Shadde's eyes glistened as he wrapped it up in the 
gray silk and slipped the small bundle into his pocket. 
Instinct told him that he had blundered onto something 
of importance; it also told him to say nothing about his 
find for the time being. 

In the control room, Cavan said: “They've found Kyle, 
sir. He's in the police station at Vartahamnen. Petty Officer 
Farrell's landing with a patrol at seventeen hundred to 
collect him.” 

‘So much had happened in the Jast two hours that Shadde 
had quite forgotten about Kyle. Now, with a start, he 
wondered if there were any connection between Kyle and 
the failure of the steering gear? But he said only, “G 
Put him in the cells, with a sentry, until I've seen him.” 

‘He walked on through the wardroom to his eabin, Cavan 
followed him with his eyes. Extraordinary devil! Cells and 
asentry for a rating who'd gone adrift and missed hig boat? 
‘What next? The collision must have rattled the Captain 
more than he had suspected. 
Ta inquiry into the steering failure began at 1745 in Retaliate's wardroom, Shadde presided at the head of the fable, with the first Heutenant. the engineer officer, Licu: tenant Commander Goss, ihe electronics officer, Lieutenant Weddy, the gunnery ofcer, and Lieutenants AMistair and symington, the torpedo and navigating oficers, along Tis Sides. Lieutenant Musgrove, second in command of the engine room, was notetaer Ghiet ERA” Shepherd testified about what he had found when sent by the engineer officer to Investigate immedi- Rely after the collision. “The hydraulic liquid in the tele totor system had drained out through the plug hole on the port ram cylinder.” “ee.” sald Shadde thoughtfully, ‘So the liquid drained out through the plug hole!” He leaned over the table, his Strong face theust forward purpoveally. “How was that possible?" “The drain plug had come out, sir. We found it lying on the deck where st had. dropped “slow do you think it came to drop off?” With a slow shake of his head, Shepherd seid, “That's whats got me beat, sit, Impossibie for it to drop off “Ant said Shadde, "Now we're getting somewhere. Per~ haps you'll tellus why it's Impossible.” ‘Ryall, there's a lock nut, sir Its reverse threaded, So Jong's that's on, the train plug can't come away.” Shepherd paused for a moment, his good-natured face puzzled. “There's something funny about 41, sit. You Sec, Wve couldn't find the Tock nut afterwards: “Perhaps it was never on?” suggested Shadde. “It was there yesterday, sir. When we did the mainte- nance routine. “You sure of that? “Detinitely, sir. We had to remove the drain plug and drain the cylinders: Bat the drain plug back ysl For a moment Shadde sat there thinking. Then he Said, “Can you prove this?” and he gave Shepherd a hard, searching Took “Yes, sir. Engineering Mechanic Finney, sir. He'll bear 

me out. When Td put the lock nut on, it was him who 
brought it up tight.” 

Finney was called, and he corroborated all that Shepherd 
inal question, Shepherd.” Shade almost, seemed 

to be licking his ips. “You haven't told’ us who your 
working parties were yesterday when you did the main- 
tenance and this afternoon when you made the exami- 
nation.” 
Shepherd thought for a moment, “Yesterday it was me 

and Finney and Kyle, and today it was me and Finney 
and Stokes, sir.” He paused for a moment. “Would've been 
Kyle again today, sir, but he's adrift. 

‘Shadde’s eyes glinted. “Yes,” he said, “I know.” 
his jaw set like a steel trap. 

Then 

Laren, the first lieutenant reported to Shadde that Kyle 
had returned on board and that he had a head injury 
which was being attended to by the Doctor. Shadde told 
him he wanted to see the Doctor as soon as he had finished 
with Kyle. 

Half an hour later O'Shea came to the Captain's cabin. 
Shadde leaned forward in his chair and his dark pene= 

trating eyes fixed on the Doctor. “T gather you've examined 
Kyle?" 

“Yes, sir.” 
“What's his condition?” 
“Nothing much to worry about. Bad bruise on the temple, and the skin’s split. Nothing serious.” 
“Did he tell you how he got the injury?" Shadde's eyes 

narrowed, Before the Doctor could reply, he added, “Could. 
the blow have been self-inflicted?” 

“The Doctor shook his head. “Possible but most unlikely 
“How d'you know?” 
‘Because I've heard his story, sir.” 
“What is it?” Shadde's gruff voice didn't conceal his dis 

appointment 
"He got tight in a pub yesterday evening. Apparently started drink ing in the late afternoon, and must have had 

a skinful, Ndccomidnight a pimp put a prostitute onto him, 
and she took Kyle to her room somewhere near the free 
harbor. Later on the accomplice turned up and caught 
them in bed. ‘The accomplice coshed Kyle.” 

“Motive?” Shadde's voice was full of doubt 
“Robbery. They took his watch, and wallet, with about 

ten pounds in it 
“What happened then?” 
“When Kyle came to, he found himself in a large shed 

and it Was daylight, Abparenthy he had a Igt Of pain, and 
retched violently. ‘Then he slept again. Sometime this 
afternoon he attracted attention by banging on the door 
and shouting. When he was Jet out he gave himself up to 
the police. 

“fell me, O'Shea, d'you believe that story?” Shadde's 
dark eyes Searched’ the Doctor's, 

“Yes, sin, To." 
“D'you know that Shepherd regards him as a bad hat?’ 
The Doctor met Shadde's piercing glance steadily. “I 

wouldn't say that, sir” Shadde looked at him quickly. “Why not, may T ask?’ 
“P-got him talking. Found out a good desl about him.” 
“such as?” 
“He comes from a poor home. Despises his father, who 

drinks and who occasionally assaults his mother. Kyle 
Suffers from’a strong sense of personal inadequacy and 
tries to compensate for this bs 

“that'll do, thank you,” snapped the Captain. 
shock, O'Shea realized that he had upset the 

Captain, “I was’ only trying to explain in simple terms 
what I think’s wrong with Kyle, sir.” The tone was apolo- 
etic, “Iwas trying to say that he displays the symptoms 
Of a badly adjusted young man, He's sick, Mentally sick ‘And his experience last night won't have helped his adjust- 
ment problem either. He needs help, not punishment.” 

MALE’S BOOK BONUS 
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TWO HOURS TO DARKNESS 
“Vd like you to know, O'Shea, that I'm not the least bit 

interested In your psychiatrieal claptrap or any other 
mumbo jumbo. It’s a threat and an affront to naval disci- 
pline." He sat down with his back to the Doctor and started To write, 

“You may go," he called over his shoulder. The voice 
was hard and peremptory. 
Mfr. Buaaington came on board just before they sailed 
from Stockholm. ‘They saw him coming off in the launch, 
a'strange, bleak little man in a dark suit and a bowler hat, 
an umbrella in one hand, a worn leather suitease in the 
other and a black leather box slung over his shoulder, 

‘Mr, Buddington was expected. It was known on board 
that Shadde had received a signal from FOS/M about an 
official from the Director of Naval Construction’s office 
‘who would take passage in Retaliate to make observations 
Connected with research into air-conditioning and hu: 
midity problems in the Missile-class boats. 

‘Before the signal arrived Shadde had been told by the 
Naval Attaché that the “official” would be Clarence Henry 
Buddington, a civilian investigator from the Director of 
Naval Intelligence's office. Down in his cabin Shadde lost 
no time in briefing the litile man, who soon knew exactly Why sabotage was suspected and why Kyle was thought 
to be the man responsible. Mr. Buddingion was the only other man in the submarine who knew about Shadde’s find 
in the steering compartment, for the Captain gave him 
the oil-stained gray silk and’ the brass lock nut and ex- 
plained their significance. All her damage made good, Retaliate sailed for Copen- 
hagen from Stockholm at 1400 on the afternoon of the third day "Three hours later the pilot was dropped off at the Revenge-grundet buoy and the submarine proceeded on 2 course of 124 degrees, 
Suanpe tay on the bunk with the light off, his mind toc Ective for sivep. An endless succession of images floated 
before him, each a sharply defined picture of his many problems. there was the moment of the collision, and the bily piece of gray silk and the shine of the brass lock nut. ‘Then he imagined Kyle erouching down by the port rar 
cylinder, easing off the lock nut, wrapping it in the gray silk, hiding it away, 

‘The parade moved on; now it was the Doctor's serious, ugly face, tousled red hair and protruding ears. Shadde 
Femembered the absurd analysis of Kyle's troubles, Any Tool could see what was wrong with Kyle, Bloody saboteur! Nasty piece of work; ditty litle crook; that was what was 
wrong with him, What on earth was a doctor doing in a submarine? All that damned psychiatrie nonsense! 

‘And who was this pushing himself into the picture? Tal, slim, elegant — that ‘supercilious, well-bred ‘smile, Sym- 
ington, of course, ‘The muscles in Shadde's stomach con- 
tracted into a tight, painful knot. Symington always had 
‘hat elect on him, His physical discomfort was acute. Why, did they have to send him of all people. God! What a bad dream! When Symington came on board, the first lieu- tenant brought him down to introduce him, An efferninate 
young man, pale and tall. Shadde looked hard at him. "Any relation to HLELF, Symington?” he asked. 

“Yes, sir, my father.” Shadde couldn't help wincing at that. It was a dagger between the eyes, all right 
‘Symington added, “He asked me (0 give you his regards, 
shade thought he saw a flicker of amusement. 

When Symington and the. first lieutenant had gone, Shadde had jumped to his feet and in a sweat paced 
furiously. There was no escape. It had happened. ‘Now, lying in hig bunic he remembered the awful scene 
that night in the Sabre so long ago. They were passing through the Lombok Strait to Fremantle. ‘They had sunk 
a schooner by gunfire a few days before but otherwise it had been a quiet patrol. Too quiet for Shadde on his first wartime patrol. He wanted action. ‘Then the klaxon had 
Sounded for a crash dive. They had leveled off at 200 feet, reduced speed and gone into the silent routine. ‘Then the 
First chilling report from the asdic operator: “HE, closing rapidly — bearing Red one-six-zero, sir!” Moments later Shadde heard the propellor noises himself, They increased 
steadily and passed, with a roar overhead. Seconds later 
‘Sabre was shaken by shaltering blows, The lights went out 
and the emergency lighting eame on, ‘The hull plating Whipped and squeezed and bounced, and men were thrown, 
off their feet. He had never known depth charging before. 
90 + 

It was fantastically terrifying, beyond all imagination. It 
went on for six shattering hours. Toward the end he 
Tealized his nerve was going. The sound of propellor noises 
increased steadily as the destroyer came in for the attack. 
‘Without knowing what he was doing, he started to scream. 
Then the Captain’s voice, urgent, imperative: “Stop him, 
Number One!” As ina ghastly dream, he saw Grierson, 
‘the first lieutenant coming towards him, Unbelievably, 
Grierson had struck him full in the face, At that, Shadde 
stopped screaming and fell to his knees. There he slumped, sobbing, for the rest of the attack, broken and humiliated. 
Afterwards they had repaired the worst of the damage 

and continued to Fremantle. No one in Sabre ever men- 
tioned the incident. When he left her on decommissioning 
at the end of the war, Captain Symington said: "You're 
the best Third Hand I've ever had.” 

But Shadde could never forget Lombok Strait, By every 
standard he respected, he had failed. He knew that others 
had broken down under great stress, but that couldn't 
make up for his loss of self-respect. 
Why in God’s name had the Admiralty sent Symington’s 

son to Retaliate? That supercilious smile and patronizing 
manner-and behind it the knowledge of Shadde’s shame. 
And of course Symington had spread the story in the 
wardroom, That explained why his officers were against 
him, He was being eruefied for that night in the Lombock 

trait 
He wrenched clear, and other pictures came: Dwight 

Gallagher, In the dark, Shadde’s mouth tightened, and he 
choked with resentment. Why did one of Her Majesty's 
submarines have to carry a USS. naval officer? First they 
had let England be talked into taking over six Polaris 
boats, and then they'd allowed her to be stung thirty mil- 
lion quid apiece for them. Bloody robbery! And after that 
the deadly insult U.S. naval officer on board to have 
the final say about firing. Shadde's fingernails dug into 
the palms of his hands and his tightly shut eyes burned. 
Why couldn't he sleep? Just one long night of sleep. Oh, God! Just one. 

‘Who was this? Elizabeth? Yes, of course! Pale, sad and 
remote, that permanent question mark in the dark eyes. Sentence by sentence he reconstructed her devastating let- 
ter. She was going to leave him, she said, The thought 
gave him unbearable agony... 

Hopelessly he tried o shut his mind against these in- 
truders, but they wouldn't go. They wouldn't leave him 
alone 
Strorrry betore noonjshadde invited the engineer officer 
to his cabin for a chat di >a glass of sherry. The Captain 
seldom drank at sea, but ccasionally he took a glass of 
sherry before lunch. Officially, he had sent for Rhys Evans 
to discuss the submarine’s coming refit in Portsmouth; un- officially, because he was depressed and in need of com- 
pany. Of his 1 offcers, the only man he regarded as < 
fiend was the Welshman, 
‘They discussed various details of the refit, and then 

Shadde changed the subject. 
“Chiefy, the discipline in this boat's bloody awful.” 
“Do you really think it's so bad?” 
“Bad!” snorted Shadde. “It's bloody awful.” 
With a shock Rhys Evans noticed that Shadde's hair was 

beginning to go gray at the sides. 
“Yes,” Shadde went on, “All a ruddy joke. Like playing 

charades. None of them believes the real thing will ever 
happen. 

ys Evans held his sherry up to the light and examined 
it carefully, a habit he had learned from the Captain. “I'm 
not surprised at that, 

‘Shadde shrugged his shoulders. "So even you don’t take 
it seriously, Chiefy." “Difficult ‘thing fo take seriously just now.” 

“I know. That's the danger. Like Pearl Harbor. It-can't- 
happen-to-us sort, of idea.” Shadde put the glass of sherry 
down and leaned forward, hands on. knees, shoulders 
yunched. Intently, he searched the engineer officer's face. 
“now what I think, Chiefy?” 
“No, what's that?” 
“Retaliate wilt be used one day—when we least expect 

it” He spoke slowly and with such earnestness that Rhys 
Evans was taken aback, 

“Indeed, I'd be surprised,” he said rather lamely. 
If Shadde heard the remark he ignored it. Peering at the 

Welshman he said; “Yes, she'll be used. And d'you know 
what worries me?” 

“Be the end of everything?” 
Shadde frowned. "No, not that,” he said irritably. “I'm 

afraid that unless our discipline bucks up, you'll find that 
when we're needed there'll be a ruddy argument. Probably 
find half the crew are ban-the-bomb rabble,” 



Rhys Evans laughed, a small forced laugh. “You're jok- ing, sit” Spy God, I'm not,” said Shadde. “I's the last thing Ta ever joke about, "Too bloody serious for that,” ‘They sat in silence for some time, Shadde morose, dis- tant, deeply engromed. The Welshman decided to change 
je subject, ‘You'll be taking leave in Portsmouth, sir?” Shadde looked up gloomily. "Yes, 1 suppose so.” Staking the little fady motoring in France, didn't you say 
‘Shadde got up and made much of putting a book onto the 

bogie st don't thin fhe sid “Changed your plans, sit?” haven't any plans 
“But only the other day you told me of them.” ‘To Rhys Evang’ astonishment Shadded turned around suddenly and barked, "Oh!" For Christ's sake, stop Drying into my private life.” Anger Dlazed from his eyes; but then he must have seen the look of hurt and astonishment on the Welshman's face, because he said thickly, “Sorry, Chiefy 

int is... may not have a wife soon.” Rhys Evans’ voice was full of anxiety. "She's not ill?” Shadde looked sway. “No, she's not ill” ‘There was a ong pause, “Perfectly well, #s far as know. She wants to leave me, Thats all." Then his mouth shut in that final, im- Blacable jay and Rhys Evans knew the conversation was Evan end. Shadde slid the door open, his eyes away from ihe engineer officer. "Well, Chiely, I've work to do. See 
you later” 
Tx the earty afternoon Retaliate surfaced off Cape Ar- 
icona on the Pommern coast, Shadde ordered a course of 
262 degrees, speed 18 knots, Because of her deep draught 
Shadde deemed it inadvisable for Retaliate to, approach 
Copenhagen from the south through the sound, and al- 
though they were now within seventy miles of their des- 
tination he set course for the west-about passage by way of 
the Great Belt, where at least depth of seven fathoms could 
be earvied thiough, although 2 journey of some 220 sea 
Shade sent for the chiet petty oficer telegraphist. When 

Gracie arrived, Shadde said, “Come in, Gracie. Close that 
door.” He pointed to a chair. “Sit down.” 

‘Gracie was surprised. Never before had he been invited 
to sit down in the Captain’s cabin, He wondered what the 
Captain wanted him for. 

‘Shadde looked at Gracie in silence for some moments 
before speaking, then he said, “Gracie, I need your help.” 

‘The chief petiy officer looked surprised. “Yes, sit,” he 
“Tim worried, Gracie, This submarine isn't the efficient 

fighting unit she should be.” The shaggy eyebrows bunched 
together in a frown as he peered at the telegraphist. 

“What's wrong, then, sir?” 
“A great deal, The troulbe with a long peace is that 

everything's an exercise and the crew knows it, Nobody 
believes this submarine'll ever fight. All a game.” 

Gracie wondered what on earth the Captain was leading 
upto. “How can T help, sir?” 
‘Shade smiled—a brief, mechanical smile. “I've a plan 

That's why 1 sent for you, Gracie, we'll simulate the real 
thing. This ship's company's got to be shaken up, confronted 
suddenly with the real thing.” He got up and leaned against 
the wardrobe. “Of course, it won't be, but they won't know 
that until after the exercise,” 

“Where do I come in, sir?” 
‘Shadde’s eyes narrowed. “You're going to receive two or 

three important W/T signals.” 
“Where from, sir?” 
‘Shadde smiled again, humorlessly. “From you.” 
"I don’t follow, sit.” 
“Simple. You'll transmit them and receive them.” 
“What sort of signals, sir? 
“Haven't worked out the details yet, Starting point might 

bea signal from Flag Officer Submarines ordering Retaliate 
to a certain position at a certain time.” 

“And then, sit?” 
Shadde pursed his lips and placed the tips of his fingers 

together, “Then? Well, [don’t qui.e know. Haven't made up 
my mind yet. Next signal might order us to adopt the first 
degree of mlssle readiness, That'd seem pretty realistic, 
‘wouldn't it?” 

Gracie shook his head. “Couldn't do that, sir. It'd be top 
secrel, Come in.a cipher I don’t know. Have to go to Mr 
Keely for, deciphering.” 

“Quite” said Shadde. “That presents no problem then, 
does it? {'l encipher the signals myself, and hand ’em to 
‘you for transmission.” He ran his fingers through his dark 
hair and frowned. “Teli me this, Gracie: can you transmit a 

signal and simultaneously receive it through one of our 
Teceivers? So that the message comes in this end through 
the teletyper? You know, all the appearances of authen- 
icity?” (Gracie thought for a moment, “If I used the automatic 

transmitter. Put the message onio the tape first, feed it in 
and then let it transmit,” he paused, 

“Yd close the circuit. Feed the tape into the transmitter, 
and switeh it on to transmit direct into the teleprinter. 
Signal would come out of the teleprinter just the same as 
if we'd been reading the Admiralty or any other station.” 
Shadde rubbed his hands together and beamed. “Capital, 

Gracie, capital! I thought you'd have the answer.” 
Graeie showed no signs of enthusiasm. Mournfully he 

said, “When d'you want this, sir?” 
“Haven't yet decided,” said Shadde, “But if and when I 

do, Tl let you know well in advance.” 
Gracie sensed from the Captain's tone that the interview 

over. He got up. “Is that all, sir?” 
‘Not quite” Shadde fixed his dark eyes intently on the 

young man. “Gracie,” he said, “absolute secrecy. Not a Word to anyone. Only surprise will create the atmosphere 
of the real thing, You understand that, don’t you, Gracie?" 

“Yes, sir.” 
Shadde's eyes bored into him hypnotically. “Gracie,” he 

said slowly, “I'm going to take you further into my confi- 
dence. There's a reason why secrecy is essential.” His man- 
her was conspiratorial as he waited for the words to sink. 
in, "We've a saboteur on board, That collision. The jammed 
steering, Under cerlain conditions he'll give himself away. 
‘Don't ask me why. Have confidence in my judgment. D'you 
understand?” 

"Yes, sir.” 
Thank you, Gracie. 

Ty tne wardroom Keely was busy with the eryptograph 
deciphering a sheaf of W/T signals Gracie had Drought him, He had finished the third signal when he gave a whistle of Surprise; then he jumped out of his chait and capered about 
excitedly ‘Symington and the Doctor were sitting near him reading. 
Symington put down the paper and sighed. “Must be 
the sun!” “George, my boy. ‘This is terrifle! Look!” The sublieuten- 
ant thrust the signal in front of Symington, It was from the 
‘Admiralty, addressed to the Commanding Oficer, Retaliate, repeated flag Officer Submarines. Symington read it out aloud, “"The following appointments are notified: Com- 
mander G, L, Strakr to Retaliate in command, Vice Com- mmander JA: Shadl to Dolphin for duty as Staff Ofheer Gperations to Flag Olfcer Submarines with effect from 
eighteenth May. ‘How long has the Skipper had Retaliate?” O'Shea asked. Symington thought for a moment, "He commissioned het 
in the States.” “How long ago was that?” “About ten months.” “Isn't a two-year commission normal?” 

THE STEAMER came at 
them 



TWO HOURS TO DARKNESS 
“Yes,” said Symington. “But with all this new construc- 

tion things are different. Shadde's the senior C.O. of this 
class, Knows a hell of a Tot about them. Except the Ad- 
miraity think he'd be more useful ashore.” 

Keely deciphered the last few signals and then clipped 
the originals together before going across to the door of the 
Captain's cabin. After his knock he heard Shadde’s voice, 
but he couldn't make out what was said. He opened the 
door and went in. The cabin lights were off but in the re- 
flected light from the wardroom he could see Shadde lying on the bunk, back to the door. 
‘What is it?" "Shadde asked gruff. He didn't turn 
“Signals, sir. Just deciphered.” 
Shadde kept his back to the sublieutenant. “Leave them 

on the desk,” he said 
Keely put them on the desk and left the cabin, sliding the 

door shut after him. For a few minutes, Shadde lay on his 
bunk thinking. He hadn't slept at all during the night. But 
he would have to read the signals—there was no escaping that—so he got off his bunk and switched on the desk light 
and looked through them. When he came to the signal ap~ 
pointing Straker to Retaliate, he dropped the others and 
they fluttered down to the deck. When he had reread the 
signal he let it drop, too, and sat down heavily at the 
desk with his head on’his outstretched arms, 

‘mind traveled back over the long years he'd been in 
the service-back to the very beginning when he had gone 
from his prep school to Dartmouth and then afterwards to 

Since he had taken Retaliate over in Groton, Connecti- 
cut, and commissioned her with a British crew, she had 
steamed 20,000 miles under his command. The submarine 
had become a part of him and he a part of her, and now 
the Admiralty was going to stick him away behind some 
bloody desk in Blockhouse. The thought choked him. 
He was 38, the oldest commanding officer in the sub- 

marine service. He supposed they thought he was too old 
now. Perhaps they'd tell him he was more valuable ashore 
than afloat, but whatever they said, he knew that once 
he was ashore his sea service was ended, This was his last 
command. They would be in Portsmouth in five days, so 
he had exactly five more days afloat, Not that he ever 
would have liked it, but a month ago the prospect of being 
Stationed ashore wouldn't have been so devastating; he 
could have consoled himself with the thought of seeing 
Elizabeth, But now? 

He wondered whether there would be a letter from her 
at Copenhagen, And if so, what would she say? He couldn't 
bear the unceriainty, the waiting, the fact that he couldn't 
talk to her, reason, persuade, convince her, 

‘Shadde thought again about his sense of mission. The 
feeling had been immensely strong in him soon after, he 
had commissioned Retaliate. The Cold War had started to 
warm up and he had believed the moment was approach- 
ing. Then it had cooled off again. Now there was talk of 
a new East-West rapprochement and the diplomats and 
the press on either side were billing and cooing. But the 
West was being taken for a ride; he knew that. Look what 
was happening in Africa and the East! 
Why couldn't they leave him alone? Why were they 

pulling him out of Retaliate after only ten months? Was it the collision? Was it Symington in some inexplicable 
way? 

‘Things had gone wrong in recent months, badly wrong— ever since Symington had joined. That had been the turn- 
ing point. It was only after his arrival that the attitude 
of his officers seemed to change. It was then that the boat 
started getting slack, Of course Symington would have 
told them the story of that night in the Lombok Strait, But 
there were other things for which Symington couldn't be 
blamed; he had to admit that, Like the sabotage incidents, 
and Elizabeth's incredible letter. 

His head ached fiercely. He had concentrated too hard. 
It always happened if he did: a sharp nagging pain at the 
temples, like somebody screwing in a gimlet. The long 
search back through memory had been an effort on top of 
the lack of sleep. An overwhelming feeling of depression 
and impotence in the face of all his problems settled on 
him 
I Copenhagen, the postbag for Retaliate had in it sur- 
prises, disappointments, and for some the fulfillment of Expeciations, Among many letters was one for the Captain, en Shadde saw the writing on the envelope he felt that Light knot in his stomach, 1t-was from Elizabeth 
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‘My dear John, Your letter from Stockholm made me desperately un- 
decided. That's why I've taken so long to write. Now I've 
made, up my, mipd and Y hope you're not going. to be 
hurt too much. Yesterday I saw Pinkerton and Pillings 
and asked them how I should set about getting a divorce. 
I'said I wanted to be the guilty party. ; 

Your letter makes it clear that you haven't the faint- 
est Idea what life has been like for me during the last, 
two years. Most of the time I've been alone. If we'd 
had children T expect I could have endured it, but I've 
never been long enough in one place to make’ any real 
friends. When we've been together you've usually been 
so absorbed in your work that T've often wondered if 
you realized I was there. Te tried to help you over your fits of depression, 
but you seem to resent that and you make me feel as 
if I'm responsible, 

T used to be very much in love with you, John, and 
perhaps I still am. But I don't think it’s possible to go 
on loving someone you see very little of, particularly 
when you're afraid of that person 
T hope that you'll realize that what I'm doing is best 
for both of us, though you may not agree now. 

Elizabeth 
When he came to the end of the letter Shadde stared 

at the bulkhead in front of him. He sat there for perhaps 
five minutes. Then he got up, crumpled the letter into a 
tight ball, threw it into the wastepaper basket. 

"At five ininutes past one, Shadde got onto his bunk and 
turned off the cabin lights. He lay there tormented by his 
thoughts; Elizabeth’s letter, the collision in Stockholm, the 
end of his service afloat. His world was collapsing; foun- 
dations were crumbling. What future could he look for- 
ward to now? 
Bevore they sailed next morning, Shadde sent for Gracie, "You remember our discussion the other day about those signals,” Gracie nodded. “Yes, 3 Shadde stopped for # moment and watched him closely. x shall want them today, Gracie." ‘Now, sir? ‘No. Later. When we’ and send for you Tater.” ‘Ave, aye, sit." Good,” Said Shadde By nine o'clock Retaijare was northward bound up the sound, running on the dvvface at 17 knots inva gray se9, vith the sun shining wearly through the overtast, She was on the last lap-of her voyage, homeward bound, and the crew's spirits were high, In two days’ time, they would be steaming into Portsmouth, and Portsmouth meant leave, wives, girl friends and families Gracie wasn't as gay as might have been expected of a man homeward bound on such a fine dey. He sat in the wireless oifice checking the W/T log and chanting to the {clegraphist on wateh, but his thoughts were far away. He had’ been landed faitly and squarely on the horns’ of a dilemma, His training and instinet revolted ageinst the icea that the submarine’s complicated communications system should be used fo produce make-believe signals, no matter ‘what their purpose ‘There was another thing. The Captain had said that the signals would create a realistic atmosphere which could help to find the saboteur. Gracie didn't know how or why, or how Shadde knew that the steering trouble was sabo- tage, but the man must know what he was doing: he was nobédv's fool, Gracie wished that there was somebody he ould talk to about ail this, somebody who could settle his Goubts for him, ‘The more’ he thought about 1 ihe more certain he became that he must get adviee. The Captain fad told him to keep it to himself, but he just couldn't ‘here was one man on board he oguld speak to, who hed never Tet him down-the navigating officer. ticutenant Symington was @ good officer, well thought of on board, and his advice would be really worth having 

at sea, I'l work out the details 

‘Very good.” 

HE found symington writing up the gyro log, Without 
wasting any time he told him about the discussions with the Captain and of his own doubts and fears, At the end he said, “D'you see the trouble, sir? T mean, f don't quite 
Tike it 
Symington had been listening with his head cocked on one side." do, Gracie.” He nodded, “It's a bit odd, 1 must 

say’ "The navigating officer leaned against the bulkhead, arms folded across his chest, head bowed. He did some hard 
thinking, then looked at Grecie, “You'll have to do what 



he wants, Gracie, The responsibility's entirely his, After 
all, he's the Captain, isn’t he?” 

‘the C.P.0, telegraphist looked relieved. “Thank you, 
sir. That's what I thought, but T feel better now that you 
say the same thing.” 
Symington looked at him for a moment. “If the Captain 

hands you those signals for transmission, you must tell me 
‘at once. Before you put them onto your teleprinter.”” 

Gracie nodded. "rll do that, sir. You wort breathe « 
word, will you, sir? IVI] ruin the Skipper’s plan for a 
realistic exercise if it gets around, and he'll know it was 

‘Symington smiled sympathetically. down, Gracie.” 
‘The more he thought about what Gracie had told him, 

the more convinced Symington was that he should tell the 
first lieutenant. This was not a secret he wanted to keep to 
himself; it was something outside his experience and he 
didn’t know what to make of it. 
Symington found Cavan in his cabin and told him of 

the conversation with Gracie. At first Cavan was skeptical, 
but the navigating officer soon convinced him that Gracie 
was not making the story up. 

“Incredible isn't it? A bogus signal from FOS to start a 
ruddy exercise.” 

The first lieutenant nodded, “Incredible’s the word, Do 
you realize that it could compromise the security 

Symington sat on the comer of the desk. “I know. He 
must be round the bend, Surely Their Lordships wouldn't 
approve?” 

‘Cavan shrugged his shoulders, “Who knows?” 
‘There was a long silence, “I suppose you'll tell Gal- 

lagher, won't you?” prompted Symington, 
‘The first lieutenant thought about that for a moment, 

then shook his head. “Not Gallagher. He's U.S.N. and this 
is our affair, Anyway, he'd go and have it out with Shadde 
at once—quite rightly too, But then the cat would be out 
of the bag. Shadde would know that Gracie had talked. 
‘There'd be hell to pay.” 
Symington nodded. “Couldn't agree more. Must protect 

Gracie af all costs, If Shadde knows he’s spilt the beans, 
he'll hammer him. 

“Til help you on one condition,” Cavan said, “It's this: 
officially this discussion hasn't taken place. You haven't 
made any report to me. No one—and that includes Gracie 
is to know that you've spoken to me. O.K?’ 

‘The navigating officer looked puzzled. “Not really. 
What's the point?” 

“The point is" said the first lieutenant, “that Im not 
going to put myself in a position where I can be charge with conniving against the skipper if anything goes 
wrong. Got that?” 

“Yes, I see what you're driving at," Symington said 
tightly: But his tone didn't seem to worry the first lieu- 
tenant. 

"Good, 
my thinking cap on .. 

I won't let you 

‘Now I'll have to put 

Te Doctor was lying on his bunk dressed, looking as 
though he had just woken up. 
Cavan gave ‘him a long, searching look. “I want your 

adyice, Doc—your medical advice.” 
“Something wrong?” 
Cavan came straight to the point, “It's the skipper. 

‘There's a strange state of affairs. I want your help. 
‘The Doctor ran his fingers through his tousled red hai 

“Tl do my best.’ 
“What I want to know, Doc, is this: Can Shade be 

going round the bend?” 
“Why do you want to know? What's all this about?” 
‘The first lieutenant told him about the signals Shadde 

wanted from Gracie. When he had finished he leaned 
back in the chair, hands clasped behind his head, eyes 
half closed. “I know it sounds damned silly but”—he 
Paused—“to put it at its worst, Doc, when he's received 
those bogus signals, what's to stop him firing a Polaris? 
‘What's the answer to that one?” 

“You,” said the Doctor promptly. “You're the answer. 
‘You ean stop him. The thing can't be launched without 
your consent and until you've set the control dial. You'll know the signal's bogus. Gracie will have warned Sy- 
mington, so you refuse to approve the firing. Where's the 
problem?" 

‘Cavan shook his head. “Not as easy as that. I wish it 
were. The firing drill requires us to put on our settings 
before the Captain uses the firing plunger. In an exercise, 
nothing happens when he depresses the plunger, because 
the circuit's dead. The control dials are never get in an 
exercise, But he’s told Gracie he wants to simulate the 

real thing. That's what the signals are for. So if a bogus 
firing signal arrives the control dials will be used, and 
we must presume that in that case Shadde won’t use the 
firing plunger. But if he were round the bend, who could 
guarantee that he wouldn't? You say I can stop him. How 
can I tell Shadde, before the control dials are set, that I 
now the signals are bogus?” 

“Couldn't you put the wrong setting on your dial?” 
“No. Shadde would know at once, because Weddy and 

Gallagher, who follow me, wouldn't be able to move their 
dials at ait if I did that—they’d remain locked.” 

‘The Doctor brushed imaginary cobwebs from his fore- 
head. “Anyway, what would he fire a missile at?” 
Cavan threw his legs over the arm of the chair and 

lgoked up at the Doctor. “I know it sounds crazy, Doc, but 
if he's off his rocker—just suppose he is—he might fire it 
at a Russian target. You've heard him nattering about the 
West being taken for a ride by the Russians, and how 
were hamstrung because our sort of democracy can't start 
a preventative war, and time's on the side of the Russians 
and all that bilge. If he thinks and talks about it when 
he’s normal, mightn’t he try to do something about it if 

‘The Doctor yawned. “He's a neurotic. There are plenty 
of sane, lucid people, carrying great responsibility, who 
are neurotics. But that's very different from being a 
psychotic.” i 

The first lieutenant raised his arms in despair. “Those 
arg just words to me. What d'you mean?” 

“A neurotic’s a person suffering from a minor nervous 
disorder; there’s nothing seriously wrong with his per- 
ceptions and conceptions of reality. Outside the area of 
his symptoms, he's in normal touch with reality.” 

“And the... the other one?” 
“The psychotic,” said the Doctor, “is another kettle of 

fish, He's, got an abnormal or pathological mental dit 
order. He's out of touch with his environment. He won't 
or can’t distinguish between fantasy and reality, because 
his judgment’s grossly impaired, In fact, he’s insane.” 

‘The first lieutenant sighed. “Thanks, Doc, but I'm afraid 
I'm not yery much wiser. What makes you think Shadde’s 
a neurotic? 

The Doctor slid off the bunk and stood at the mirror, 
brushing his hair, “Sharp mood swings. Frequent fits of 
depression, sometimes bordering on melancholia. Sudden 
outbursts of anger for comparatively trivial reasons. Call 
that extreme irritability if you like. Sleeplessness. Loss of 
appetite, Restlessness, Those are some of the symptons.” 

"What's gnawing at him3” 
‘The Doctor put down t#sbrush and comb and peered 

at himself in the mirror, He.wasn't very pleased with 
what he saw. “Basically fear, I suppose. That’s what's at 
the root of most neuroses. In psychology it’s called 
anxiety. Normal fear’s @ response to a present threat, 
Neurotic fear’s a response to anticipated future trouble. 
Very complex thing.” 

‘The first lieutenant looked at him with fresh interest, 
‘What's Shadde afraid of?” 

‘What most of us are,” said the Doctor, “Insecurity.” 
‘The first lieutenant regarded him thoughtfully. “Why 

should he feel insecure? He's done damn well. Certain to 
be a flag officer, T'd say.” 

‘The Doctor shook his head. “For professional reasons 
I'd prefer not to go into that, Number One. But you can 
take it from me that Shadde’s got some pretty weighty 
problems, real and imaginary, I'll tell you of just one, but 
you must Keep it to yourself.” He paused. “His marriage 
is on the rocks.”” 

The first lieutenant’s face was blank, “Poor chap,” he 
said in a matter-of-fact voice. “I'd no idea.” He got up. 
"So you think my fears are exaggerated?” 
“Tm a G.P., not a psychiatrist,” said the Doctor. “I've 

told you what’ think. Maybe I'm wrong.” 
Cavan was halfway to the door; he turned round 

quickly, “So you don't exclude the possibility that he's a 
.,.what’s-its-name?” 

“A psychotic,” said the Doctor. “No. I can't absolutely 
exclude that possibility. All I can say is that his symptoms 
appear to me to be those of a neurotic.’ 

e first lieutenant’s eyes flickered faintly. “Thank you, 
Doe,” he said, “Remember what you've just said. May be 
important later. In the meantime, this conversation has 
not taken place. O.K.?" Once more his eyes flickered and 
then he was gone. 
Te frst tiewtenant knew he would have to work 
quickly. Tt was already well into the forenoon and at any moment the Captain might hand Gracie the signals. He must take the steps necessary, and yet do it in such a way that if things went wrong he wasnt implicated. After all, 
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it was actually the navigating officer's problem, and if 
anybody could afford to be implicated it was Symington, 
because he was madly rich and not really very interested 
in-a service career. One way and another, Cayan began 
to feel that he was really being rather decent in helping 
him with the problem at all. 

‘Having settled the moral issue involved, he got busy with the technical problem. After a few! moments he 
realized that this didn’t present many difficulties either, 
because fortunately he remembered a lecture on the 
Polaris firing circuit when they were training in the 
States, 

Half an hour later Cavan had not only briefed Syming- 
ton thoroughly on what to do; he had even undertaken 
fo help him see that the coast’ was clear. “But,” he said 
firmly, “make no mistake, George. If you're nabbed, I 
can't come to your assistance. Even under oath I'd have 
to deny that T'd any knowledge of what you were doi 
or that we'd ever had any discussions on the subject. 

‘Symington looked at him in rather a bored way and 
said, "You're rather franker than you think, aren't you?” 

‘Cayan didn't know what was meant by’ that, and he 
didn’t really eare as long as Symington understood the 
position. Nevertheless, he would have liked the navigating Officer to have been a little more gracious and apprecia- 
tive of the help he was getting. 

‘Symington went from the control room into the mis- 
sile attack center and found two men working on the 
equipment there. He stood chatting with them for a 
moment while his eyes followed the run of the cable 
from the pedestal up the bulkhead and across the deck- 
head to the point where it entered the airlock and the 
black and yellow tracing bands disappeared. ‘Then he 

ned the watertight door and went through it into the 
je control room, shutting the door behind him and 
iFing the clips. As he had expected, it was empty, and 

he quickly looked through the observation port to make 
sure that there was nobody on the gantries in the launch 
ing compartment. Once again he traced the black and 
yellow bands before opening the airtight door and letting 
himself into the small space, six feet by four, which was 
the airlock between the missile control room and the 
Jaunching compartment. 

‘With great care Symington shut the door behind him 
and secured the clips, It was piteh dark in the airlock 
and he had to grope for the switch, but finally he found 
jit'and the lights went on. When he opened the junction 
box he saw that the black and yellow bands were on the 
third cable from the left. Slipping on the rubber glo 
he took some long-nosed pliers from his pocket, Within 
seconds he had turned the milled ring on the cable holder 
Until it came clear. The he jerked the cable out of its 
socket and bound the end back with insulating tape. Then 
he left the room... 
Gracte was in the W/T office when the messenger came invand {old him the Captain wanted to see him Shadde was sitting af the desk with two offcial-looking black books in front of him, With a heave of his shoulders he Swiveled the chair around unti-he was facing the ‘Glograpist. hen he sid, “Ah! Gracie, come in ond st 

"The Captain leaned forward, hands on knees, shoulders hunched, and the telegraphist had to look away from the Aaak eyes they did something funny to him ‘With a gesture towards the books and papers on the aegiche said, "I've been working on those signals.” Gracie's heart sanke “Yes, st" “T'want the exercise to’ start at half past seven. I've penciled in under its date-time group the exact time you dee to receive the frst signal. That's on the signal marked AES You'll see I've marked it ‘emergency’ precedence, Ive put nineteen thirty-three as the time of receipt. Well five soon after its Tecelved. be in deep water by then. Whole object of the signel is to suggest an unusual situa lomone’ that requires all. available Missile boats to be Hletied “and ordered. to. special. positions. ‘That. should Inpart a fouch of ealltm Yo the proceedings, don't you tpi 
But he didn’t wait tor Gracie’s reply. “The second signal” He reached backwards and_took it off the desk. ffs one"—he held jt up so that Gracie coutd see—"is marked "B.” Got that?” Yrs, sin,” said Gracie “You receive it about two and a half hours before midnight. Well go to periscope depth then. ‘Time of 
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receipt is on it.” He looked at the signal. “Here it is— 
‘emergency’ precedence again. T want you to receive it at 
twenty-one twenty-nine. I've penciled that in below the 
date-time group. Got that?” 

“I come off watch at twenty hundred, sir,” said the 
telegraphist, “Cartwright will be on from ‘twenty to 
twenty-two hundred.” 

‘Shadde nodded. “Glad you reminded me. I've thought 
of that, You must tell Cartwright—once you've got the 
first signal—that you're going to remain on watch for the 
time being. Important occasion, you know. Tell him you'll 
send for him when you want to be relieved. D'you under- 
stand?” 

‘The young man nodded slowly. “Yes, sir. 
‘Good! Now, signal ‘B’: like signal ‘A’ it's addressed to 

Retaliate, Massive and Deterrent. It’s commendably brief.” 
‘There it was again, the cold impersonal smile. “It orders 
the first degree of missile readiness.” Shadde leaned back 
in the chair, arms folded on his chest. Then he spoke so 
quickly tha Gracie found it difficult to follow. “That'll 
impart a little more reality to the exercise. It'll be inter~ 
esting to see how the crew react to what they believe to 
be the real thing.” 

‘Shadde drew his hand across his forehead, head sunk 
on chest, and lost himself in thought. Finally he jumped 
up, folded the signals and handed them to Gracie. “Put 
these in your pocket, Gracie. Mustn’t be seen carrying 
them, You've been in here discussing W/T refit matters. 
Got that?” 

Gracie nodded and put the signals in his pocket. 
understand, sir.” He remembered Symington's advice: 
“You'll have to do what he wants, Gracie. ‘The responsi- 
bility’s entirely his. After all, he's the Captain, isn’t he?” 
‘Then he remembered what Symington had said next: “If 
the Captain hands you those signals for transmission you 
‘must tell me at once.” T'll do that, all right, he thought 
Gate, Captain was speaking, “That'll be ‘all for now, 
From the Captain's cabin Gracie went back to the W/T 

office, where he spoke to the leading telegraphist for a 
few minutes before he went to look for Symington, He 
soon found him in the small cabin in the officers’ quarters, 

“So the exercise is tonight, is it?” Symington was 
thoughtful. “Jolly time we'll have. 

The C.P(O. telegraphist looked worried. “I'll say, 
After Gracie had gone, Symington went along to the 

wardroom. The afternoon was getting on and it was near- 
ly five o'clock. He was extremely anxious to give the first 
lieutenant the latest daws. 

"When Symington had told him of Gracie's report Cavan 
said, “Very interesting. A stickler for realism, isn’t he?” 

“Gdd_business, isn’t it?” Symington shook his head. 
“But he’s an odd chap, let's face it” 
"Tite metatic clatter of the teleprinted stopped for a mo- Inent and the carriage slid back to the left; then the Keys Tat-ta(-tated to life again and in thelr wake followed the 
date-time group. ‘Gracie took the end of the paper roll, pulled to towards him and then, with a. quick sideways flick, tore it off Rcinat the cutter bar. Before logging the signal he looked again at the unfemilier address and prefix groups and the Precedence and security classifications. When he got to The wardroom the officers were at dinner, with the first Ieutenant at the hesd of the tabie Gracie went up to him. "Bee Your pardon, gency signel for deciphering.” Resi got up and took "Tl whack it through, si ‘The frst. lieutenant’s face was drawn, "Yes! he said “Do that.” Out of the comer of his eye he looked to see how Symington and O'Shea were taking it. None of them seemed happy. He wasn't surprised Weely pushed the erytograph aside and his eyes were bright. “NATO ops signal from FOS," he whispered. Then he knocked on the door and went into the Captain's cabin. ‘A"tay ‘with tea and toast was on the table next 10 Shadde's desi, but it was untouched “What is it?” snapped Shade. Keely gave him the signal, and az Shadde read it the bushy eyebrows lifted in surprise. Then he wrote some- thing ona signal pad, fore off the sheet and put itn his pocket, "im going to the control room, Tell the navigating bticer i want him there.” ‘Wien Symington got to the chart table Shadde showed him the signal. “Head that," he said in a strained voice "Big act, thought Symington, but he noticed that Shad- ads hands ‘were shaking. ‘The signal was from FOS/M shdressed to Hetahate, Massive, Deterrent, repeated SAC- EAN" Snd? other NATO-and’ Admiralty suthonties, 

ir, Emer- 



Retaliate to position 58° 30° N: 09° 52° E by midnight 
Stop Massive to clear Oslo by 2030 and to position 88° 
50° N: 10" 12" E by midnight Stop Deterrent to posi- 
tion 62° 40° N: 3° 00° E by midnight Stop Proceed 
submerged and with dispatch Stop Execute 
When he had finished reading, Symington said, “Very 

interesting, sir.” He could not think of anything more 
ropriate to say. i shadde looked up from the chart, “Give me the course 

and speed to reach that position by midnight.” 
‘Symington got busy with the dividers and parallel 

rulers, and Shadde switched on the fathometer. He 
watched the trace for a moment or so and then went to 
the W/T office and told Gracie to make a diving signal to 
FOS/M. “Diving time ‘ninefeen forty-one. Surfacing 
twenty-two hundred,” he said, looking at his watch, 

“Aye, aye, sir.” Shadde dropped his voice. “Did_you go through the motions of ‘acknowledging that FOS’ signal?” 
“Good man.” 
With purposeful steps Shadde went back to the center 

of the control room. "Bridge!" he called into the voice 
bipe ‘Weddy's voice came back at once. “Control room!" 

“Diving Stations... clear the bridge!” Shadde barked the orders. "Open main vents!” The klaxon sounded 
throughout the submarine and the crew moved swiftly t0 their stations, “Take her down to two hundred feet,” snapped Shadde. The submarine'’s bow slanted down and the slow pitch 
and roll ceased af she dived fo the calm water below the Surface, 

“Now,” Shadde said, leaning over the chart table, “How far is the nearest land from the midnight position?” 
‘With one leg of the dividers on the midnight position, Symington swung the free leg Until it just touched the jorwetian coast at Nisér off Sandness Fjord. He trans- 

ferred the dividers to the latitude scale and read off the distance, "A fraction under twenty-four miles, si.” 
“see,” said Shadde, “And at two hours to darkness?” Symington was puzzled. “Two hours to darkness?” “Yes, yes," Shadde frowned. “Two hours before mid- 

night. You know, forty miles away from the midnight 
position, How far off the land then?” ‘Symington measured again, “Here, sir. Thirteen point eight miles off the Homboro Light.” 
Grgplendia! Well sunfece off them at twenty-two hun- 

Ty « few minutes the Captain's voice sounded through- 
out the submarine. “This is the Captain speaking, I want 
{to tell you about a signal we've received from the Fla; 
Onicer Submarines. It's a NATO operational order an 
requires us to be at a position in Bohus Bay, off Sandness 
Fjord, by midnight. Tt also orders Massive to clear Oslo 
by twenty thirty and reach a position about twenty miles 
north of ours by midnight. Finally, it orders Deterrent to 
# position off Alesund by midnight.” The Captain spoke 
fast and he sounded tense. “NATO operational orders of 
this sort suggest that an unusual situation may be de- 
veloping.” He paused, “But, there's nothing to be gained 
by conjecture, so don’t, indulge in it. Til keep you in- 
formed of any further developments, ‘That is all.” 

Tn the wardroom, in the messdecks, in the fore- and 
after-ends, in the galley and storerooms, wherever mem- 
bers of the crew were together, the Captain's broadcast 
was the burning topic of conversation. 

‘A theory which found a good deal of favor was that this 
was yet another NATO exercise—an impromptu one laid 
on by bored staffs at NATO headquarters anxious to 
justify their existence. Another view, less widely held, was that an ultimatum 
of some sort was due to expire at midnight, that behind 
the scenes intense diplomatic activity was ‘taking place 
between East and West, and that the stationing of the 
Missile-class submarines in the midnight positions was a 
precautionary measure in case the balloon went up. 
Underlying this conjecture and rumor, there was a 

rumbling of displeasure because of the threat to leave 
arrangements, and the ears of FOS/M’s, and NATO's 
sia: would have burned had they heard what was said 
about them. 
Soon after half past eight Symington and the first lieu- 

tenant met for a hurried consultation. It was their first 
‘opportunity since the Captain's broadcast, 

“Have to make it snappy,” he said. “Skipper’s on the 
prowl tonight.” 
“Where is he now?” asked Symington 
“In his cabin.” 

“Well, what d'you make of it?” Symington looked 
nervous, 

“Let's have a quick recap,” suggested Cavan. “The Ski 
pers given two signals to Gracie. The first’s been received” 
“he drawled the word—“and the second’s due at about 
twenty-one thirty. So the exercise is launched. By the 
way,” he added, “what did you think of the broadcast?” 
Symington sbrugged his shoulders. “Very good. And 

you?" Gavan made a circle with his thumb and index finger. “superb!” ‘SPmington folded his arms, “And his motives now, Number One?" 
“Ah! The sixty-four-thousand-dollar question. But the 

basic situation remains unchanged. We know he intends 
to shake up the ship's company and that he knows that 
Kyle's not the saboteur. Apparently he believes the exer- 
cise may produce..." 

‘Symington shook his head. “That's moonshine. Why 
would a saboteur give himself away because he's sud- 
denly confronted with what, Shadde calls the real thing? 
‘Doesn't begin to make sense.” 

"The first lieutenant slid off the bunk and sat on the 
corner of the desk. “Couldn't agree more, George.” 

“Anyway, we've done the right thing.” 
“Wer” said Symington dryly, “That's rich.” 
‘The first lieutenant frowned. Symington was getting 

rather too big for his boots. ... 7 
‘Keely knocked on the door of the Captain's cabin and 

went in, “Signal, sir. Emergency—operational.” He tried 
to sound casual, but his voice shook. 
Wirovr a word Shadde took the second signal. Like its predecessor it was addressed to Retaltate Massive, Deters Foun SEALANT and olher, NAEO.and Admiralty: au orkies It read: "Assume frst degres migale Feadines, Sion. Guard this channel each half-hour, Stop. Execute Stop, Acknowledge Rect noticed Ghat Shadde's hands were shaking when hep (ae essage cows a te danke “Frc the deat fieatonant and the Gunnety officer to see pee 

Wheh they'atrived, Shadde got up with a quick move- iment and passed the signal to Weddy, “itedd that” he 
said, staring first at Cavan and then at Weddy. Mila puters obioce {ope wt tie gta and is oye brows fitted fn surprise, ‘Something estou on the £0 

Shadde nodded vigoroust} Looks like it. No point in specilating Lats get on with the Jobe" He towsied at Fekdy, "Moana fost va aaucs tebe rekay ot ces mista: notice doesnt 
Shadde went over to the door and slid it open. “Get cracking, Sgoner the betterhe sad. Hs vice sounded yan Weddy lefi’and in a moment they heard his voice over 

AS THE GIRL caressed 
hhim,heraccomplicocame 
from behind the door 
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the broadcast: ‘Missile launching parties, close up.” 

‘Shadde smiled at the first lieutenant, a humorless smile 
with a shade of malice in it. “So much for your judgment, 
Number One.” 

"What was that, sir?” 
‘You couldn't Believe Retaliate would ever be used in 

earnest.” There was a note of elation in Shadde's voice. 
Cavan thought, Wait, my friend. We'll soon know whose 
Judgment was at fault “Anything else, sir?” asked Cavan, 

‘The Captain looked up from the desk as if he had just 
noticed him. “Yes. Keep a sharp lookout for peculiar 
behavior. I take it you've already spoken to the officers 
about that?” 

‘Cavan nodded. “Yes, sir.” 
Fon the second time that night the crew heard the Cap- dain’s yoice over the broadcast. "We've just received @ second NATO operational signal from FOS’ Its very brief. Itorders Relaliate, Massive, and 
Deterrent to assume the first degree of missile readiness 
You've already heard the order to the missile parties to close up." There was suppressed excitement in the Cap- 
{ain's voice and he spoke quickly and with great urgency. the first degree of readiness requires us to be ready to 
launch four missiles at three minutes’ notice. The missile 
parlies are now preparing numbers one and two and fitleen and sixteen ‘Again there was that hard, dry cough, and then the 
voice resumed, “It's evident that our three boats wouldn't ave received these orders unless a most unusual situation 
was developing. However, I would like to make it very clear"—he emphasized the words—“that the order to Sssume the first degree of readiness is normally a precau= 
tionary measure, Hf does not mean that we will launch missiles, although that's a possibility which can’t be ex- 
cluded," 

Shadde paused for a moment. “Once again I must warm you against conjecture, We're here to arty out orders, nol 
Yo speculate about the reasons for them. As I told’ you 
earlier, we'll surface for a few minutes at twenty-two hundréd for navigational purposes, "That will be in ap~ 
proximately twenty-three ‘minutes’ time, Tll keep you 
Informed of any further developments, In the meantime, Keep calm... .don'tlisten to rumor-mongers.... concentrate 
on your duties... That is all.” ‘While. Shadde ‘was speaking the first, lieutenant had 
opened the test. panel on the firing pedestal and gone through the motions of testing the eireuit. "Piring-plunger circuit tested and correct, sir,” he 
reported: 

Pvery good,” said Shadde. Symington’s voice crackled in the speaker above Shad- 
dee bunk, “Captain to the control room, Twenty-two 
hundred, sir.” 

‘The anger, in Shadde's eyes gave way to a gleam of excitement, “Very good, Symington,” he called back. “I'm 
coming through’ ‘Hurtiedly he pulled on seaboots and an oilskin, slung 
binoculars around his neck, went, through to the control oom and called, “Diving stations.” The order was passed 

‘he broadcast and the crew went quickly to stations 
“Forty feel!" rapped out Shadde. The hydroplane operators turned their wheels and the forepart of the submarine began to lift. Then came Shad- de's voice again, sharp, incisive, compelling: “Up peri 

scope!” After quick sweep around the herizon he Snapped the handles shut, "Stand by to surface!” "Stand by to surface! Shut main vents!" called the first 
lieutenant, ‘There were muffied thuds as the vents were Closed, foliowed quickly by reports from the various com= 
partments. ‘The outside ERA, reported, “All main vents shut, sir. 

"Surface!" barked Shadde “Blow main ballast!” called the first lieutenant 
‘The frst lieutenant was calling the depths: “Thirty feet, 

sir, Fifteen feet, sir "Phe submarine begen to move about the seaway as she broke surface. ‘Shadde released the clips on the upper 
hatch, swung it open apd climbed out onto the bridge, followed by the Jookouts, the signalman, and the officer 
ofthe wateh, 

The northwesterly wind had increased and a steepish sea was running, Speed was reduced (0 12 lots, but even 0 the plunging bow kept throwing spray back across the 
bridge: this and the rain and the lowering clouds which 
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darkened the northern twilight made the visibility less 
than a mile, Above the men on the bridge, the radar 
seanner was searching the horizon, providing the control 
room with data for the reports of bearings and distances 
Of ships and the land. 

Lookouts were quickly posted, but on Shadde's orders 
the navigation lights were not switched on. During the 
next few minutes there was intense activity. Symington 
carried out a quick calibration of radar, loran and SINS 
positions; a diving signal was made to'FOS/M. Exactly 
Six minutes after she had surfaced Retaliate was back at 
200 feet, Speed was increased to 20 knots and course was 
set to réach the position in Bohus Bay ‘One hour before midnight Gracie was called to the 
Captain's cabin. Shadde was pacing to and fro like a 
caged tiger. As soon as he saw the telegraphist. he beamed. 
“Splendid! Gracie. You've done a magnificent job. Quite 
remarkable! The exercise is a roaring success!” 

‘There was no doubt about Shadde's excitement, The 
dark hollow-ringed eyes were bright and lit up the drawn 
face, Still pacing he went on, “Thanks to you, Gracie, the 
most realistic conditions have been achieved. There's not 
aman on board who doesn't believe that a most serious 
Situation is developing.” He must have thought of some- 
thing because he added quickly, “Except for us, of 
course.” Then he picked up the thread of his thought and 
raced on, “Yes, yes! Here we are, then, The whole crew 
faced with what they think is the real thing, It's first-class 
experience for them. Magnificent training! There's only 
one thing needed to complete the exercise.” He gave 
Gracie a dark look. “Know what?” 

"No sity" said the telegraphist. What the devil's coming 
now, he thought. 

"A third signal,” said Shadde, his eyes flashing. “A 
third signal. T've already enciphered it.” He picked up a 
signal sheet from the desk, “Here it is... . You'll receive 
ital five minutes to midnight. This third signal will crown 
a remarkable performance. It will end the exercise on a 
dramatic note.” Shadde laughed gaily. “After that”—he 
shrugged his shoulders—“welll turn for home, and T'll tell 
the erew over the broadcast what it was all about.” 

‘He paused a moment and frowned. "Shan't leave it at 
that, though. Tl draw attention to the results achieved 
and’ the lessons learned.” His face was somber. “And 
they'll be considerable, I can assure you. Now that’s all, 
Gracie. Once again, congratulations on a first-class per- 
formance," 

st looked away from the staring eyes. 
‘he daéd uneasily. Then he left the cabin, 

and went straight to Sy.aington to tell him that the Cap- 
fain had. third signal—to be received just 
before midnight, contents unknown, 
Wun the “third” signal came out of the eryptograph Keely saw that this time the address groups did not in- 
clude Massive and Deterrent. When he read the message he felt as if he'd been kicked in the pit of his stomach. 

Execute Thunderbolt for repeat Thunderbolt four_at 
9010 repeat 0010 Stop Targets KDE 18/10 repeat KF 
18/19 Stop Thereafter retire into the North Sea Stop 
Guard this channel at each hour Stop Acknowledge 
‘The wardroom clock showed that it was two minutes to 

midnight. Pale and excited, Keely ran back into the con- 
trol room, As he got there he heard Shadde say, “Take 
her down to one hundred fifty feet.” 

‘Keely went up to the Capiain and thrust the signal into 
his hands, “It's to execute Thunderbolt, sir,” he said in a 
dry, husky voice. 

For some reason Shadde frowned at the sublieutenant; 
then he took the signal and read jt. There were dark 
shadows around the hollow of his eyes and the pink glow 
of the lights accentuated his hawk-like appearance as he 
Went over to the broadcast and pressed the call push. 
“First Lieutenant and Lieutenant Commanders Gallagher 
and Weddy report at once to the Captain's cabin,” he said. 

"There was a strange quiver of excitement in Shadde’s 
jice when he spoke to the three officers in his cabin, 
Gentlemen, read this quickly, please, There's little time 

to spare." He handed the signal to Gallagher, then opened 
the safe under the bunk and took from it the black cov- 
ered S.P. while Weddy and Cavan peered over Gallagher's 
Shoulders at the signal, 

‘Weddy said nothing. He had been expecting this ever 
since Retaliate had been ordered to assume the first 
degree of readiness. It was the natural sequence; but all 
the same he had a tight, dry feeling in his throat. 

‘Shadde went quickly through the pages of the S.P. until 
he found the page he wanted. Then he turned to them 
abruptly. “Well, gentlemen? Do you agree the import of 



the signal? Four Polaris missiles to be Iaunched at ten ‘minutes past midnight?” 
When Shadi picked up the S.p to show them the open 

page, his hands were trembling. “Target coordinates, ‘eighteen and nineteen,” he said. “Let's see what they are.” 
fe ran his fingers across the table of coordinates and stopped. “Here they are: KPF elghteen—naval base and dockyard, Kronshtadt.” He looked up, “Thank God its a 

military target.” Then his finger moved on, “KPF nineteen industrial ‘complex, Leningrad. See that, gentlemen? See that, do you? Those are our targets.” 
‘With quick, jerky movements he marked the target co- ordinates with a pencil, folded the page and handed the 

book to Weddy. ““Twousector spresd.on both, Weddy. You'll find all the data there.” He waved him away with 
a flourish of his hand. “Look sharp! ‘Time's short! Get that 
onto your computers right away” He swung around to 
Io look at the clock on the bulithead, “My Godt Midnight? We've got ten minutes! Sound off missile launching sta- 
tions, Number One. Come on, gentlemen, there's no time 0 spare, 
Weddy had already gone, and Shadde bustled out fol- lowed by the first lieutenant and Gallagher. When they gol into the control room Cavan went t9 the alarm pane! 

and turned the small wheel until the pointer stopped at ‘Missile Launching Stations.” The insistent clamor of the buzzers sounded throughout the submerine, and while they were still vibrating the crew hurried to their stations Some men looked calm and normal, but most ‘showed alarm and many of them fear. 
‘On Shadde’s orders the submarine was taken up to 90 feet, and a shift was made from automatic to hand steering and depth-keeping. The scene in the control room was one 

of intense activity, and reports poured in from the missile attack center and the missile control room and launching 
area within seconds after the men reached their stations ‘The clock above the chart fable showed 0002—two min= utes past midnight. 
Shadde went over to the navigating officer. “Symington, gon the boat to arrive in the firing position at o-o-ten, ‘Then he was back at the broadcast, pressing the call push, When he spoke his voice was hoarse. “This is the Captain 

We've just received a NATO flash message.” He paused and there wasn't a sound except the erackuing of the loud speaker and Shadde's labored breathing. "We're to launch 
four Polaris missiles at ten minutes past midnight. That's in about six minutes. The targets are Kronshtadt, Russia's principal naval base, and the industrial area around Len- Ingrad. ‘These are about twenty-five miles apart.” 
Shadde paused and cleared his throat, “Range from the firing position to, the targets will be about seven hundred and ‘ifty miles. That means our warheads should Teach 

them about three minutes after firing, Immediately after launching we'll go deep, retire into the North Sea at max 
imum speed and await further orders.” 

Again he stopped, and his listeners wondered what 
there was left to say. ‘There was a dreadful, ‘numbing finality about what they had heard that left little to the imagination, 

Bat the Captain went on, “I must exhort you to con- centrate solely upon the execution of your duties, You must refrain from all speculation as to the why and 
wherefore of our orders.” His voice rose and something 
crept into if which might have ‘been excitement or even 
exultation, “Pd like to-remind you that in these waters, hol far from here, the Royal Navy once broke the power of @ mighty alliance which threatened England. Neson's 
Victory at Copenhagen smashed the confederacy of Prus- 
sia, Denmark, Sweden and... Russie.” There was hatred 
in his voice as he dragged out the last word. 
“Today, not alone, but with powerful alles NATO, the United States and the Commonwealth-—Britain faces a far 

more deadly enemy: Communist Russia,” The voice rose, “We're now about to do for Bngland what Nelson aid at Copenhagen.” He paused for s moment. "May we do it as 
well. That is all. God bless you.” This wasn’t the cold, 
calm Shadde the crew was used to; there was no doubt the oceasion had choked him with emotion, 
TxoucH the broadcasts had prepared them for what was 
coming, there had been a good deal of dismay and alarm among the men in the digerent compartments of the sub- 
marine when the buzzers had sounded for missile launch- 
ing stations a few minutes before, But expected of not, Shadde’s last statement came as a profound shock to most of the erew. It was a nasty jalt of reality, an end to con- 
Jecture. ‘This was it; the much talked about, much pre= 

red for, “it-ean’t-happen-here” nuclear war with Russia Red started. There were thoughts of wives and children and parents and girl friends, of homes in towns and Vil- 

lages and countryside. And crowding these were other 
thoughts—unspeakable, inadmiscible—about what might 
already be happening in England. But there wasn’t very 
Much time for thinking, Every man had something to do 
<a station to go to, a duty to perform—and, in the few 
minutes left, too much was happening for clear, consecu- tive thought. 

‘The clock over the chart table showed 0005: five min- 
utes past midnight. Tension in the control room, was 
mounting. In the red glow of the lights, the faces of the 
men at their stations were strained and’ apprehensive. 

‘At the plot Symington and the Doctor kept a covert 
watch on Shadde. There was only one thought in their 
minds: Would he use the firing plunger? Normally ‘his 
demeanor was calm and collected, but tonight he seemed 
restless and excited. All part of the act, the Doctor said 
to himself, and then his’ thoughts were interrupted by 
Symington’s voice. “Eleven hundred yards to the fring 
Position, Three minutes to go, sir.” 

Shadde called, “Stand by to open launching caps!” 
‘The sublicutenant spoke into the headset and then re- 

ported to the Captain, “Attack center reports all checks 
and line-ups complete, sir. Ready for launching,” 
“Very good,” said Shadde, 
“Launching area cleared, sir, Watertight doors shut,” 

said Keely eats . shadde’s voice was dry and hoarse. “Open launching caps," he said, and Keely repeated the order to missile control. 
Shadde's voice sounded peculiar; it had a sort of hoarse 

tremble in it, “Control officers to the firing pedestal.” 
The first lieutenant joined Gallagher at the pedestal. 

‘Through the perspex screen they saw Weddy take off his 
headset and climb down from the console seat; then he 
came through the door and over to the pedestal. With 
quick strides Shadde reached them. He opened the stain- less-steel door on the pedestal and the four control dials 
reflected back the red glow of the lights. 

Shadde leaned down and turned the top dial several 
times. When he straightened up, there was no mistaking 
the exeitement in his voice as hé said, “Put on your con- trol settings.” 
Cavan quickly set the second dial, then Weddy the 

third, and finally Gallagher bent down. There was a slight 
delay while the American put his setting on the bottom 
dial with calm, unhurried concentration, 

Symington jerked upright from the plot, “One hundred sixty-five yards to go... thirty seconds, sir!” 
‘The Doctor look across at the Captain, Beads of per- 

spiration had run dsm Shadde'’s face, leaving wet streaks, 
red in the glow of the Control-room lights. The eyes were 
wide and staring and the facial muscles never stopped 
working. Above it all, the tousled black hair was moist 
‘with sweat, As O'Shea’ watched, Shadde shouted to Keely, 
“Start the telemeter count!” His volee was hoarse. 

The first strike of the firing gong sounded, strident and 
chilling. The count had started. All eyes watched the re- 
eater over the pedestal. At each second the gong struck 
and the figure in the repeater changed, showing the num= 
ber of seconds to launching. 

With a quick sidways thrust Shadde brushed Gallagher 
out of the way and put both hands on the T-piece of the 
firing plunger. He watched the repeater with fierce con- 
centration, his jaw thrust upward 
How he's loving it, thought the fst lieutenant. Every 

silly, oyeracted, dramatic bloody second of it! 
But O'Shea was reacting differently. He was looking at 

‘Shadde's eyes and all he could think was, Those eyes! My God! Those eyes, 
Gong! 3 Gong! . 

“On! Oni On!" ‘Symington’s voice shrilled: 

‘Wren a heave ot his shoulders Shadde pushed the firing 
plunger away from him, away and across the full trave 
of the metal are until the pointer came to a quivering stop under the word “Fire.” 

‘There was a stunned silence in the control room. From the launching area the loudspeaker relayed the same 
shrill whistle of high-frequency sound, the hiss of escap- ing air and the whirr of compressors, There was no change in trim, no sound of the flooding of the launching tubes; nothing had happened. 

Frantically Shadde seized the plunger, wrenched it back eross the are to the “Off” position and then rammed it across to “Fire” again; but still nothing happened, 
‘With wild eyes he turned, to Keely. "What's the delay? 

What the hell's happened?” Lunging at the astonished 
sublicutenant he wrenehed the headset away. “Give it to 
me, you dumb idiot!” ‘Then he roared into it, “Weddy! Attack center! What's the delay! I've depressed the 
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plunger, twice! Order them to. fie, man! Order them, to 
ire!” There was hysteria in his voice and he waved his, 

arms as he shouted. 
‘The first, lieutenant stopped a foot away from Shadde 

and looked him squarely in the face. "Nothing's hap- 
pened, sir. But there'll be no firing,” he said firmly. “Those 
NATO signals were bogus.” 

For a moment Shadde’s eyes seemed to leave their 
sockets, and then with a roar of rage he sprang at the 
first lieutenant with such violence that Cavan, big as he 
‘was, fell back against the chart table. 

‘The Captain sereamed, “You bloody traitor! How dare 
you! This is mutiny! You're under arrest!” He swung 
around to Alistair. “This officer's under arrest. He's to 
be confined to his cabin." He spun around again. "Cox. 
swain! Give the wheel to Higgins! Assist Lieutenant 
Allistair!” ‘Shadde was still clutching Keely’s headset, and now he 
shouted into it, “Weddy! Weddy! Goss! In the control 
room at once!”” Then he turned back, and with flaming, 
incredulous eyes he saw Symington, the Doctor, Keely 
and Cavan slowly closing in on him: His face contorted 
with rage. “Keep off, d'you hear? You mutinous swine! 
Interfere with history in the making, would you?” He 
danced in an excess of rage. “Allistair! Coxswain! Arrest 
these officers at" 

Before Shadde could finish the sentence Keely made a 
fying tackle which brought him to the deck, legs pinned; 
and Cavan, the Doctor and Symington piled in. 

"The struggle was fierce and bloody; Shadde was power- 
ful and he lashed out devastatingly with feet and fists. 
While they fought on the deck, he fumed and shouted, 
“You bloody traitors! Betray England, would you! Wait 
for the court-martial! Aah...aa!” he panted, and lay 
‘there gasping for breath, 

‘The sublieutenant was down on the deck, arms locked 
about Shadde’s legs; the first lieutenant sat, astride the 
Captain's chest, and the Doctor and Symington each 
Pinned an arm to the deck, Shadde turned his head to one 
Side and saw Symington. His eyes rolled. “You... you...!" 
he exploded, and started to struggle again ‘with fresh 
energy. “Unspeakable little cad! This is your doing... all 
yours...” With a groan he relaxed and began to babble incoherently. “Lombok Strait! ... Fitzhugh Symington... 
dogged by that bloody family.” For a moment he lay silent; 
then, his eyes wild and staring, he was off again, “Ah! 
Nelson. happy band of brothérs! Forgive me, Nelson, 
lorgive me! 
“Take it easy, sit.” The first lieutenant’s, breathless 

voice was meant to be soothing, but it drove Shadde into 
another frenzy of rage and the struggle was on again. 

“You're mad... all of you ... wait for the court-martial! 
Call yourselves Englishmen’ |-. My God! You've sold her 

you've sold her, I tell you. Stupid swine!...1 could 
jave brought Russia to her knees...ended the threat 

once and for all!... You stopped me! You stopped me: 
‘There was @ shaitering, chilling scream; then he lay back 
breathless, exhausted by his exertions. 

In a few moments O'Shea was back with a syringe. He 
bared the Captain's forearm and with a quick jab injected 
the morphia while Shadde shouted and groaned and 
struggled to free himself, But it was not long before the 
drug took effect, and in the middle of a fresh outburst of 
hysterical rambling he lost consciousness. 

‘The first lieutenant, Keely and the two stewards carried 
the Captain to his cabin and laid him gently on the bunk. 
Wun ne got back to the control room, the first Tieu- 
tenant went (o the broadcast and pressed the call push, Fie was still breathless, “This is the first lieutenant, ‘The 
exercise is complete, Secure missile launching stations. he Captain's had a breakdown and is now under the 
Doctor's care, I have assumed command. "You cant have known that tonights happenings were, in fact, just an exercise, The so-called NATO operational 
Signals Weren't real signals. ‘They were his idea for an efereise under realistic conditions. But...” Whatever Gavan was going to say, he changed his mind, “You've Sii'T'm sure, been very worried and concerned. I can only 
Say how sorty Tam for that. Tmust ask you, out of loyalty fo the Captain—and to the Service, not to mention this when youre ashore, IU a domestic matier—let’s do all we 
fan {0 keep it in this boat"—he eleared his throat—"or at 
Teast in the naval family. “fh inform FOS by signal of the Captain’s illness, and 
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‘we'll alter course for Portsmouth. We should arrive there 
on Sunday morning. That is all.” | 

"There was no meeting planned in the wardroom next 
morning, but after breakfast, when the stewards were still 
clearing away, the first lieutenant told them to leave the 
wardroom and shut the watertight door behind them. 

‘When the stewards had gone the first lieutenant said, 
“There are one or two things about last night which T 
think we should discuss. Bound to be an inquiry in Ports- 
mouth and we'd better tie up some of the ends now.” 

‘Phere was the sound of a nervous cough and Mr. Bud- 
dington said, “Would you like me to leave, Mr. Cavan?” 

‘The first Heutenant winced at the “Mister.” “Not at all— 
but I'd better tell them who you are.” 

‘The little man nodded and the first lieutenant explained 
who Mr, Buddington was and why he was on boat 
“Any elues about the saboteur?” asked Weddy curiously. 
“Phere isn't one, gentlemen.” Mr. Buddington's watery 

gaze traveled arotnd the wardroom. “There wasn't any 
Sabotage, you see, Tt was... it was..." he stammered, “a 
powerful obsession with your Captain 
“How is the Skipper, poor man?” There was a mournful 

ring in Rhys Evans’ voice. “Still out. Fully sedated,” said O'Shea, “We'll have to 
keep him like that until we get in, 

fallagher looked at the first lieutenant. “What d'you 
say we get on with that discussion you mentioned just 

‘Cavan nodded, “We'll do that.” He moistened his lips. 
“Thing is, we mist put the best possible face on this for 
the Skipper, Look after his interests, you know, but it's 
going to be difficult after last night.” 

“Til say,” agreed Gallagher, and he sounded pretty 
grim, “Ya better tell you the thing from the beginning.” Cav- 
an looked around the table slowly, as if he were taking 
Stock of hig audience. “It started the second day out of 
Stockholm.” 
He told them the story. 

Wouren he had finished, nobody said anything for a mo- 
‘ment, until Gallagher turned around in his chair and ferewed up his face as he spoke. “Why did you send Syiningtop to break that circult? Why didn't you do it 
yourself?” “Gavan nodded, “Good point, You see, if I'd gone and been cought out at it, Td have had no one senior to myself to fare to, By seiding, Symington it was different. 1 was always in the backglind ts protect im if 1 came to 8 
Showdown. "What beats me," interfupted Goss, “is Shadde's motive 
Fantastic bloody thing to do.” ‘The Doctor shook his head, “Nothing that we'd unde stand. Uienow I'm being wise after the event, but Shadde’s insane. He's @ manic-depressive-with a bit of the com- 
Dulsive obsessive thrown in, T'd say.” “What are the symptoras?” “Rapid mood swings, Periods of depression alternating with excitement and elation, Rapid thinking... flight ideas. Jumping from one topic to the other ....over~ activiiy -;. overtalkativeness .. sleeplessness. Lots of peo- pie have these, but Shadde's have reached psychotic dimen- Sions, He's lost touch with reality. His juagment is gone.” Gallagher puffed a ring of smoke at the deckhead, “How 
did he get that way?" “‘pmieult to say. Basic condition might be hereditary, or due (ova chilghood trauma, Severe father... bitchy step- mother could have done it. You'd have to know the family fistory. Then the Doetor told them all he knew about the Pombok Sirait business and the Captain's other problems "Shade was obsessed. with the idea that you'd spread 
that Lombok Strait story in the wordroom,” he said, 1ook- 
ing at Symington Symingion was pale and tight-lipped. “My father never ‘mentioned the Lombok Strait, He had the highest opinion 
of Shadde.” ‘The Doctor nodded sympathetically. “There's no doubt hig gondition deteriorated. after you joined. ‘Then came the breakup of his marriage and all the other things I've 
fold you about.” "Swhat are his chances of recovery?" ‘The first ieuten- 
ant’s voice was matter of fact “SBrobably not too bad," said the, Doctor, Weddy looked around ‘the table. “Tt the firing plunger haunt been disconnected, it's pretty frightening to think What might have happened by now.” "WNotting would have happened.” Gallagher said it very quielly'and simply, ut ir he had enrown a bomb into the Wardroom it, wouldn't have caused more surprise. “Nothing?” said the frst lieutenant. “What d'you mean?” 



“Those missiles couldn't fly, anyway—broken circuit or 
no broken circuit.” 

‘Cavan’s face was blank. “Are you serious?” _ 
For a moment Gallagher sat there saying nothing, but 

they could see he was thinking hard. Then he said, “There's 
only one setting on that bottom dial that could make the 
firing cireuit alive.” He paused. “The odds against guessing it are seventeen million to one, in case any of you ever 
think of trying.” 

"So whai?” said Weddy. 
“T didn't put it on.” 

jut I'saw you work the dial.’ 
T put a phony setting on it, because I knew that firing 

signal was phony, as soon as T saw it,” 
where was a challenge in the first lieutenant’s voice. “now? Gallagher looked at him coolly: “That's a United States seoret. We still have a few, 1 guess.” ‘The first lieutenant pulled at his ear. “Why didn't you say the signal was bogus when Shadde showed it to you? Might have saved that business last nights” 

Gallagher's eyes narrowed. “When the Aring signal came in on top of the others, T was very interested. 1 knew it Was a phony, all right. It shouted it at me,” He knocked 
the act off his cigarette, “But I figured that this must be fome fancy British idea for putting on a tough exercise. ‘We wouldn't do it in our navy, but { thought. well, you know, Royal Navy. So.T Just ‘sat and waited. Why ‘spoil the play? And “7. well’he shrugged his shoulders 1 Jenew those missiles couldn't go, anyway.” He got up out of his chair then and his face looked a bit grayer than Usual as he leaned against the pantry hatch “They were ail looking at him now, wondering about the 
odd look on his face, but he was watehing only the first Heutenanty and when he spoke it was 10 Cavan. “If you're 
finished,” he said, “there's a question I'd like to ask you?” 
Gavan gave hitn a'dry, unamused smile and said, “Go ahead.” 
“Why did you get Symington to cut that firing circuit instead of coming fo me?” sald Gallagher. "i'm the weapons control offer in this outfit. Y'm assigned here for the express purpose of preventing unauthorized firings.” 
" donft much like your tone, Gallagher,” Cavan said, “ut since you've asked for an explanation Til give it 10 you, When Symington came and saw me I thought of going Yo you. But then { realized this was an R.N. affair and we had to settle it our own way. T knew that onee the cireult had been broken the missiles couldn't be fired, so there was no danger on that account, “My problem was to make sure that nothing could go wrong, and at the same time handle things so that 1 could Protect Gracie and Symington and”-he paused and took R'deep breath—“and, of course, the Skipper.” He looked past Gallagher at the wardroom clock. “if T'd come to yout Pa have™-he smiled~"T'd have to let the side down. Don't you see?” 

GaxaGuEr gave him a tong, hard look, and then he 
came away from the pantry hatch and moved close to Ca- 
van. “That's a very moving story, Cavan,” he said, “but I'l 
tell you another one that’s pretty sad, too, and it’s about 
your Captain.” He stopped and there wasn't a sound in the 
wardroom. “He's quite a man you know—or was. One of 
your top submariners. But he’s been a pretty sick man. 
lately, O'Shea’s told us all about that and sort of filled in the 
gaps, but I guess we've all known for some time now that 
Shadde's been having a tough time. But—with the excep- 
tion of Rhys Evans here—we haven't done a goddam thing 
about it... haven't tried to help him in any way or any- thing like that... have we?” 
“Now it you'd come to me then—as you should have— 

and told me about the signals and what was on your mind, 
T'd have told you how I could put on a phony setting—that 
is if you didn't already know, which perhaps you did.” 

‘“Tcertainly did not,” said Cavan, and his face was ashen. 
“Anyway,” went on Gallagher. “We'd have put our 

heads together and worked out things so that we could 
have given your Captain the help he so badly needed. We 
knew he was leaving this boat for a shore job in two days’ 
time. I could have handled this thing so there'd have been 
no scene in the control room, no humiliation of Shadde 
in front of his officers and mén, no certainty of disgrace 
and dismissal from the service. 

‘He stopped and looked around at the puzzled embar- 
rassed faces. “I hope you gentlemen don’t think that I'm 
presuming on your hospitality,” he said. “I know I am, 
0 to speak, a guest in this boat, but I've got a bit of @ 
conscience about your Captain, and I want to get this off 
my chest. Hope you don't mind.” 

‘He turned back to the first lieutenant. “The thing is, 

‘you aimed to handle it rather differently, didn’t you, Cavan? You aimed to play it dead safe on a heads-I-win- 
tails-Shadde-loses basis. 

“So you fixed it that whichever way it broke you'd be O.K. What's more, you'd get the kudos for having pre- 
vvenied the worst--so you'd be very O.K.....” Cavan pushed 
back his chair and stood up, his face as white as a sheet, 
Dut Gallagher went on, ".-.which is why, you've been lishing Your marble'so, gaidam hardin this wardroom Yor the fast 'tep"mimutes”“ Gallagher's hand waved in an airy gesture of contempi. “Protecting Symington ... pro- 
tecting Gracie. .protesting Shadde. You give me @ 
jn the ass! ‘The only person you were protecting was jamin Cavan. You were at your old game, Cavan—keeping 
your yardarm clear. I's @ religion with you...” Gallagher stopped and there wasn'ta sound in the ward- 
room except the hum of the turbines. “And in case you 
think What you've done is smarty" he went on, “Td like 
fo know that at the court of inquiry Til be saying pretty much whalT'm saying now." ‘Cavan was the bigger of the two men, and for a moment it appeared that he was going to hit the American. Gal- 
lagher must have thought s0 100, because he stood there wailing, tense and wary. But the frst lieutenant Just looked 
athim, then shrugged his shoulders and left the wardroom, 

After along silence the others departed in ones and twas. At the end Gallagher was left standing there alone 
‘Tre room was littered with clothing. She was determined ot to fake anything that wasn't essential, and so she Seleced and discarded and the pile of things that were to be 
lett behind got steadily bigger 

She was deserting him, no doubt about that, Of course he would find someone else 
‘The telephone was ringing downstairs and she heard her mother answering it "Yes, certainly. Pil eall her... Bliza~ 

beth! ‘Telephone, dear. It's Portsmouth,” ‘A thrill of excitement surged through her. Could it be 
him? What would he say? 

She ran down the stairs and picked up the telephone. Fora moment she held it until she got her breath, then 
seid guardedly, “Elizabeth Shadde speaking.” She’ tried {0 ound calm, but her heart was pounding 
“Who did you say? ... Oh! Surgeon Lieutenant O'Shea— ‘Yes! Yes! Yes, of course 
She caught her breath sharply. “In Haslar Hospital! Why? What's happened to him? As she listened her head started to swim, and from far away she heard O'Shea saying, “It's most important that 

you should see him. Hedi seps asking for you.” ‘When she put the receiver down she felt weak and her body seemed to go limp. For a few moments she sat there in agony of indecision; then she dialed @ number. For an 
instant she was tongue-tied, terrified that her voice would 
{ail her, but she was surprised at its firmness when she said, “ve had to change my plans, I'm afraid. 1 shan't be needing 
those tickets after all.” Then she put the telephone down and burst into tears. oe 

\ LET ME UP," the Captain screamed, | ‘We've goto blow op the Kram! 
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